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Q .P. E g g g g g 1 1 g, E1

2 MR. WARD: The meeting will come to order.

3 This is a meeting of the Advisory Committee on

O 4 N uclear Safety Subcommittee on Human Factors.

5 I am David Ward, the chairman of the

6 subcommittee. The other ACRS members present today

7 are Mr. Ray, and Remick. We have consultants Mr.

8 Catton, Mr. Debons, and Mr. Nertney. ,

9 The purpose of the meeting is twofold. First,

10 the subcommittee will discuss the proposed rule on

11 licensed operator staffing at nuclear power plants. In

12 the process of doing this, several other issuen related

*13 to staffing will be addressed, for example, the number

() 14 of crew on shif t, limits on overtime, and the

15 requirements for shift technical advisor.

16 As a result of these discussians, we would

17 like for the subcommittee to develop a recommendation

18 f or the full committee on advice that it might choose to

19 give to the Commissioners regarding the proposed rule.

20 I think you have read Mr. Fisher's write-up on

21 the proposed rule, and I see that there has been

22 considerable comment from the industry and the public on

23 the rule. What we want to get today from the staff is a

() 24 better explanation of their background and the rationale

25 for requiring the new rule at this time.

<

O
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I
'

(]) 1 The second major topic of the meeting will be

2 our second discussion of the staff's agreed human

3 factors planning. Back in September, we discussed the

4 plan at some length. We had the benefit of

5 presentations by the staff, and an advance copy of the

6 draft.

7 As you recall, the subcommittee was very

8 strongly critical of the plan, particularly of the

9 written pian. As a result of that meeting, we furnished

to the staff with a considerable number of comments, both

11 general and specific comments that each of the

12 consultants had furnished, together with other input the

to staff had received in the meantime.

( 14 They have redrafted th e plan. You have

15 received copies of that within the past week or so. We

16 don 't plan to have any presenta tion f rom the staff

17 regarding the plan, but rather we would like to have

18 your reaction to the redraf t of the plan , and have a

19 general discussion. The staff interested in the plan

20 will be present during that discussion to answer

21 questions or make comments that they might want to

22 s a k e .

23 We will ask for two presentations from the

() 24 sta f f a t th e full committee meeting next. The first

25 regarding the proposed new rule for licensed operator

O
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1 staffing on Friday, November 5th at 10:30 in the{}
2 morning. We have an hour allotted for a summary

3 presentation to the full committee. We can talk a

O 4 little bit more about that later, but we would like to

5 have the strtff provide a summary of the presentation

6 they are goirg to give at that time.

7 Regarding the program plan, on th e ss me da y ,

8 the same morning, Friday morning, November 5th, we have,,

9 I think it is, two hours blocked out beginning at 8430

10 for presentations from the staff and a _ discussion f rom

11 the full committee on the integrated human factors

12 program plan. At that time, I will carry to the

13 committee a summary of the comments that we get here

)- 14 today from the consultants und subcommittee members.

15 The agenda for today indicates that we will be

16 finished f airly early in the af ternoon , by one o ' clock, d

17 so we will not have a lunch break. We will go right

18 through to one, and I don't see why we shouldn't be able

19 to make that. So if your travel plans are appropriate,

20 I guess you can leave it that way. I don't think th.t

21 we will run much later than early af ternoon.

22 The staff has asked us for one slight

23 modification of the order of the agenda. Rather than

| (]) 24 starting off with a description of the proposed staffing

25 rule by Mr. Merschoff, we will go with D, B,C, in that

O

|
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(} 1 order, and then revert to the original orcer of the

2 agenda.

3 With that, let's go ahead with the first item
O

4 on the agenda which, I guess, is D, and this is Larry

5 Crocker.

6 MR. CROCKER: Good morning. My name is Larry

7 Crocker, and with the Licensee Qualifications Branch,

8 Division of Human Factors Safety of NRR. With have with

9 us today several other NRR members, my Branch Chief and

10 two other members of the branch. There are also some

11 people from Research, Mr. Goller, Mr. Overbee, and Mr.

12 Herschoff, who will also be on the agenda.

13 We are with you today to discuss the staffing

L'.3) 14 rules regarding the number of licensed operators on

15 shif t, specifically, the SR0s. I should point out, I

16 think probably I am a walking example of the absence of

17 a n SRO. About two months ago, whoever was supposed to

18 he in charge of my motor control center shut down, so I

19 am having some difficulty speaking. If you do have

20 trouble understanding me, please let me know and I will

21 back up and try it again. Sometimes the tongue and the

22 cheek do not work the way they are supposed to.

23 Mr. Merschoff will be providing you the

() 24 details regarding the background, content, the intent,

25 and the current status of the rule. However, before we

O
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1 get into the specifics of the rule itself, we thought
}

2 that it was important to briefly discuss the predecessor

3 and related actions the staff has taken which have some

4 impact on the rule, to set the stage, so to speak. I

5 would like to take a little time to review that stage

6 setting.

7 Our overall objective within the human factors

8 area of NRR, I believe, can be simply stated as shown on

9 this slide. We are attempting to upgrade the

10 capabilities of the operating personnel to cope with

11 both normal and off-normal conditions at the nuclear

12 plant. In suppcrt of this objective, there really are
!

! ,

13 four primity areas of activity which are being pursued

14 simultaneously.

15 Fi rst , our Procedures and Test Review Branch

18 a t NRR is working on establishing clear, coherent,

| 17 understandable symptom based emergency procedures which

18 will provide the operators with unambiguous guidance on

| 19 actions to take in off-normal situations.
.

20 At the same time, our Human Factors

21 Engineering Branch is working on improvements in the

22 control room that result in more usable information

23 available to the operators with a concurrent decrease in

({) 24 the chance for human error. The safety parameter

25 display system makes sure that the operators have

1

()
|
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() 1 information readily available to better cope with

2 effects of an accident.

3 I do not propose to discuss here the emergency

4 procedures or the control room improvement programs any

5 further, except to say that they are valuable in helping

6 make human operators plan. The committee is already

7 aware of the details of those programs.

8 A third effort, now largely concluded, had to

9 do with an upgrade of administrative controls. This

10 effort has been the responsibility of the Licensee

11 Qualifications Branch. The individual actions that have

12 been taken stem f rom the lessons learned from the THI-2
13 accident, and are noted on this slide.

i

|
- 14 Briefly, the changes have been made in the

15 administrative controls area. They include

| 16 establishr.ent of shift relief'and turnover procedures to

17 ensure that each member of an on-going shift is aware of

18 the plant status, and particula r matters pertinent to

19 the station or the plant.

20 Procedures have been established at each plant

21 to assure that that only essential personnel are allowed

| 22 in the control room, and to establish a clear line of

23 authority for the control room.

() 24 Procedures have also been established in this

25 plan to assure that the operating experience originating!

O
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1 both at that plant and elsewhere in the industry is
[}

2 identified and evaluated for applicability to that

3 plant, and is made known to those persons within the

O 4 utility who need such information.

5 At the same time, the procedures include

6 provisions which should preclude swamping these

7 individuals with non-essential matters. The staff feels

8 tha t the INPO-CN program is an important part of this

9 information experience feedback effort, and we endorse

10 the INPO-CN program by the industry.
.

11 Procedures also have been implemented at each

12 plant which require that important operating activities

13 are verified to be correct. This independent

() 14 verification may be accomplished by another qualified

15 individual or by automatic systems status verification,
,

16 or by some combination of the two.

17 HR. RAY: Could I have a question, please?

16 MR. CROCKER: Yes.

19 MR. RAY: That verification of the correct

20 performance of operating activities, is that on going on

21 a 24-hour basis, or is it a shift change activity?

22 MR. CROCKERs This is as the activities are

23 completed.

() 24 MR. RAY: So it is on-going.

25 MR. CROCKER: It is on-going.

O
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(]) 1 Finally, procedures have been established at

2 each plant which assure tha t the duties,

3 responsibilities, and authority of the shift supervisor

4 are clearly definad. As a corollary, shif t supervisors

5 have been relieved of unnecessary administrative

6 duties. These procedures emphasize the responsibility

7 of the shift supervisor for management of the plant, and

8 they set forth a clear line of command authority at the

9 plant.

10 MR. REMICK: Larry, the references that you

11 have there, are those from 0660?

12 MR. CROCKER: Yes, 0660, the THI Action Plan.

13 I am sorry, I should have mentioned tha t.

14 All of this then brings us to the four progras

15 a reas which support ocr objective of upgrading the

16 capability of the operating personnel. In addition to

17 providing improved emergency procedures, and improved

18 control boards and systems, and upgraded administrative

19 controls, we also have a major emphasis on upgrading the

20 staffing, qualification and training of on-shift

21 personnel.

22 As a result of the THI-2 lessons learned,

23 several immediate steps were taken in the upgradino of

() 24 qualifications of operations. In accordance with iten

25 1. A . 2.1, the experience levels for operators was

O
,
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{) 1 increased.

2 For SR0s, the pre-TMI requirements called for

3 a high school graduate, who had had four years of

O
4 responsible power plant experience, including one year

5 of nuclear power plant experience with a one for one

6 credit allowed for each year of academic or related

7 training.

i 8 Since TMI, the required experience for SR0s

9 has been expanded to include also one year as a licensed

10 operator, six months of experience a t the plant for

11 which the license is being sought, and three sonths of

12 training on-shif t as an extra person.

13 For R0s, the pre-THI requirements were a high

I () 14 school graduate, two years of power plant experience,

15 including one year of nuclear experience. This now has

16 been expanied to also require three months of training

17 as an extra person on shift in the control room.

18 TMI Action item I.A.2.3 specified instructors

19 must be trained and qualified at the SRO level, and it

20 also called for NRR to develop criteria and procedures

21 to be used for auditing training pr'ograms. Our branch

22 now has training specialists on staff. Procedures and

23 criteria for training are being written, and we are

() 24 beginning to conduct audits of licensee and vendor

1

25 training programs.

; C)
I
l

!
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({} 1 In accordance with item I.A.3.1 of the Action

2 Plan, the scope and criteria for licensing examinations

3 were up g ra d e d . Required training was added in the area

O
4 of heat transfer, fluid flow, and thermal dynamics.

5 Training for mitigating core damage was

6 covered specifically by Task Action Item II.B.4.

7 Training emphasis was placed on proper response to

8 reactor and plant transients.

9 The passing grade for operating examinations

10 was increased. Before TNI, the passing grade was 70

11 percent overali. Since TMI, it has been upgraded to 80

12 percent overall, with a minimum of 70 percent in any

13 category .

14 HR. CATTON: How many times can they take the

i 15 e xa m ?

16 MR. CROCKER: Three times, I believe, before

17 they get into resl trouble. If they miss the first time

18 in one or two areas, we let them go back again, I

l 19 believe, af ter two months.
|

20 MR. CATTON: Who makes this decision?

21 MB. CSOCKER: It is part of the Operator

22 Licensing Branch as far as the examinations are

23 con cerned.

() 24 MR. CATTONs Three before they get into real

25 trouble, which means that it is probably four, If there

()
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1 are extenuating circumstances, is it four?{)
2 MR. CROCKER: We have the expert with us, and

3 I might call on him.

O 4 MR. CATTON: Is it three and you are out, or

5 what?

6 MR. CROCKER: I really don 't know.

7 Paul, csn you help, or Ellis?

8 MR. MERSCH0FF Ellis Merschoff, Office of

9 Research.

10 According to the Code of Federal Regulations,

! 11 there is a time period of two months before they can

12 take it a second tims, and a period of three months

13 tef ore you can take it a third time. There is no

| () 14 cut-off. Conceivably, you could take the examina tion an

15 indefinite number of times, unless the plant management

16 or the NRC decides that it is enough. But the code does

17 not specifically address the maximum number of time.

18 MR. CATTON: Except that after the first it

19 takes six months.

20 MR. MERSCH0FF I am pretty sure that that is

21 the number and how it is spelled out in the code.
.

22 MR. CATTON: Thank you.

23 MR. LEWIS: Once they pass it, is that it for

(]) 24 lif e, or is there any schedule for reexamination?

25 MR. CROCKER: Every two years, there is a

O
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(} 1 requalification.

2 MR. LEWIS 4 But it is not with the same exam.

3 It is not the same intensity of the exam?

O
4 MR. CROCKER: It is not a full blown exam on

5 the requalification, but they are required to go over

6 specific subjects and be able to pass the

7 requalification exam.

8 MR. CATTON: But that exam is not given by

9 NRC, is it; it is given by the plant, and you just check

10 i t .

11 MR. CROCKER: It was at the plant before, but

12 there are ef forts underway to make that an NBC exam.

13 MR. CATION: But at present it is not.

14 MR. CROCKER4 At present, I believe it is
|

15 not.

16 MR. MERSCH0FFs There has been a recent

17 cha nge, within the past few months, and 20 percent of
i

i

! 18 the requalification exams will be administered by the

19 N R C . That is 20 percent of the people who are taking

20 the exam.

21 MR. RAYS Is there any intent to change it to

22 a f ull-blown exam as compared to the partia that you

23 men tioned a moment ago?

() 24 MR. CROCKER: I believe not. In fact, we have

25 backed of f f rom what was going to be required for the

O
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1 full NRC exam to the 20 percent. We just do not have
[}

2 the manpower to take care of it.

3 MR. RAY: On the reexam after they fail, is

O 4 that a complete examination, or is an examination only

5 in the creas that were deficient?

6 MR. CROCKER: It depends on how much they

7 failed. If it was just one area, or maybe two areas,

8 they would take that portion of it over again.

9 MR. RAY. So a judgment is applied.

10 MR. WARD: Larry, do you know if it is the

11 practice of the utilities to, as part of the training,

12 a t the end of the training period, to give exams

I 13 in-house, which are similar, or maybe old exams that
| ()'

14 have been used?

15 MR. CROCKER4 I believe that it is almost

16 universal practice within the utilities, yes.

17 MR. WARDa So, presumably, a utility won't put

18 a license applicant up for the exam unless he or she has

19 already done very well on an in-house exam.

20 MR. CROCKER: I think that is correct.

21 MR. WARD: Does anyone have a rough number on

22 the f raction of f ailures.

23 MR. CROCKER: I had them at one tir.e.

() 24 Certainly, after TMI there was a tremendous failure rate

25 on the examinations for the NTOL plants. I think recent

O
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() 1 data woul,d probably indicate that they are doing

2 consideraely better. The training program seems to be

3 taking into account more of the things that we have been

Os 4

4 putting emphasis on. But I don't have the precise

5 numbers.

6 HR. REMICK: I am probably four or five years

7 out of date, but Paul Collins is in the audience, and if

8 I can quote his figures correctly, historically in the'

9 past, 15 percent used to fail. But after TMI,

10 especially when it went up to 80 percent as passing, it

11 is my impression tha t more than 50 percent failed. What .

12 it is now, T am not sure.
,

4

13 MB. CROCKERs It is something like that.

14 BR. REMICKs I think historically it was

15 something like 15 percent failed the NRC test.

16 MR. WARD: Is that because the utility

17 training groups took a while to get up to speed? Did

18 the exams change? The passing grade went up, but did

|

|
19 the content of the exam change?

20 MR. REMICKa I am certainly not an expert, but'

(

21 the content changed, but also the level for passing, and,

22 so f o rth .

23 Larry, I have a question. I think you said

() 24 that as part of Action Item I.A.2.3, instructors are nov

25 certified at the SRO level. I think you said,

O
,
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[}
1 certified. Are they not licensed?

2 MR. CROCKER: I think it is an option on the

3 part of the utility to either license or certify them.

O
4 MR. REMICK4 If they are certified, they don't

5 have to go through a requalification program themselvess

6 is that right?

7 MR. CROCKER: I believe they have to go

8 through a recertification. Ellis has another comment on

9 that.

10 MR. MERSCH0FF: They are required to take the

11 written portion of the SRO exam, and that constitutes

12 their certification, which is sort of a funny word.

13 They don 't take the simulator exam, and they don't take

( )- 14 the oral exam. They are required to participate in the
|

| 15 requalification program, the entire two-year cycle *

I
'

16 program.

17 MS. GOODMANs I would like to say OLB is

18 preparing a commission paper this month on a lot of

19 these issues, particularly on the failure rates. That

20 commission , I believe, is d ue a t the end of this month.

| 21 MR. LEWIS What about the same failure rate

22 question on requalification. Is that a sure thing, or

23 do a number of people have their careers cut-off in

i 24 mid-stream?

25 MR. CROCKER: There is certainly a possibility

)

o
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() 1 that they could have their career cut-off, but I am

2 aware of any that this has happened to. I believe there

3 are some in the last year or so who have had some

4 difficulty with this. I believe they have had to pull

5 them off shift duty and stick them in an intensive

6 training program for a little bit, to get them beefed up

7 so that they can pass the exam.

8 52. LEWIS 4 I am just groping for whether the

9 requalification is an effort to force education. That

10 is to say, there are ways of doing this in which a

11 person is assured of passing eventually because he can

12 do it again and again, but it f orces him to study a

13 little bit. Then there are other ways in which you use

; 14 it to weed out the people who have gone downhill. I

15 just wondered what was the philosophy on

16 requalification.

17 HR. CROCKER: I suspect tnat it is a

18 combination, but I am not sure.

19 ER. HERSCH0FF The way the requalification
,.

20 exams work now, the industry gives most of them. They

21 have in the past, even the 20 percent that the NRC gives,

22 n o w . If an operator fails, his license is not revoked.

23 He is assigned to a qualification upgrading program to
,

(]) 24 strengthen the weak areas noted by the exam, and then he
:

| 25 is given a requalification exam.

!

| (2)
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| [}
1 The catcher is, he is required to

2 satisfactorily complete the requalification program to

3 get his license renewed, so ultimately he has to pass

O 4 that requalification exam. But failing a

5 requalification exam will not cause him to lose his

6 license.

7 NR. LEWISa Thank you.

8 MR. REMICK: It will cause him to go into an

9 accelerated raqualification program if he is below a

10 certain level.

11 MR. MERSCH0FFa Yes. He is not necessarily

12 pulled off duty, but his training is upgraded.

13 MR. REMICKs Are these requalification exams

() 14 still given annually 7

15 MR. MERSCH0FFs Yes, it is still annually, but

16 the requalification program is two years long.

17 MR. LEWISa The reason I am groping for one

18 moment on my question, on the pilot requa lifica tion ,

19 which is a biannual thing, the rule states that it is

20 possible to pass but it is not possible to fail. The

21 intent is to pass everybody, but make them do it of ten

22 onough, and everybody knows that you cannot lose your

23 license through that sort of thing. That seems to be

() 24 the understanding here, but perhaps not the rule.

25 MR. DEBONS: Am I assuming correctly that

O
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(]) 1 there is a source where all these data concerning the

2 structuring of this test or these tests are available?

3 In other words, I could ask questions about validation

O
4 of these tests which I begin to question?

5 In other words, is there a source within the

6 staff from which the reliability of the tests and the

7 validation of the tests can be obtained?

8 MS. GOODMANs The Operator Licensing Branch is

9 that source. They are presently beginning a program to

10 validate the exam, and that program has only just begun
,

11 this fiscal year. Most of the questions that you are

12 asking can be answered in the remainder of the questions

13 they are working on. With the new program, they have

14 started to both upgrade the examination process, as well

15 as give a reliable, validated examination process.

16 MR. DEBONS: It would seem to me that this

17 activitiy would be rich f or the purpose of developing

18 research on the general question of nuclear safety. Is
i

19 there an extension of these data to the researchi

|
20 community?

,

|

21 It seems to me that failure rates are
i

22 suggestive of some very critical independent variables.

23 Is there an extrapolation between this and that?
.

() 24 MR. MERSCH0FF As f ar as the research in this

25 area, the format of the examination has recently

|
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{) 1 changed. The number of categories has been changed. A

2 new question bank is being developed by OLB that is

3 computerized, thus leading toward multiple choice type

O j

4 questions, as opposed to the essay answers that were

5 used in the past.

6 The Office of Research is planning validation

7 work in 1984 after experience is gained in the new

8 f ormat of the examination, and that recearch will

9 support the OLB development work.

10 At this time, there is nothing done. There

11 wasn't a user need received by Research. '

12 MR. DEBONS. I think.you are addressing the

13 content aspect of the examination. I am asking the

14 question, given that we have these experiences from

15 these examina tions, and given that these examinations

16 then can provide some suggestions concerning variables

17 regarding nuclear safety, are these experiences now.

18 being translated to the research community?
,

,

|

| 19 I mean, is there a cross-over between the
1

I 20 examination experience and the operational experience?

21 I am not asking the validation question, I asked that

|

| 22 bef ore.

23 MR. HERSCH0FFs Right now there is not a

(]) 24 conduit to provide the research community with that

25 d a t a . But af ter we validate the examination, we will

O
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() 1 certainly publish our work and provide the research

2 community with the data.

3 MR. DEBONSa It seems to me that it isO
4 critical, frankly.

5 MR. LEWISs Isn't there a secondary point,

6 just following up your point, which is a very good one,

7 which is to ask whether the content of the examination

8 is, in turn, related to reactor safety.

9 MR. DEBONS: That is a validation question.

10 MR. HENTNEY: Relevance and role, those are

11 the things that are bothering me. There is nothing

12 worse than an over-qualified operator, I think.

13 MR. LEWIS 4 I can think of something worse.

14 MR. RENTNEY: Yes, an underqualified

15 ope ra tor.

16 MR. REMICK: I have.a question. Does the

17 Operator Licensing Branch still audit the annual

18 requalification exam ?

19 MR. CROCKER: Yes.

20 MR. REMICK So they still go and audit those

21 and make sure that they are of comparable quality to NRC

22 type exams.

23 MR. CROCKER4 Yes, they do.

(]) 24 MR. REMICK: Do you know the frequency with

25 which they audit those?

O
.
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'
1 MR. CROCKER: I do not know that. Does anyone

2 have a feel for that? I know we check, but I am not

3 sure how often.

O 4 MR. WARD: Do you want to get the answer to

5 that, Forrest?

8 HR. REEICK I would appreciate it, yes.

7 MR. CROCKER: We can certainly get that for

8 you.

9 MR. WARDS Maybe you can call somebody later
l

10 in the day and find out.1

11 MR. RAYS Larry, I think maybe I wasn't

12 listening quite enough. There was a mention earlier of

13 a 20 percent . participation by NRC in requal exams.

() 14 Would someone explain to me what the 20 percent is. Is

15 it complete participation by NRC in approximately 20

16 percent of the number of exams given throughout the

17 industry at a given time, or does the NRC intrude, if I

18 can use the word, on the requal examination of each

19 operator for 20 percent of the scope?

| 20 MR. CROCKER My understandin.g is, it is full

21 participation in about 20 percent of the examinations,

22 rather than a 20 percent intrusion on each one.

23 MR. REMICK: An I correct, Larry, that this is

(') 24 just starting in this fiscal year, fiscal year 1983,

25 through recent Commission action, I believe.

O
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() 1 MR. CROCKER: Yes, we are barely getting

2 underway with it.

3 MR. WARDa Why don't you go ahead, Larry.

4 MR. CROCKER: In addition to the experience

5 and training of the raa: tor operators, there was also a

6 question regarding the number of operators and other

7 stsff to operate a plant safely.

8 Various investigations and studies af ter the

9 THI-2 accident resulted in various recommendations

10 regarding staffing. Mr. Merschoff has some data that he

11 vill be discussing with you later about these

12 recommenda tions. For my purpose,, I just want to point

13 out that at this time the regulatory and technical bases

14 for staffing requirements are quite skimpy.

15 We presently have no rules for nuclear plant

I 16 staffing for other than licensed operators. Operator

17 qualifications, as well as qualifications f or other

18 plant personnel are specified in ANSI standard N.18.8,

! 19 1971, an endorsed by the 1975 version of Regulatory
|

| 20 Guide 1.8.

21 There is an 1981 version of the ANSI standard,

22 which I will label ANSI 3.1, that has been adopted by

23 the industry but has not yet been endorsed by a

() 24 regulatory guide.

25 MR. WARD: Larry, the parsonnel qualifications

O
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(} 1 in those two documents, are they for just licensed

2 operators, or are they for all other personnel?

3 MR. CROCKER: They are for all personnel on

O 4 the plant staff.

5 HR. RAY: Excuse me, but sometimes we don't

6 understand what "all" means. Does that include

7 maintenance personnel?

8 5H. CROCKER: It has maintenance people,.

9 managers, supervisors.

, to HR. RAY: Thank you.

11 MR. CROCKER In an a ttempt to develop a

12 better technical basis for plant staffing guidelines,

13 there are several efforts now underway, but we do not

| () 14 expect usable results to be available before mid-1984.

|
15 We have a manpower and staffing contract

1

16 effort now underway at Pacific Northwest Laboratories

17 aimed at developing and recommending guidelines

18 regarding the total manpower and staffing of nuclear
1

I 19 plants . It includes consideration of both shift and

20 non-shif t personnel, and normal and off-normal

21 operations.

22 The objective of the effort is to develop

| 23 guidelines regarding the numbers of people, types of

() 24 jobs, qualifications, and positions, and configuration

25 of staff necessary for safe operation. Consideration

O
.
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(]) 1 also will be given to construction and start-up staffino

2 and qualifications.

3 The results of this ef fort are not expected

4 until the summer of 1984, although some preliminary data

5 probably will be available by about next Ma rch.

6 There are also, either complete or underway, a

7 number of staffing surveys aimed at getting a better

8 handle on the numbers of people needed to staff a-

9 nuclear plant.

10 Among these is a survey of foreign reactor

11 operators conducted by our Office of Research. The

12 results were published as NUREG-0863 in May of this

13 yea r. The report includes a report on f oreign staf fing
i

14 practices for 18 foreign countries.

'

15 NR. REMICK4 Was that only operators, or did

16 that include other personnel?

17 MR. CROCKERa It was looking primarily at

18 operators.

19 INPO also has conducted a survey of staffing

20 practices and patterns within the U.S. industry. Our

( 21 understanding is that they plan to repeat the survey on
,

|

22 sn annual basis, to include projections for each of the

23 req uirements.

(]) 24 Our technical assistance contractor, BEL, also

25 is collecting information regarding plant staffing

)
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(} 1 practices in connection with its eff ort on the various

2 technical assistance tasks.

3 Finally, both the Office of Reseach and INPO

O
4 are conducting job task analyses in order to gather data -

5 necessary to enable us to make the judgment as to how

6 many people and what skills and qualifications are

7 needed f or safe plant operation.

8 At this time, it is not precisely clear to me

9 what we are going to do with all this informaton on

10 staffing practices, the necessary skills and

11 qualifications. However, it should enable us to make a

12 rational decision as to the necessity of specifying

13 certain minimum numbers and certain minimum

() 14 qualifications on the various plant staff positions.

15 In the seantime, not bothered by a lack of

16 technical basis or lack of rules, the staff published

17 NUREG-0737. Among other things, the NUREG provided

18 guidance regarding shif t staffing for various plant

19 configurations.

20 MR. REMICKs Larry, before you go into that, I

21 had a question on your previous slide. ,

22 About a year ago, I believe, DOE, with input

23 f rom definitely INPO but I believe ,others, maybe

() 24 Oak ridge, was conducting some kind of a study of supply

25 and demand of operating personnel. What is the status

O
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(]) 1 of that; has that been published, or is it still being

2 done?

3 MR. CROCKER It is underway. Does anyone

4 know whether it has been published or not?

5 MR. MERSCH0FF4 That survey was conducted by

6 ORAU, the Oakridge Associated Universities for INPO with

7 DOE money. There was a first version published about

8 six months ago, and a final version is either published

9 or very soon will be published. I saw a draft of it a

10 month ago.

11 MR. RAI Does it have an identifying

12 designation number?

13 NR. MERSCH0FF: If it does, I will give it to

14 Dave Fisher. I am not sure right now.

15 MR. CROCKER: This slide is a reproduction,

16 really, of the staffing table from.NUREG-0737. I have

17 added to the table the emergency preparedness staff, the
i

18 need for a communicator, a health physics technician,

1 19 and a rad. chem. technician to be on shift.
!

! 20 The STA is, of course, a new requirement
i

21 stemming from TMI lessons learned. One STA has been

22 required on each site to provide engineering advice to

23 the shif t since January of 1980.

() 24 The only change in requirements for operators

25 from what was in effect at most plants prior to TMI is

C:)
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|

1 the additional SRO to be stationed in the control room.
[}

2 The other operators, both licensed and unlicensed, shown

3 in the table, were previously specified in the plant

}
| 4 technical specifications.

5 NUREG-0737 called for this new staffing level

6 to be in effect by July 1, 1982. It was an outgrowth of

7 this date that led to the staff briefing in June of this

8 year and subsequently to rulemaking regarding licensed

j 9 operators, which Mr. Merschoff is now prepared to

10 address.
,

'

11 Before I turn the microphone over to Ellis,

12 there is one item, Mr. Ward, that you indicated you were

13 interested in, comparative informatin between the U.S.

() 14 staffing practices and Canadian practices. I can either

15 talk about that now or later on, if you prefer.

16 MR. DEBONS: Is there a document that I could

17 obtain which specified for each of the positions that

18 you talked about as to competencies which relate to each

19 of these?

20 Do you know what I mean by tha t?

21 MR. CROCKER: Do you mean the qualifications?

22 MR. DEBONSa Yes, qualifications in a sense,

| 23 but I mean competencies or the sort of things that these

() 24 people have to be competent to do.

25 MR. CROCKERs This is one of the things that

,

l
i
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() I we have underway right now, the job / task analyses,

2 trying to define specifically what the individuals have

3 to be able to do at the plant in order to have a safe

O
4 operation.

5 MR. DEBONS: There is a document?

6 MR. CROCKER: There is not one no w, but we

7 hope to get that information within the next year and a

8 half or two years.

9 MR. DEBONS: How soon?

10 MR. CROCKERa A year-and-a-half, I guess,

11 before we finally get it.

12 MR. DEBONS That raises a question in my

13 mind. If the competencies are uncertain, then what is

14 the basis f or structuring an examination. I am rather

15 vague about that.

| 16 MR. CROCKER: I think that same question comes

17 from other f olks as well. The examination has been

18 there because it has been there. I don't know that

19 anycne ever developed the exams specifically to make

20 sure that the individuals had all of the specific data

21 or specific skills that were needed to operate a plant

22 saf ely.

23 MR. HARD4 I think practice precedes theory,

! () 24 and this is the case in many practical arts.

| 25 MR. LEWIS 4 But this is really an extremely
I

O
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{} 1 important issue, because the reason for wanting to

2 upgrade operators was the accident at TEI. There were

3 many things that happened a t TMI, but the barebones

O
4 problem was that for a couple of hours the reactor was

5 in trouble and the operators were unable to diagnose it

6 from information that was available to them on the

7 panel. So they let go beyond the point of return.

8 Presumably, an upgrading is not done for someone's

9 sake. It has got to be directed toward resolving that

10 problem.

11 Your question, I think, is exactly
,

12 well-taken. I find not much evidence that that kind of

13 thinking in accident analysis is at the heart of the

() 14 upgrading requirements.

15 Particularly, as an aside, I notice in your,

16 first slide, you say that you want to upgrade the

17 performance of the operators for both normal and

18 of f-normal operating conditions. I wonder if there is

19 evidence that there were difficulties with normal

20 operating conditions, or that one has learned from the

21 TMI accident that there was a problem with normal

22 operation of the plant, or is that just a throw-away?

23 MR. CROCKER: No. I think there was some

() 24 question, f or example, as to whether the operators had a

25 good feel for the natural plant status or that they just

O
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(]) 1 followed the internal plant procedures that were laid on

2 them. The question is, if they had really been

3 knowledgeable of the actual plant status, perhaps the

4 accident would not have developed the way it did.

5 MR. LEWIS In that context, I agree with

6 you.

7 MR. MERSCH0FF4 If I could go back to your

8 competency question, sir. We are not exactly groping in

9 the dark. There have been two major efforts since THI

10 in that area. One is the American Nuclear Society's

11 standard on selection, qualification, and training of

12 power plant operators, which details the short of things

13 tha t they should be trained in and presumably should

( 14 know.

15 The second is Harold Denton's letter of March

16 31, 1980, which upgraded the training and qualification

17 program requirements for all licensees, including such

18 things as training in heat transfer, fluid flow,

19 casualty exercises in simulators and that sort of

20 thing.

21 So there are lists of the competencies that

22 these operstors should have.

23 MR. DEBONS. Thank you.

() 24 MR. CATTON4 I am not sure that this solves

| 25 the problem of the examinations yet, though.

|
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(} 1 MR. MERSCH0FFa There is a real effort

2 underway to do that.

3 MR. CATTONs But it still has t. ways to go.

O
4 MR. HERSCH0FF That is probably true.

5 MR. WARDS Ivsn, I am surprised to hear you

6 say that. I though t the examination, the training, as

7 stimulated by the examination' changes, had been changed

8 in the last two years to include much more thermal

9 h yd ra ulics.

10 MR. CATTON It has, and I think we saw here

11 the exam from one of the plants, I don't recall which

12 one, and there is no question that there kinds of

13 problems appearing on them that never did bef ore. But I

() 14 still f eel that they are a little bit too elementary.

15 The exams are still not balanced. They still tend to

18 lean more toward the things that we saw in them earlier

11 with electronics. The thermal hydraulics is just not

18 old enough.
|

| 19 I think it is because you have the same people
!

| 20 giving the examinations. They are older nuclear

21 engineers, and they don 't realize that the plants are

22 run by fluids, and so forth.

23 MR. WARD: All right.

() 24 MR. CATTON: By way, that is also a comment

25 that has been made by soma of the training officers, the

O
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() 1 ones responsible for training at some of the plants.

2 They are eager to have NRC stiffen up that other end of

3 the exam because it makes life easier.for them, and it

O
4 means a larger amount of money to that guy when he

5 passes it and he is going to learn what he has to to

6 pass it.
,

"

7 MR. WARDa So you are saying, Ivan, you think

8 the operator training is directly almost entirely toward

9 passing the exam.

10 MR. CATTON: The guy doing the training ma ybe

11 is trying to do a nice job, but he has to face up to the
.

12 f act that when they pass the exam they can run a nuclea r

13 power plant, and they get paid a lot more money for

14 tha t.

15 So the person who is taking the class, his

16 eff orts are directed toward passing that exam. He may

17 have a lot of information pass by him, but if he knows

18 he doesn't have to pay a whole lot of attention to it,

19 he is not going to. That is a real problem for them.

20 MR. WARD: Larry, the question about the

! 21 comparison with staffing required at Canadian plants,

22 maybe you could touch on that now. If you would put up

23 the table you have from 0737, I just though t it might be

24 of interest.

25 As I understand the staffing, and, Larry, you

O
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{} 1 may have more accurate information, if you look at the

2 Ontario Pickering Station, and add another column on

3 there. Do you have it?

O
4 MR. CROCKER: I just happen to have that.

5 This is a comparison of the Canadian and U.S.

6 staffing. The data basically were taken from

7 NUREG-0863, the foreign survey document I mentioned

8 earlier. I have also discussed the informa tion with an

9 individual from Ontario Hydro.

10 Bo th the U.S. and Canada have a shift

11 supervisor. Nearly as I can determine, these

12 individuals perform precisely the same f unctions in

13 either country. Namely, they are the individual in the

() 14 overall charge of plant operations' during their shift.

15 The Canadian equivalent of senior reactor

16 operator is called authorized first operator. There are

17 two of these individuals, one in the control room and

18 one in what ther call field a re a s, which is balance of

19 plant .
1

20 We have no equivalen t requirement for the

21 authorized first operator in the field that would be an

22 SRO in the balance of plant, although one of the prime

23 reasons for us wanting to get an SRO on shift in the

() 24 control' room is to make sure that the shift supervisor

25 i s f ree to get out in the plant and see what is going

O
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() 1 on.

2 HR. RAY: Could I interrupt you for just a

3 soment?

4 MR. CROCKERs Yes.

5 MR. RAYS The shif t supervisor in the Canadian

6 modus apperendi, is he qualified to the same degree as

7 our SRO or their suthorized first operator?

8 MR. CROCKER: He is qualified over and above

9 the authorized first operator, yes.

10 MR. RAY: You say, over and above, relatively

11 speaking, is it over and above SRO in our skills?

12 MR. CROCKER: Yes.

13 MR. RAYS Is the equivalent of an STA?

14 MR. CROCKER: I guess it depends on what you

15 think an STA is worth. If you had a good STA, with

16 about 15 years of SRO operating e xpe rie nce , then I would

17 say, yes.

( 18 MR. RAY: He would be comparable to the
1

| 19 Canadiann shif t supervisor.

20 MR. CROCKER: Yes.

21 MR. RAY: Maybe we should ask them how they

22 get there.

23 MR. CROCKER: I will tell you, if you will

(]) 24 vait just a minute.

25 MR. WARDa larry, I am not sure that that is

O
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I really true. I think the difference in the U.S. plant,{)
2 as far as the NRC is concerned, the shif t supervisor is

.

3 qualified or is licensed as an SRO.

O
4 MR..CROCKER: Tha t is correct.

5 MR. WARDS As far as the utility is concerned,

6 they have selected a person to be shift supervisor

7 because he has some additional qualifications.

8 MR. CROCKER: Yes, sir.

9 MR. WARD: I think in the Canadian system,

10 they have formalized thst somewhat more , so tha t there

11 is an additional set of training requirements and

12 testing for a man to be qualified as the shif.t

13 supervisor beyond the mere SRO qualifications.

() 14 MR. RAY Qualification testing and

15 experience?

16 MR. WARDa Probably so.

; 17 MR. CROCKER: There is one exam for the

i
! 18 authorized first operators, and anotjer exam for the

19 Canadian shif t supervisor. Our shift supervisors do not

20 have take an exam, other than f or their SRO license.

21 The utility appoints them as shift supervisor. But the

22 Canadian shif t supervisor actually holds a license as

23 shift supervisor.

() 24 3R. LEWI5: Can I just very briefly address

1

25 the question of operating experience. You spoke of how

O
i
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() 1 important 15 years of operating experience is. I always

2 think of the a viation analogy in which the average pilot

3 goes through his entire professional career without an

O
,

4 engine failure, for example, because engines are

5 extremely reliable. Yet, the function of the pilot is

6 to cope with the rare emergency that never comes.

7 The importance of operating experience in

8 preparing to deal with something that doesn't happen in

9 your operating experience is a little fuzzy to me. The

10 more important thing is simulator training on accidents

11 and requalification, and constant upgrading of the

12 ability to deal with things that don't happen in your

13 operating experience.

( 14 So I am not so sure that operating experience

15 in either case is all that good a guide to the ability
~

16 to respond to an emergency.

17 MR. CROCKERs I agree with you. I feel that

18 this is one of the biggest things we are going to get
i

1
'

19 f rom the' simula tors, just this ability to deal with the

20 outcome of events.

21 The Canadians require no other licensed

22 operator on shif t. So they have three, the shift

23 supervisor, and the two authorized first operators.

() 24 Having said that, I should amend tha t on multi-unit

25 stations, they also have what they call a shift

i

O

,
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1 operations supervisor who amounts to the assistant shift
(}

2 supervisor, if you will. He is also an authorized first

3 operator.

O
4 There is no Canadian equivalent to our reactor

5 operator. So we have lined up, with our present

6 requirements, to call for two SRos and two R0s on

7 shift. The Canadians would have a shift supervisor and

8 two authorized first operators on shift.

9 The Canadian equivalent of our auxiliary

10 operator is a non-licensed individual. He is called the

11 second opera tor. Each country has two of these

12 individuals on a shift.

13 The Canadians also have two assistant

() 14 operators on shift. In effect, the assistant operator

15 is in training for the second operator position. I am

16 told that in practice they also have on each shift

17 several trainee operators who are in training for the

|
18 assistant operator slot. -

|

19 MR. WARD: Larry, a question or comment. In

20 making that cogparison, I guess I would have said that

21 the second operator is equivalent to the RO, and the

22 assistant operator is equivalent to the auxiliary
!

| 23 opera tor. But you make that distinction because the
!

() 24 second operator is not licensed in the Canadian system?

25 MR. CROCKER: Yes.

O
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(]) 1 MR. WARD Whereas the RO is licensed.

2 MR. CROCKER: Yes.

3 MR. WARDS I understand.

O
4 MR. CROCKER In practice, while the U.S. does

5 not have a required equivalent to the assistant operator

6 or the trainee operator, in the real world we find tha t

7 aost of the U.F. plants do, in fact, have more the

8 auxiliary operators on shif t. There are other

9 individuals there.

10 We did a survey several years ago, about two

11 years ago, that would indicate that most of the plants,

12 in f act , carry about four auxiliary operators on shift

13 rather than the two that are required. There is atj

14 least one U.S. utility I an aware of that recruits
|
'

15 individuals at what they call the utility operator

18 level, and promote them to equipment operator after they

17 have had a couple of years of experience, and then

18 finally to auxiliary operator when they feel they are

19 f ully qualified to run the balance of plant equipment.

20 In my view this would correspond directly to the

21 Canadian trainee operator / assistant operator /second

22 opera tor scheme.

1

| 23 HR. WARD: Let me make one more comment. I

() 24 think the Canadian second operator, insofar as the job

25 he does, is equivalent to the reactor operator, because

O
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1 he sits at the control board, I believe. He is not the{}
1

2 balance of plant operator, he is in the control room as

3 a control board operator.

O
4 MR. CROCKER: But controlling balance of plant

5 equipment, and not reactor activity, I believe is the

6 case.

7 HR. WARD: I got a little different story for

8 the multi-unit plants, but let's not take mora time on

9 that.

10 MR . CROCKER You are probably more familiar

11 with it than I am. I have never been there.

12 The Canadians have mechanical maintenance on

13 shif t, so they also have a requirement for two control

14 maintenance technicians and two mechanical maintainers

15 on shif t. These would correspond to sort of a

16 combination of instrument control and electrical
.

17 technician in our country, and a maintenance

18 technician.

19 As noted on the chart, the U.S. does not

20 require individuals in these categories to be on shift,

21 although many utilities in fact do have such individuals

22 on shif t. THI-1, for example, plans to start with

23 something like 16 maintenance people on shift, and they

() 24 will be part of the shift component.

25 The U.S. staffing, since the TMI-1 accident,

O
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(]) 1 has added the health physics technician, the radiation

2 chemistry technician, and the communicator on shift to

3 handle emergency preparedness matters. The Canadians7sd
4 have no requirement for these individuals. My contact

5 at Ontario Hydro infcrmed me that their operators are

6 trained to provide essential health physics coverage if

|
7 necessary.

8 Finally, of course, we have the STA that we

9 spoke about earlier. The Canadians considered it, but

to elected instead to assure that the shift supervisor had

11 that capability that is otherwise provided by the STA.

12 The to tal minimum sta f fing amounts to 11 on

13 the Canadian side, and 10 on the U.S. side for a

'

14 single-unit station. The hooker here is that I am not

15 sure there are any single unit stations in Canada.

18 NR. WARD: Yes, there is one.

17 NR. CROCKER: There is a career progression

18 f or the Canadian operators. They bring in a high school

19 graduate at the trainee operator level. After two

20 yea rs, he is eligible f or promotion to assistant

21 operator. After two more years, he is eligible for
,

l 22 promotion to second operator. After two years as second
|

| 23 authorized operator, he is eligible to take training to

(]) 24 become an authorized first operator.

25 I am not sure of the time requirement as an
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{]) I authorized first operator before he attains ability to

2 take the shift supervisor examination. But they do have

3a requirement that a shif t supervisor have at least 12

0 4 years of experience outside of high school before he is

5 eligible to become a shift supervisor. I am not sure

6 what that experience is, whether it is all nuclear or a

| 7 combination.

8 MR. WARDa So they don't require a B.S. degree

9 for the shift supervisor?

10 MR. CR0"KER: They do not require a B.S.

11 degree for a shift supervisor. A high school graduate

12 is fine. However, in practice, I am told that more than

13 50 percent of the shif t supervisors are graduate

14 engineers, which of course is one reason that they rely

15 on these paople for the STA type e xpertise.

16 I mentioned that the Canadians do their

17 maintenance on shif t. I was told that at Pickering, the

18 four-unit station, they are authorized a total of 508

19 people on the staf f, operating on a five-shift rotation,

20 which means that they have about 100 people on shift on

21 each of the five shifts.

22 This is about the extent of our knowledge.
1

23 Are there any questions that I might answer?

() 24 MR. REMICK4 Do you happen to know if they

25 have a requalification requirement?

(r

|
l
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(]) 1 MR. CROCKER As near as I can tell from our

2 survey document, there is no formal requalification

3 requirement for qualified opera tors.

O
4 MB. WARDS I don't know if it is formal or

5 not, but in practice they requalify their operators. At

6 the Pickering station, they have a simulator, and ther

7 have an extra shif t.

8 MR. CROCKER: There are five shifts, and one

9 training shift.

10 MR. WARDS There is always one shift that is

11 training.

12 MR. LEWISs Can I ask a quick whimsical

13 question?

( 14 You mentioned that many of the Canadian shift

15 supervisors are graduate engineers. There has been a

16 fuss in our country about what level of education should

17 be required for the various personnel we are talking
.

18 about. Why is there a requirement for being a high

19 school graduate?

20 MR. CROCKER: I am not sure I can tell you why

21 there is a requirement f or it. Apparently there is a

22 f eeling that this is the bare minimum that you might get

23 along with.

() 24 MR. LEWISs Peace.

25 MR. CROCKER: I was just thinking that one of

O
I
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(} the best platoon sergeants I had, had a third grade1

2 education, and he was a real crackerjack. Maybe that is

3 what you need rather than a high school graduate.

O 4 MR. RAYS Can you tell us whether or not high

5 graduates in Canada can read and write?

6 HR. CROCKER: I would certainly hope so.

7 If there are no further questions, I will turn

8 this over to Mr. Merschoff.

9 MR. MERSCH0FF4 Good morning. My name is

10 Ellis Herschoff. I am with the Office of Research. I

11 am the task leader for this proposed rule that we are

12 discussing on staffing requirements.

13 I thought I would start' with the background

() 14 inf ormation and give everyone an understanding of how

15 this rulemaking developed and where we stand now.

16 Originally there was a requirement in the TMI

17 Action Plan , NUREG-0660, for the staff to issue

18 instructions to upgrade con trol room staffing. Within

19 that TMI Action Plan item there was specific criteria

20 regarding an SRO in the control room and additional

21 o pe ra to rs.

22 Those instructions were accomplished by an

23 Eisenhut letter to all licensees and applicants dated

() 24 July 31, 1980. That letter required one senior reactor

25 operator in the control room at all times, and required

O
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(]) 1 a senior reactor operator to be on site as a shif t

2 supervisor, of fuel was loaded in the unit.

3 It required one more senior reactor operator

O-,

4 on site than the number of control rooms. If you had

5 two units, and two control rooms, you had three SR0s,

6 one shif t supervisor and one SRO in each control room.

7 It required a minimum of two R0s for each operating

8 control room, and an SRO to supervise core operations.

9 This letter was sent out to all licensees and

10 applicants in July 1980, and it said that these criteria

11 would be used to issue 11 censes to all new applicants.

12 Additionally , they would be required for operating

13 licenses by July 1, 1982.

14 Shortly after this, in November of 1980,

15 NUREG-0737 was issued. NUREG-0737 was a compilation to

16 date of the items in the TMI Action Plan that had been

17 implemented. As part of NUREG-0737, the Eisenhut letter

18 was included , and some corrections were made to the
i

19 original staffing matrix regarding auxiliary operators

20 and reactor operators in multi-unit plants.

21 So in November of 1980, the Eisenhut letter

22 came out again, published in NUREG-0737.

23 MR. RAY: Does NUREG-0737 still apply to near

O 24 11ce n se e ,

25 MR. MERSCH0FFs Yes, sir.

O
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4

1 MR. RAY: Did it at that time?
{}

2 MR. MERSCH0FF. NUREG-0737 says that these are

3 the criteria. As a matter of fact, in December, one

O 4 month after that, a Commission Policy Statement was

5 published in the Federal Register which said that the

6 NUREG-0737 criteria would be used for issuing licenses

7 to new applicants.

8 Moving ahead, then, to June of 1982, the staff

9 presented SECY-82-219 to the Commission, which was the

10 status of utilities' ability to provide the additional

11 SRO on shift to meet the requirements of this

12 NUR EG-0737.

13 The staff recommended at that time extending

() 14 the July 1, 1982, date to implement the minimum staffing

15 requirements, and that each facility should be evaluated

16 with respect to the significant ef fort being made to

17 seet these requirements, rather than one fixed date.

18 A t the time the Commission discussed this,

19 considera?. ion was given to writing an immediate

20 eff ective rule which would require these staffing

21 requirements, but after some discussion the Commission

22 voted to codify the requirement through the proposed

23 rule and final rule route.

() 24 They said that they wanted an implementation
1

25 date of January 1, 1983, which was six months later than
!

1

O
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(]) 1 was required by NUREG-0737 and the Eisenhut letter.

2 They voted four to one --

3 I am sorry, they decided in this Jun7 15th

O
4 meeting to have the staff develop a proposed rule and

5 bring it back to the Commission within one aar. It was

6 extremely important that it be done quickly, since it

7 was already June and this requirement originally was for

8 July, and now they wanted it in January.

9 The staff went back and in two weeks ther

10 submitted to the Commission SECY-82-286, which the

11 Commission then looked at on July 29. So now we are

12 actually about six weeks later. This was the proposed

13 rule on stif fing requirements that the staff was

14 directed to write. The Commission voted four to one to

15 publish that rule for public comment.

16 There were some changes made to it at that

17 time. Commissioner Asselstine wanted specific words put

18 in the Fadacal Register notice regarding the

19 implementation date, and whether it was too ambitious or

20 n o t . That was the proposed rule that the ACRS saw af ter

21 it was published. That is what we are discussing at

22 this point.

23 The Commission also decided that the rule

() 24 would only go out for 30 days public comments. Again,

25 they are int'erested in getting this rule out as quickly

O
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{) 1 as possible.

2 With regard to the rule itself, the current

3 requirements in the Code of Federal Regulations are

O 4 different than the 0737 requirements. If we go back to

5 the code, the only requirements regarding staffing that

6 are defined are in 50.54(k) which requires an operator

7 or senior reactor operator to be at the controls at all

8 during operations.

9 In 50.54(m) it requires an SRO to be on-site

10 or readily ava'ilable on call during operation. The SRO

11 shall be on site or shall be present during start-ups,

12 approaches to power, recovery from unscheduled shutdown,

13 significant power reductions, or refueling. At other

( 14 tis cs, the SRO can be on call.

15 Of course, the practice and the 0737

16 requirements are different from that. Those are the

17 current requirements. The proposed requirements would

18 codify the Eisenhut letter requirements as modified in
t

19 0737.

20 Basically it says, a senior reactor operator

21 in the control room at all times during operation; a

22 shif t supervisor licensed on all f eel units on site; two
l

23 reactor operators per operating control room, and relief

() 24 operators a senior reactor operator to supervisor core

25 operations when you cold shutdown, one senior reactor

operator on site, and one reactor operator for each
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i

(]) 1 unit.

2 With regard to the need for the rule, the

- 3 intent was to provide a senior reactor operator in the

4 control room during operation. But we didn 't want to

5 impose this requirement and thereby tie the shift

6 supervisor to the control room.

7 The shift supervisor, being the SRO, requiring

8 him to stay in the control room at all time s could be

E counterproductive. We wanted him to be free to move

10 aro und the plant as needed, to go around the site

11 without trouble, to supervisor the balance of plant

12 opera tors. But, yet, there should be coverage in the

13 control roam by a senior reactor operator. The reason.
/^)
\/' 14 being that a senior reactor operator is trained

15 differently and has a different type of license than the

16 reactor operator.

17 The differences between SRO and RO training

18 are listed on this slide. These are the things that the

19 SRO is trained and examined on that the RO is not. The

20 conditions and limitations in the license, the design

21 and operating limitations in the technical

22 specifications, certain radiation hazards f rom

23 experiments, chielding operations, maintenance, and

() 24 various contamination conditions involving chemistry,

25 procedures and limitations involved in initial core

O
|
|
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1 loading, core alterations, control rod programming,
,

2 determining external and internal effects on core

3 reactivity, fuel handling f acilities and procedures,

O 4 procedures and equipment available for handling disposal

5 of radioactive materials and effluents. This is a

6 different type of person than*the RO.

7 Additionally, when the SR0s are examined by

8 the license examiners, they are looked at for

9 supervisory and leadership, and ability to perform under

10 stress. These things are hard to quantify, but

! 11 nonetheless help to make this person a better

12 supervisor, and overall understanding of the plant to a

| 13 auch degree than the RO, specifically with the technical

() 14 specifications.

15 MR. WARD: Ellis, in the initial hours of the

16 Three Mile Island 2 accident, was there an SRO present

17 in the control room all of the time, some of the time,

18 or what?

19 MR. MERSCHOFF I don't know. I can find

20 o u t .
|

21 MR. CATION: No. Zewey was the SRO, and he

22 was out in one one of the a uxiliary buildings trying to
1

23 fix the pump, at least that is my recollection.

() 24 MR. WARD: He was the shif t supervisor, and

25 wr; the only SRO.

(
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1 MR. CATTON: Yes. I think this present

2 staffing rule is in answer to that, to make sure that

3 you have an SRO in the control room at all times, so
O

4 that you can have a responsible person go out and take

5 care of the problem.

| 6 MR. LEWISs How soon did he get back to the
|

| 7 control room, do you remember?
|

8 MR. CATION: I don't know, but he had to go

9 out and fix that pump, the condensate pump. My

10 recollection is that it took a half-hour or so. I don't

11 remember the details.

12 MR. LEWIS: The damaging decisions -- The

13 discovery that.the block valves were shut was made

14 f airly quickly, so that was done without th e SRO , you

15 are saying. The damaging decisions, which took about

16 two-and-a-half hours, were af ter he got back into the

17 control room.

18 MR. CATTON: Everybody had a hand in that

19 one .

20 MR. LEWIS: I understand that. I am just

21 saying that a correlation of the correct decisions and

'

22 the presence of the SRO is a little bit unclear.

23 MR. CATTON4 That is certainly true.

O 24 MR. WiRO, I guess 1 .ou1d have expected.
.

25 Ellis, since at least, apparently, some of the interest

O
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1 in the staffing rule is to be in the form it is from the
[}

2 experience at Three Mile Island -- it is apparent to me

3 that that is what is wrong, but maybe that is not right,

()
4 -- that the staff would have developed some

|

5 understanding of exactly what they felt the impact on

6 the Three Mile Island accident was.

7 MR. MERSCH0FF4 This issue is a little broader

8 than just Three Mile Island. That is one data point

9 that showed some need for changes. But I think that you

10 can generalize a little more than that by looking at the

11 type of work and the type of supervision, and the type

12 of people available to do it.

13 BR. WARDS You conclude, from the Three Nile

() 14 Island accident, that you need to have a man with this

15 sort of background in the control room at all times?

16 MR. MERSCH0FF4 I would, yes, sir, I think it

17 would help. Additionally, had. that SRO been in the

18 control room and been a party to the sequence of events,i

1

19 rather than showing up later, trying to discern what had

20 happened, it might have made a difference. Nonetheless, s

21 it is hard to argue against hsving a person that

22 understands the tech specs and the conditions of

23 limitations of the license be in the control room or

f]) 24 operating.

25 MR. LEWIS: I don't think anybody argues

O
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/~ 1 against the presence in the control room of somebody who
%s)

2 understands the tech specs. I think the disposal of

3 radioactive materials may be another matter, but we

O
4 don't want to go through the list.

5 The point is, it is more difficult to make a

8 general level, gut-feeling upgrading of the operator

7 performance and qualifications than it would be to try

8 to analyza just which upgrading would be most beneficial

9 to reactor safety.

10 The way I feel, and perhaps others do, is that

11 perhaps this has not been done as carefully as it needs

12 to be done in order to do what we all want to do, which

13 is to make reactors reasonably immune to upset through

Dv 14 operator action.

15 MR. MERSCH0FF4 I am not too sure that those

18 decisions were not carefully made when these

17 requirements came out in NUREG-0737, or the

18 recommendations of the various study groups. The

19 Commission made the decision, and they told us to codify

20 the Eisenhut letter requirements, which is how we

21 proceeded, rather than starting from ground zero. We

22 f elt that the decisions had been made, and it was time

23 to move on.

() 24 MR. LEWIS: It is never too late to review a

25 d ecision , even though it 1- signed by senior

,
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1 management.()
2 MR. MERSCH0FF I agree. I believe in this

3 decision personally. I think that it is a smart thing

O 4 to do.

5 We can go back in history a little bit

6 regarding the need. The various studies that were done

7 after Three Mile Island came up with some

8 recommendations. These recommendations, as was pointed

9 out in the public comments, did not provide a technical

10 basis for this rule. They were just that,

11 recommendations.

12 But NUREG-0585, which were the . recommendations
.

13 from the TMI-2 lessons learned task force, said that

() 14 consideration should be given to requiring two reactor

15 operators, and one senior reactor operator in the

16 control room at all times during operation. The ACRS

17 reviewed the TMI-2 lessons learned task force report,

18 and sent a letter to the Chairman on December 13, 1979,
l
'

19 which endorsed that recommendation and supported it.

20 The special inquiry group in NUREG-1250, the

, 21 Rogovin Report, sta tes tha t consideration should be

22 given to analyses and resea rch performed to determine

23 the operator 's responsibilities during normal and

(]) 24 off-normal conditions. But until that is done, the NRC

25 should require that all hot operations be manned by a

O
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(]} 1 minimum of one senior reactor operator, and two other

2 individuals with diagnostic ability.

3 NUREG-0616, which is the special review group,

O
4 recommended that two operators be required in the

5 control room at s11 times, and that is not necessarily

6 including the senior reactor operator. The need for
,

7 requiring a shif t supervisor to be in the control room

8 at all times should be evaluated.

9 I provide this as background, this 1979 report

10 and recommendations.

11 MR. LEWIS: Can I pick up as to what the ACRS

12 said in response to 0585. Did we endorse -- First of

13 all, the recommendation was that consideration be given,

14 and not that you should implement it.

15 MR. MERSCH0FF: That is right.

| 16 MR. LEWISs We endorsed that consideration be

17 given, or did we endorse the requirement, and did we

18 specifically mention it?

19 MR. MERSCH0FF This is the letter, so let me

20 read it to you. It is one sentence.

21 MR. LEWIS: Very good.
.

22 MR. MERSCH0FFs It is to Chairman Ahearne from

23 D r . Carbon, the subject was, " Response to TMI-2 Lessons

() 24 Lestned Task Forca Final Report." This entitled

25 "Staf fing of Control Room." "The ACES supports this

Ov
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(} 1 recommendation."

2 MR. LEWIS: I see. .That is very detailed.

3 The recommendation was for consideration. Thank you. I

O
4 think I would be adverse to citing that as support for,

,

| 5 the rule.

6 MR. MERSCH0FF That is true, but nonetheless

7 the ACRS reviewed these recommendations and did not

8 disagree with them at that time. This is the timeframe

9 when the Eisenhut letter and 0737 vere developed, and

10 the ideas and decisions were being generated.

11 MR. LEWIS: I don't want to be quarrelsome,

12 but the recommend stion was for consideration of the

13 recommendation. If I remember, at that time we were all

() 14 aware, as we still are, of the need to upgrade the

15 ability of operators to deal with upsets. The

16 recommendation of whether the staffing requirements

(
| 17 should be changed would be a perfectly reasonable thing

18 to endorse at that time, without prejudice as to the

19 outcome of the consideration.

20 MR. MERSCH0FF Yes, sir. It was considered,

21 and the Eisenhut letter resulted f rom that, and 0737

22 resulted f rom that. Thet is true. I don't mean to say

23 th a t the ACRS endorsed those recommendations, but to

() 24 consider them.

25 MR. REMICK: Do you happen to know, Ellis,

O
|
[

I
,
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(} 1 what ACRS action was taken with regard to 0737? Did

2 they address 0737, or did they specifically address this

3 in 0737?

O
4 MR. MERSCH0FFs I don 't know.

5 HR. CBOCKER: I don't know if the committee

6 specifically addressed 0737.

7 MR. HERSCH0FF I would like to put a little

8 perspective on this point. NUREG-0863 was mentioned

9 earlier and I noticed that Dave Fisher came out with a

10 copy of it. It is a fairly voluminous document entitled

11 " Survey of Foreign Reactor Operator Practices. It has

12 quite a bit of information in it.

13 The first dozen pages or so of it are matrices

() 14 that compare the 18 countries surveyed and the United<

15 Sta tes. But the appendices, Appendix C, specifically,

16 incorporates the detailed responses from each country.

17 There is a lot more information there than just reactor

18 operator and senior reactor operator requirements.
|

19 Of ten they did go into supervisory and auxiliary

20 operator type of things.

21 I know that the question came up, and if you

22 vant to dig more deeply into any particular country's

23 requirements , Appendix C of that document can be very

24 helpf ul.

25 With respect to these requirements, the first

O
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1 question on that survey was, what is the minimum number"

2 of reactor operators and senior reactor operators

3 required to be in the control room while the reactor is

O 4 operating. Seventeen of the 18 countries surveyed

5 require either an SRO or a shift supervisor to be in the

6 control room, and the 18th country did not answer the

7 question.

i 8 '41th regard to requiring a number of reactor

9 operators in the control room, it gets a little more

10 f uzzy regarding whether they require operators, or one

11 operator and one senior reactor operator, one shift

12 supervisor, and the names change, and quite a few did

13 not answer fully. So it is not quite as conclusive.

() 14 HR. REMICK: Do you happen to remember

15 off-hand how many of the countries indicated ther

16 required a BS?

17 MR. HERSCH0FFs There were only two, Mexico

18 a nd Korea .

19 With regard to the public comments received on

20 this rule, there are to date 25 letters received

21 con taining 70 public comments. By and large, the most

22 prevalent comments dealt with the implementation

23 schedule.

() 24 Twenty-seven percent of the comments received

25 said that the implementation schedule was too ambitious

O
|
i
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(]) 1 and recommended either six months to one year slippage

2 in requiring these upgrades. The reasons cited largely

3 were lack of forewarning, the time it takes to select,
O

4 qualify, and train these senior reactor operators.

5 It is a significant investment of time to

6 bring these people up to speed, to get your staff up to

i 7 speed. Additional requirements such as the

8 encouragement to go to five or six-shift rotations. The

9 Commission 's policy statement on working hours, which

10 limits the amount of overtime. You can use all of these

11 constraints for working against getting more operators

12 on shif t.
|

| 13 Clearly if you require more SR0s, you are
p!

v 14 going to have to go down to a lesser number of shifts or,

15 work overtime, and it was a real problem to these

16 commentors to meet those requirements. As I said, it

17 w a s 27 percent of the 70 comments.

|
'

18 The next most frequent comment received

19 regarded the technical basis for this rule or lack

20 thereof. The comment basically said that if there was a

21 technical basis for this rule, it certainly wasn't

22 apparent from the Federal Register notice.

23 It went on to state that the study cited in

()I 24 support, in fact, provided recommendations, but did not

25 def end a technical basis for these recommendations,

O
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I which is true.
)

2 The transition points selected for upgrading

3 the staffing were also commented on, where the

O 4 suggestion was made that they be made consistent with

5 the changes in mode. That was the third most frequent

6 comment.

7 Noving down in the order, comments were made

8 that the second SRO should be allowed to replace the

9 requirement for an STA. Having two reactor operators, a

10 senior rea: tor oparator, an STA, and a shif t supervisor,

11 was getting a little bit ridiculous, and it should allow

12 s multiple role concernig the STA.

13 Comments were made that the tech specs should

() 14 be used for requiring these staf fing changes in lieu of

15 rulemaking, which is the way that it is done now. The

16 staf fing requirements are placed in the tech specs, and

17 thi provides an opportunity to make case by case

18 decisions on what each plant really requires, and that a

19 rulemaking was too global and too inflexible for this

20 sort of decision-making.

21 Next was general support of the rule, and tha t

22 was only three comments, to give you a feel it was four

23 percent. There was a comment that the rule should

() 24 require even more operators than it currently does.

25 Tha t limitad sbsences from the control room by the

O
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(} 1 senior reactor operator should be permitted, and there

2 were various comments in this area.

3 Some comments said that short absences today
O

,

4 to the kitchen should be permitted. Another said that

5 extended absences should be permitted if he is going to

; 6 check on a problem area. Another suggested that a

7 definition of the control room be deliberately defined

8 so that, if you don't allow short absences, the kitchen

9 should be considered a part of the control room.

10 There were comments on the requirement for

11 relief opera tors in multiple unit plants, and how they

12 weren 't res11y needed, and you could use the extra

j 13 operator from one of the plants as a relief for the

() 14 others, rather than requiring a relief operator.

15 There were comments on pirating, and how that

18 is a very real problem, when you have the implementation

17 and when you have a short turnaround time, to require

! 18 utilities to have more people on shift and you limit the
l

19 amount of overtime, and your only alterna tive is to

20 steal someone else 's operator.

21 HR. CATTON: Isn't that helpful? One of the

l 22 problems in the past was that these people weren't paid

|
23 enough, and that is why we couldn't get them to do it.

() 24 My recollection from the aerospace industry is that

25 pirating sure raised the salaries in a hurry.

O
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1 MR. MERSCH0FF I can't argue with that. One(}
2 of the comments that we received included a pirating

3 letter that was sent to their people, which claimed that

()'

4 the salaries that were being offered were, I think, 20

5 percent higher than what they were currently being

6 paid.

7 Nonetheless, it contributes to destability in

8 the short-term, when you take an operator who has gone

9 through years of training and qualification on that

10 particular plant, and you remove to another plant where

11 he has to start training all over again. So that the

12 experience that had resided in operating plant A is

13 lost , and he has to gain more experience in plant B, so

( 14 overall you can find some destabilizing effect.

15 MR. CATTON: It is certainly true that the

16 utilities are not known for paying a living wage without

17 some sort of force.

18 MR. MERSCl! OFFS I suppose that that is one of

| 19 the countervailing aspects.

20 MR. CAITON: I think it may be very helpful.

21 MR. LEWIS: Did you consider the

22 recommendations to permit short absences and rejected

23 them for a reason?

() 24 MR. MERSCH0FFs Yes, sir.

25 MR. LEWISs What was the reason?

O
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(]} 1 MR. MERSCH0FF: We feel that the requirement|

2 for this expertise, the things that the SRO knows,
!
. 3 should be in the control room at all times, not out for

| 4 two minutes, five minutes, or ten minutes, or an

5 arbitrary ti.me. He should be there all the time.
t

6 If a relief is required, if he wants to go to

7 the head, or if he wants to go to the kitchen and make

8 macaroni, that is fine. The shift supervisor can come

| 9 in and provide his presence in the control room, so that

10 you have someone with the knowledge and abilities of the

| 11 senior reactor operator all the time and not part of the
i

12 tim e .

13 MR. LEWIS: Your reason.was that you wanted it

14 that way.

15 MR. MERSCH0FF: It is needed.
I

i 16 MR. LEWIS: That you haven't established for
|

| 17 m e .

18 MR. MERSCH0FF It was the feeling of the

19 s t a f f .

20 MR. LEWIS: I understand.
1

! 21 MR. MERSCH0FF: There were two comments that

22 the comment period should be extended, that it was put

23 out for 29 days of public comment rather than 30 as

() 24 required, which was an administrative error. But

25 nonetheless, all the comments that were received af ter

O
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1 that date have been considered, and that is the bulk of{)
2 them. In reality, we have been receiving letters of

3 comment for 60 days.

O 4 The value impact statement was cited as being

5 inadequate. There were comments tha t staf fing should be

6 a f unction of the plant size and complexity, rather than

7 the fact that it is a plant. You ha ve boiling water

8 reactors that are 50 megawatt electric, and boiling

9 water reactors that are 1100 megawatt. There should be

10 some consideration given to the complexity and the

11 size.

12 That about covers the public comments

|
13 received.

() 14 HR. WARD: let's see, so I understand. Have

15 you considered all of these comments and given them

|
16 thought or consideration?'

17 MR. MERSCH0FF: No, sir, we are still in the

18 process of considering them. We have made some changes,

,
19 which I will address now, and the rest are under

l

20 consideration. We have been receivino these comments as

21 recently as two days ago.

22 HR. WARD: But you did say on one of them, the

23 one that Hal just brought up on limited absences, you

(]) 24 have considered and rejected that comment. Is that
t

25 right?'

O
|
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(} 1 MR. MERSCH0FFs That is st.aff level work. We

2 have not received concurrence on that. The staf f level

3 people that have looked them over have decided that it

O
4 is not acceptable, but it could change. The staff has

'

5 not reached unanimous opinion on this and is not ready

6 to transfer it to the Commission.

7 MR. RAY Ellis, before you go on, and I think

8 this is perhaps a difficult question because of the

9 geographic area. Do you have any idea of the order of

10 magnitude of the remuneration of R0s and SR0s in the

11 industry?

12 MR. MERSCH0FFs Yes, sir. It varies from,

13 let 's say, an experienced SRO can get anywhere from

() 14 $35,000 to probably about $65,000, if you include

15 overtime.

16 MR. RAYS What about R0s?

17 MR. MERSCH0FF: I am not as sure about this,

18 but it is about $10,000 less at the low end, maybe

19 $ 25,000 to $45,000.

20 MR. RAY: Thank you.

21 MR. CATTON: If a young man goes to work as an

22 RO, how many years is it before he can become an SRO?

23 MR. MERSCH0FF: The minimum requirement

() 24 regarding experience, I think, if he had a BS degree, is

25 two years of nuclear power plant experience. If he

O
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I

1 doesn't have a bachelor's degree, I believe it is four
{

2 years.

l 3 MR. CATION: In four or five years, a high

O 4 school graduate can be making somewhere above $35,0007

5 MR. MERSCH0FF: And he earns every cent of

6 it. The overtime that they put in demands that type of

7 remuneration.

8 MR. CATION: It has really changed since TMI.

9 MR. WARD: I have a data point from Ontario

10 Hydro, if you are interested. This is a salary range,

11 but the first operator makes $42,000 to

12 $45,000-Canadian , so divide by 1.2.

13 MR. CATTON: The cost of living in Canada is

() 14 different, too. It is a lot of money.

15 MR. RAY: There is an interesting comparison

16 here. Do you happen to know what the level of

'
17 remuneration is for the station superintendent is?

18 MR. MERSCH0FF: Not off-hand, sir.

19 MR. RAY: I wonder if it is much higher than

20 this.
|

21 MR. MERSCH0FF: It might be less, if you look

22 at all the overtime.

23 MR. RAY: So may find some of them applying

() 24 for jobs as SRos.

25 MR. MERSCH0FF: The overtime is substantial,

O
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(]} 1 and I think that you might find that they prefer --

2 There is a lot of responsibility there, but the hours

3 are better, too.

O
4 MR. CATTON: How much of that large sum is due

5 to the overtime?

6 MR. MERSCH0FF4 It can be as much as a third.

7 MR. CATTON: Okay.

8 MR. REMICK: Ellis, you talk abou t the

9 responses in public comments about the implementation
.

10 schedule. Wasn't there a caveat in there that one could

11 go beyond the January 1, 1983, date with Commission

12 spproval?

13 MR. MERSCH0FF Yes, sir. January of 1983 is

14 the implementation date. If you required an extension,

15 a six-month extension to that, up through July of 1983,

16 NRR could authorize that. If you required an extension

17 beyond that point, the Commission would decide on a case
.

18 b y ca se basis. These comments recognized that.

19 MR. REMICK: They did?

20 MR. MERSCH0FFa Yes, sir.

21 MR. REMICK: They still felt that it was

22 unreasonable ?

23 MR. MERSCH0FF Certain of the comments

() 24 pointed out that we might be making more work for

25 ourselves because if you look at the number of people

O
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I who will not be able to meet the January of 1983

2 requirement, but can meet the July of 1983, why make

3 them all write letters and the rule on each one, since

O 4 we have already done that several times.

5 With regard to the 0737 requirements, NRR sent

6 out 50.54(f) letters which basically said, "Tell us you

7 are going to meet these 0737 requirements, or if you do

8 meet them, or if you don't, when you are going to meet

9 them, and what you are doing to get there." Most of the

10 utilities have sent very detailed plans, both optimistic

11 plans and pessimistic plans, to show the range of time

12 that they expected,.if everything goes well, that they

13 can meet it, or if it does not go well, they can meet

() 14 it. So these were done to some extent, and the comment

15 was that they would have to do it again.

16 If I can go on to what we are doing about

17 these comments. Again, it should be pointed out that

18 these comments are still under review at staff level.

19 Due to the timing of the meeting, we have not received

20 office concurrence f rom either research or NRR, or any

21 of the other offices. To these are staff level

22 decisions that we are talking about right now.

23 The first concerned the transition poinst, and

() 24 we agreed with that comment, and we will change the

25 transition points to be consistent with the modes,

O
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(} 1 transition beings cold shutdown, too hot shutdown, less

2 than 200 degrees.

3 With regard to the implementation schedule,
O

4 the implementation dates in the rule are under

5 consideration by the staff. We have not made a decision

6 at this point. It is interesting to note, though, based

7 on the 50.54(f) responses that we got back, if we went

8 by the January of 1983 requirement, 49 percent of the

9 plants would meet that requirement. They meet it now,

10 as a matter of f act. Forty-nine percent of the plants

11 currently zoet thase staffing requirements.

12 Thirty-one percent of the plants out there

13 would require extensions beyond January of'1983.

( 14 Twenty-one percent could make it within the first six

j 15 months, which leaves us 10 percent of the plants that

16 would need to get into the Commissioners granting the

17 extension, and the rest could be accommodated for by

18 N R R .

19 This does not add up to 100 yet. When you get
!

20 to 17 percent of the plants, they have alternative

21 proposals for STAS. , They have STAS right nov that are

22 currently licensed as SRos, and they feel that there

23 should be a dual f unction allowed. If they have an STA

() 24 who is qualified as an SRO, he should be allowed to fill

25 both functions simultaneously. Two plants have

i

!
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{}
requested axemption altogether due to the size of the1

2 plant, they shouldn't have to meet this.

3 So we are talking about 70 percent of the

( '

4 plants being able to meet that requirement within the

5 six-mon th extension under NRR's cognizance, 10 percent

6 Commission action, 17 percent with other ideas, and 3

| 7 percent exemptions. We have not decided about what to

| 8 do on this yet.

9 There is a policy statement under,

to consideration by the staff at this time, and this is

11 tied in with the Pe.rt 55 rulemaking and the integ ra ted

12 plant regarding qualification of personnel.
|

13 The Commission asked for a policy statement to

() 14 be issued in October which will address the STA versus

15 SRO f unctions.

16 There is under consideration at this point, if

17 a senior reactor operator has a bachelor of science

18 degree in engineering or a science, if he has two years

19 of power plant experience, if he has had the STA

20 training, then he could be the second SRO and be shift

21 technical advisor. But that is a draft policy ,

22 sta tement, and these decisions have not been transmitted

23 to the Commission yet.

() 24 MR. RAY: But this does not eliminate the

25 requirement that the classification of STA at the

O
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1 station, I assume. How do you feel about that?
(}

2 HR. MERSCH0FF4 On that shift, on shift A, if

3 you second SRO meets those criteria so that the STA can

O
4 go one, you don't need one.

5 MR. RAYS Suppose tha t the station has enough

6 people with these qualifications to meet that on every

7 shif t, will you eliminate the STA requirement for that

8 plant?

9 MR. MERSCH0FF Yes, sir.

10 HR. REEICK: I recall correctly, LaSalle

11 proposed something very close to that. Did the staff

12 permit them to do that?

13 NR. CROCKER: If I may, Dr. Remick. The

() 14 staffing at LaSalle actually has three SR0s, one of whom

15 is qualified as an STA. So the total number of bodier

16 is the same, but they actually have more capability than

17 we had asked for. The question on LaSalle was whether

18 we would let the STA actually pull SRO duty during

19 normal opera tion. The answer is, yes, we would let him

20 do that. In an accident situation, he would back off

21 and provide his advisory function, and not be involved

22 with the plant operation.

23 MR. WARD: I guess I wanted to ask you why

() 24 LaSalle has three SRO on a shif t. But I want to get to

25 the point you just raised.

O
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() 1 One of the reasons for an STA that has been

2 given sometimes in the past was the sort of thing that

3 Larry just said, somehow this fellow is not going to be

O
4 intimately involved in the operation during emergency.

5 He will back off and take a broad view.

6 Under your proposed policy, where the SRO

7 would be qualified as the STA, he wouldn't have that

8 capability. He would have to be involved in the

9 operation.

10 MR. MERSCH0FF. This is not a run-of-the-mill

11 SRO. This is an SRO with an engineering degree and STA
.

12 training. It is felt that he is a different type of

13 person. In reality, it may be worthwhile to have the

() 14 person with the ability to make the overall engineering

| 15 decisions also responsible for those decisions.

16 MR. WARD 4 My personal prejudice is that that

17 is much better. But one of the argum'ents given for the

18 STA in the past has been the point that Larry just made,

19 which is that some people think that it would be

20 desirable to have an STA who can stand off and not be

21 responsible for the operation, act as sort of an

|
22 advisor.

l 23 MR. MERSCHOFFa There are those on the staff

() 24 that agree with that position, and that is one of the

25 major problems with this policy statement, as a matter

O
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[}
1 of fact, going ahead and allowing that, because we lose

2 the standback capability. This has yet to be resolved

3 with the staff.

O
4 MR. LEWIS: Do I remember correctly that you

5 said a bachelor's degree in either engineerina or a

6 science?

7 HR. HERSCH0FFa Yes.

8 HR. LEWIS: Are there named sciences, or is

9 zoology oksy?

10 MR. MERSCHOFF We discussed zoology and

11 biology at length, and geology. At this point, they are

12 not named. We are thinking about related sciences,

13 physics, mathematics, and so on. 'I suspect that we are
i

) 14 going to have cull out zoology and life sciences, but

15 those decisions have not been made.

16 MR. LEWISa When you start doing this, you

17 will have to think what it is for.

18 MR. CATTONs I would like to make a comment on

19 this STA business.

20 At Ginna, I asked them what they did with the

21 ST A during the steam generator tube rupture incident,

22 and their comment was, "We didn't know what to do with

23 him , so we had him keep track of what we were doing."

() 24It turned out that the reason was that, when you go out

25 and find somebody that meets these qualifications, and

O
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1 it turns out to be a kid right of school, he has about
[}

2 as much knowledge of the way a power plant works as I

3 do, and that is not very good. I think the method of

O 4 the SRO having the degree, and so forth, is much

5 better.

6 HR . BERSCHOFF There is another option under

7 consideration and that is the one where you can your

8 STA, the kid just out of school, and you get a shift

9 engineer and the shif t engineer has a degree in

10 engineering or related science, and he has two years of

11 engineering experience, so he has been around the block

12 more than once, and he is also certified at the SRO

13 level. So he understands the plant and he has some

() 14 credibility with the operators. That is.another methodi

15 under consideration.

16 3R. CATTON: That sounds good, too, but the

17 present way of getting an STA into the plant, I just

18 don 't think is going to wash. Who in their right might,i

i

19 with a degree, is going to go out and do shift work.

20 MR. LEWIS: This is an example of a personnel

21 action taken by the NRC, in my view, without thinking

22 through what the indications were. We certainly don't

23 va n t to do that again, do we.

() 24 NR. CATTONs That is right.

25 MR. WARDS I think the NRC got a lot of advice

O
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(} 1 from review committees.

2 MR. LEWISs That won't change.

3 HR. WARD: Could I go back. I want to ask
,

4 Larry Crocker if he has any insight as to why

5 Commonwealth at LaSalle, in particular, is putting three

6 SRos on a shif t.

7 MR. CROCKERs I think the prime reason is that

8 the individuals available and preferred to do that

9 rather than go out and hire these fresh engineers that

10 Dr. Lewis was talking about to fill the STA positions.

11 Duke is in an analogous position. Down there,

12 they had enough SROs that they took these individuals,

13 gave them upgraded training to become. STAS, and they are

14 now functioning at STAS, but not the cosbination like

! 15 LaSalle has.
'

|

| 16 MR. WARDS You are saying that they are

17 f ulfilling the STA requirement. While they are doing

: 18 it , they are also able to work as an SRO.
1

19 MR. CROCKER At LaSalle, yes. At Duke, they

20 have given all of their SR0s STA training, and some of

21 these they designated as the STA, and they have no

22 responsibility as such for plant operation on that

23 shif t.

() 24 MR. REMICKs I thought that LaSalle came

25 pretty close to the shif t engineer concept, but not

O
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1 quite. Am I correct that LaSalle has not made a !

2 commitment that they will live with that forever. Th,e y

3 have not made a commitment that they would keep that

O
,

4 arrangement?

5 ER. CROCKER: I think that is correct. I am
:

6 not aware of a long-term commitment to that.

7 MR. MERSCH0FF Are there any other

8 questions?

9 MR. WARD: Is there anything else for Mr.
|
' 10 Merschof f ?

i 11 (No response.)

12 MR. WARDS Let's go ahead with the next item

13 on the agenda.

O 24 MR. SaEAn. ,cood morning, gen t1em e:1

15 My name is Arthur Shean, and I am the Director

16 of Training for Maine Yankee Atomic Power, Company. I am

17 here representing 19 utilities. With me today is Mr.

18 Charles Schrock who is the Licensing and Systems

19 Supervisor f rom Wisconsin Public Service Corporation.

20 Dur purpose this morning is to provide some comments

21 from utilities on the proposed rule that you are dealing

22 with this morning.

23 We appreciate the opportunity to address you

24 on the subject this morning.

25 First off, you are being handed some

O'
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1 documents. The first packet of documents is a
[

2 cover-letter from the combined group through the meansi

3 of K.MC Corporation, and under that are a series of_ e

V
4 letters, which perhaps you may have seen before, which

5 are comments from various utilities within our group

6 making their individual points on the particular

7 proposed rule.

8 The second packet is a series of slides which

9 I will be referring to during my talk, although I will

10 not get to all of them, depending on your questions and

11 other comments that come about during the presentation.

12 First off, as a group, there are two points

13 tha t we are specifically opposed to in the rule. The

() 14 first one is the requirement for a fourth operator on

15 shif t, and the second is the time table that is being

16 suggested f or imposition of this rule.

17 We will take a look at those two ideas, and we

18 have four specific positions.

19 The first is, we do not believe that the rule
,

20 has suf ficient justification for being put into place.

21 Secondly, we believe there are a variety of pending

22 items and initiatives that the Commission has come out

23 with , and all of these tend to indicate to us that there
s

() 24 has not been a coordinated effort to try to tie all of

| 25 these f actors together into a nice, complete, uniform
l
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1 package, without possible deviation in the future.

2 The third is the fact that the schedule that

3 has been proposed will cause serious problems for most

O 4 utilities. They may say that they can meet the numbers,

5 but what that means may be far different from what the
1

6 staff means.

7 MR. WARD: Will you expand on that?

8 MR. SHEANs Yes.

9 The last item is the fact that this rule is

10 designed increase the safety that we have experienced at

11 our reactor, but in fact in the short term it will tend

12 to decrease the saf ety at our reactors.

13 Let's take a look at each of these

() 14 individually in more specific detail.

15 The lack of justification -- To begin with, I

16 do not believe that there is any major study done to

17 take a look at any kind of event report or other

18 experience f rom the industry to show whether or not an

19 extra individual on shif t could make a definite

20 dif ference in that particular event.

21 In fact a little earlier this morning the idea

22 of whether, in fact, that extra SRO in the control room

23 would have made any difference at TMI, which purportedly

{} 24 is the catalyst for this rule being proposed.

The other item that is being proposed here is25 s
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[]} 1 the fact that in the studies that have been quoted,

2 there are recommendations and even the one that does

3 specifically address the issue of an extra person on

O
4 shif t, only recommends a task analysis be performed to

5 find out if it is needed. That was the Rogovin Report.

6 There are many task analyses and the s taff

7 itself has admitted that none of these have truly been

8 completed to show what they intended to show. Yet, we

9 are at the point of trying to impose a rule without this
i

10 valuable inf ormation to decide whether it is even

! 11 needed .

12 So the question here of lack of justification

13 is one which goes beyond whether the rule is justified,

() 14 but whether the timing of this rule is even justified,

15 f aced with the fact that other research is coming before

16 us, or should be due within a year or so.

17 In fact, some of that detailed information is

18 patterned af ter the Canadian information. I was at a

19 briefing where the Canadian task analysis people

20 expressed their methods, which we are basically

21 following to find out what we need for our particular

22 operators.

! 23 Both industry and the foreign nuclear

I () 24 operators are performing studies, and there is a long

25 list of items which the NRC themselves are studying. It

(
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1 seems strsnge, at this time, that they should decide to

2 go about tryino to impose a rule, when their own

3 information has not even come back yet.

4 Noving on to other pending initiatives, there

5 is a list, which the staff this morning pretty well

6 elaborated on, probably better than I can do, the STA

7 requirement, the table B-1 requirements, college credits

8 and that has been from zero up to a bachelor of science

9 for various levels of operators, the degreed shift

|
10 supervisor, the shift engineer, overtime restrictions,

11 the number of shifts required for each plant, from four,

12 five or six, depending on the needs, and simulator

13 exa minations.

() 14 In all of these initiatives, the important

15 thing that I like to underline or underscore is the fact

16 that we don't know exactly which way we are going, and

17 when we have gotten some particular inf orma tion as to

18 which way to go, we find that they go and change their

19 mind again af ter they have imposed it once.

20 Some key examples of that are the idea of

21 overtire restrictions, which came out in several

22 dif f erent versions. Simulator examinations are a key

23 axample of this where they decided to give simulator

() 24 examinations for reactor operators going for licenses.

25 Af ter they tried this for a while, they found out that

O
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(]} 1 this was not really working very well, and decided to

2 withdraw that requirement for non-plant specific

3 simulators. We, as a utility went out and made a lot of.

O
4 contract arrangements to assure that we had that time a t

5a vendor, and now all of a suddenly we don' t need it any

6 more.

7 MR. DEBONS Can I ask a question, Mr.

8 Chairman?

9 MR. WARD: Yes.

10 MR. DEBONS: I would like to examine the logic

11 of your initial statement. let me see if I can repeat

12 i t .
.

13 We haven't, in a way, given concrete evidence

() 14 that there is a need for the second SRO. Can I switch

15 the logic around and the conclusion from that is

16 obviously why go to the second SRO. The converse logic

17 goes something like this, inasmuch as we do not knov

18 wha t the basic facts are in this case, but we have to
,

19 reduce the possibility of error in the situation, which

20 would then justify the second SRO.

21 That is the converse logic. I would like you

22 to respond to that second alternative logic.

23 HR. SHEAN: The last issue I have before you

(]) 24 is the safety issue, an we will bring some of the areas

; 25 where the additional person would tend to decrease the

O
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I safety.{)
2 MR. DEB 3NS: In other words, reducing the

3 safety.

O 4 MR. SHEANs For my plant, and I can only speak

5 for my plant, we have been operating for ten years with

6 a three-operator level, and we have had no serious

7 problems. There is experience, as they seem to be

8 using, as.an argument for their gut-reaction for

9 additional persons, which also counts.

10 MR. SCHROCK Arthur Schrock with Wisconsin

11 Public Service.

12 I guess another thought on that is, we are not

13 sure, why should we make it a hard and fast rule until

() 14 we really* know that there is a requirement. I could

15 reiterate Art's comment that in our eight years of

| 16 experiency, we have had some events, a couple of

17 transformer failures, which the current shif ts handled

l

i 18 quite well.

19 MR. DEBONS: I am going to wait for the

20 evidence that is forthcoming, but it would seem to me

21 that we are faced with a probability of risk assessment

22 in this situation, and the logic apparently could be

| 23 defended tha t inasmuch as we have no understanding about

() 24 reducing the probability, what you do is to increase the

25 probability of reducing the probability by having the

O
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{} 1 additional individual. That is the logic.

2 MR. SHEAN4 I am not sure that more is better

3 in all cases.7_
V

4 MR. DEBONS4 That is the evidence I am looking

5 forward to.

6 NR. WARD 4 Art, co uld I ask you. You

7 cancelled your reservation for some simulator time. Was

8 that just for the actual NRC testing, or have you

9 cancelled some of the training time in the simulator?

10 MR. SHEAN Let me give you some background on

11 that. We, as a single plant utility, and that is the

12 only asset that the company owns, have gone. out and

.
13 contracted for the delivery of our personal simuistor in

14 1974.

15 We now go to a simulator which, because of our

16 unique design, does not very well simulate what we do

17 for a living. We go down there and we get some

18 transient accident analysis benefit from that simulator,

19 and our operators go through this at least one week a

20 yea r in the qualification on that simulator.

21, In preparation for this license examination,

22 ve have to give every reasonable chance for our

23 operators to pass the examination, and they have

() 24 anywhere from one to two weeks of practice on that

25 simulator just to learn where everything is and become
i
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1 comfortable with it, and then take the examination. So)
2 we are talking anywhere from two to three extra weeks on |

3 that machine for each candidate to assure them that they

4 have a chance of passing that examination.

5 I am not sure, because of the non-plant

6 specific requirements of that simulator that we get all

7 tha t much f rom the training.

8 ER. WARDS You seem to have concluded that the

9 non-specific training really doesn't do you any good.

10 The only reason you are doing it is to help the operator
,

11 pass the exam.

12 MR. SHEANs In fact, when we get our own

13 simulator, which will be exactly as our plant is, we

() 14 would prefer to have simulator examination because we

15 believe that our people could do better because they

16 will know our plant, and that is what we train them to

17 do, to operate our plant.

18 But that is not the point that I as trying to

19 m a k e . The point is that a ruling or an imposing wa s

20 placed upon us to comply with. We attempted in all good

21 faith to comply with that, and all of a sudden it was

| 22 turned around on us and dropped, because I believe that

23 the planning that went behind that was not complete, and

24 y et they w e n't ahead and took 1: tion.(}
25 In a similar situation, if you will take a

O
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1 look at the STA. The STA has been with us for

2 approximately three years, and I do believe any major

3 study has been done by the staff to verify the judgment

4 was required has truly been borne out by the actions

5 that have taken place.

6 Again, lack of planning, lack of study, lack

7 of follow-up, shows to me that there is a lack of

8 coordinated effort being put into the overall picture as

9 to how these individual pieces fit together.

10 I believe, from my point of view, that the

11 kind of action that was done with the emergency planning

12 S ECY-82-111, should be performed and finalized before
i

13 a ny kind of ruling is taken a look at, nevertheless

() 14 taking a look at the studies that have been done to find

! 15 out whether it is really needed or not.

16 MR. PERSENSKYa They do havea major study on

17 's he STA right now, on the concept of the STA and

18 engineering expertd:e on shift.

19 MR. CATION: Have you, as a representative of

| 20 the utilities, done a study and is it available for us

21 to look at?

22 MR. SHEAN: Other than our individual

l 23 activities, we, as a plant, have decided to move away
|

24 from the STA, and we have gone to the shift engineer
)

25 con cept .

,

i
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1 MR. CATION: Do you have any studies that you

2 reported on that j us tif y the position you t re taking?

3 HR. SHEAN: No, just our personal evaluation.

4 MR. CATTON: My own personal view of what you

5 are doing isn't buying it, if you don't do the study

6 that is at least equal to the kind of study that NRC is

7 doing to justify your position, all you can do is talk

8 about it.

9 MR. SHEANs The point here is not the

to individual item. What is concerning us is the f act

11 that, as we look at these various items in some cases,

12 which tend to pull away from each other, we are

13 concerned ts to whether or not we should commit

() 14 ourselves to any one of them. Where we commit

15 ourselves, whether or not that will be pulled out from

16 under us, and we will be sent in another direction.

17 Moving along, the problem with scheduling and

18 planning, we have found that at the time we were being
1
' 19 asked to add more operators to our staffing

20 requirements, we were f acing other things that are being

21 placed upon us that tend to impede us in maintaining

22 tha t goal.

23 For example, it has already been discussed,

24 the idea of increasing requirements at the various
)

25 operator levels, when you know that before you can be

O
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1 tested at the SRO level, you have to spend three months

2 on shift as an extra person, and the additional four

3 yea rs of experience required, as opposed to the ANSI

O 4 standard which requires a three-year experience level

5 for an SRO.

6 The edu stional requirements, if the various

7 decisions are made as to what level an operator must be

8 in as f ar as education, we find that we may have long

9 periods of time trying to upgrade the people we have on
.

10 shif t now to some level of college attainment.

11 The training requirements -- At a time when we

12 a re trying to gain more operators, we find that our

13 training programs must be lengthened to incorporate the

() 14 operator training that has been placed upon us. I don't

15 sean to imply that these are not good ideas. My concern

16 is the f act that they tend to extend the program and

17 lengthen the time necessary to get a n opera tor's

18 license.

19 Some of these things, for example, the

20 requirements for aitigating core damage, the various

21 academic topics of thermal dynamics, heat transfer,

22 fluid flow, the requirements for pressurized thermal

23 shock , steam genera tor over-fill, station black-out, all

24 generic letters coming about since the TMI accident, and{}
25 the things that have been done to address the THI

O
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1 accident.{)
2 Again, other actions that have been taken -- a

3 stiffening of the examination, and the increase of the

O
4 grada that you must attain to pass the examination,

j 5 going f rom a 70 to an 80 percent level, as it has been

( 6 discussed, has caused major difficulties in getting
|

| 7 enough people to pass the examination. In fact, the

8 rate was quoted by someone as going from 15 percent to

9 50 percent failure rato at the beginning of the

10 examination process.

11 At the same time that we a re increasing the

12 training, there must be people provided to give this

13 training, and at the same time that we are trying to get

() 14 more people to provide the training, the requirements of

15 those individuals has been increased to a senior reactor
16 level . This , in f ac t, has withdrawn from those

17 available to be on shif t, because you would like to have
i

18 your best people train the f uture reactor operators,

19 thereby taking some experience from your staff.

20 The requalification examination -- I have a

l 21 letter on my desk f rom the Commission stating the
i

22 requirements for the requalification examination, where

23 they will be coming annually and testing 20 percent of

() 24 our people.

25 This impacts on licensing levels because they

O
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1 have also stated tha t those individuals, if they fail

2 that requalification exam, must be removed from operator

3 duties for all inten ts and purposes, and that means that

O 4 they don 't have a license, as far as we are concerned.

5 So they are proposing a reduction in the level, at the

6 same time that they are trying to increase levels.

7 MR. WARD: That seems to be contrary to what

8 Mr. Merschoff said a few moments ago. That may be the

9 case, but I am not aware of it.

10 Mr. Thompson, do you want to comment on that? '

11 MR. THOMPSON: Hugh Thompson, NRC staff.

12 The letter would require that an individual,

13 who did not demonstrate an adequate level of knowledge

() 14 on the requalificatin exam, be removed f or an

15 accelerated retraining program which the utility then

16 would administer.

17 When the utility had demonstrated evidence

18 that he was qualified in those areas of deficiency, he

19 would be allowed to go back on shif t. This is the same

| 20 vay he is today when he doesn 't demonstrate knowledge in

21 the utility administered requalification exam.

22 MR. WARD: You are saying that this is

!
l 23 actually the present practice?

24 MR. THOMPSON: That is correct.
(}

25 38. SCHROCK: Mr. Chairman , our program, which

O
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1 is written in accordance with Appendix A of Part 55, has

2 two level. If the operstor doesn't totally pass the

3 exam on one level, however he shows sufficient knowledge

O 4 in all other categories, he goes through a retraining

5 program immediately, but stays on shift.

| 6 At the second level, which is a little lower,
1

7 he is pulled off shift, relieved of his duties, and goes

8 through the retraining program until he does show

9 acceptable knowledge.

10 MR. WARD: But is that higher level just your

11 own utility imposed requirement?

12 MR. SCHROCK: It is our own utility imposed,

j 13 but we f ollow the guidelines of the 80 percent /70

() 14 percent in each section.

15 MR. WARD: Mr. Thompson, does that square with

16 your understanding of the policy?

17 MR. THOMPSON: I am not familiar with the
.

18 details, but in that sense it is the correct approach

19 tha t we would anticipate taking.

20 MR. REMICKs Am I correct, Hugh, that

21 individual requalification plans were proposed by

22 individual licensees so they would differ somewhat, but

23 would f ollow Appendix A of Part 55. So there would be
|

(]) 24 dif ferences between the requalification programs.

| 25 MR. THOMPSONs That is correct. In essence,

O
|
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I the overall approsch would be for an individual who had

2 demonstrated a deficiency that was of concern to the

3 utility, he would go to an accelerated retraining

O
4 program before he resumed watch-standing, but he would

5 not be required to take a new NRC requalification

6 examination.

7 I would be hesitant to that if everybody at a

8 utility f ailed the NRC requalification exam, then there

9 might be an additional exam administered, and there may

10 be some deficiencies identified in the program.

11 MR. WARD: Thank you.

12 Go ahead, Mr Shean.

13 MR. SHEANs The last item on the problem of

() 14 scheduling and planning is the idea that since the Three

15 Mile Island accident, and other imposed actions that we

18 must take, we find that the need for reactor operators,

17 particularly the senior reactor operators, has just

18 expanded tremendously.

19 For example, the I.C.1 requirement to rewrite
l
l 20 emergency procedures truly requires the senior reactor

21 operator to be able to give the operations input

22 necessary to make those worthwhile. The training staff

23 itself, as I know in my own esse, have with drawn from a

(]) 24 two senior reactor-operator operations to five, with

25 additions requirei with the advent of my simulator

O
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~ 1 training process. On my staff, I have more senior

2 reactor operators on my training staff than some of the

3 operating shifts.

O 4 The shift engineer process, if it goes to its

5 full fruition, will require at least, I believe, a

6 senior reactor operator license. This is a goal that we

7 have set for ourselves at our utility for our shif t

8 engineer.

9 You go on with the other activities that are

10 happening in the industry, such as the Institute of

11 Nuclear Power Operations requiring support, consultants

12 in the training area and other areas, drawing these

| 13 individuals away from utilities to provide support in

() 14 starting up new plants.

15 New Plants, themselves, pira ting individuals

16 because they must have certain levels of experience on

17 their staff to get their operating license.

18 At the same time, we are trying to seek higher

19 levels of shif t staffing by means of additional shifts

20 to handle the training requirements and other overtime
;

I 21 limitations, we have been trying to do a six-shift

22 rotation, as opposed to a five or a four-shif t

23 rot ation.

(} 24 This, in our mind, has become absolutely

25 essential. In our plan to address additional staffing,

|

()|
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I we have taken that a cornerstone of our plan, to

2 asintain a six-shif t operation, so that we can handle

3 the additional requirements.

4 The NRC staff itself, I believe, is a true

5 example of the shortage of qualified individuals at the

6 present time.. I believe they have not been able to

7 totally staff their ,own organiza tions. I don 't have the

8 actual numbers on that, but perhaps you can ask the

9 staff if they have the numbers.

10 So idea, in the aftermath of TMI, the need is

11 becoming tremendously large and our training programs

12 a re trying their best to meet these needs, but we are

13 having dif ficulties , and all of these items are trying
,

() 14 to pull away from and impede the possibility of
,

15 attaining the gosis that they are trying to lay in front

16 of us with this proposal.

17 The last item is the safety implications, and
|

| 18 I hinted at those somewhat in my discussion to this

19 poin t. If this rule were to go into place with the

20 limitations that they propose, we would find, as we

21 already are finding, that there is a dilution of our

22 experience level it ea ch of the utilities. The people

23 that we used to have who started the plants up, no

24 longer exist because they have been wooed away to other(}
25 plants or are required to do other activities.

|

|
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1 We are also finding that because of this

2 movement and because we have to upgrade people faster to

3 the SRO level, that in all positions we find new people

4 filling those positions. Former Ros are now SR0s.

5 Former auxiliary operators are now reactor operators.
e

6 A0s that just came in the door are now perf orming

7 auxiliary operator functions.

8 So even though the experience level of some of

9 these people may be the same ones that we have had

10 already , they are now in new and unfamiliar positions,

11 and, therefore, attempting to learn those positions,

12 even though we have provided training.

13 This situation is the idea that you put more

(( ) 14 people on shift, but all of a sudden your ability to pay

15 absolute attention to what is going on in the control

16 room starts to diminish.

17 If you take three operators on shift, the

18 possibility of two or more people going into a

19 conversation is four, and if you add one more person,

20 the combination goes up to 11, the possibilty of two or

21 more people engaging in some sort of conversation or

22 discussion. Those types of things can detract from the

23 very attention level that was input into the system by

24 continuous, on-going control of the operation.

25 MR. WARD: They might even be talking about

O
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1 what is going on in the plant. You might have 11

2 conversations about the plant.

3 NR. SHEANs I believe that one of the problems

4 that did come out of IMI, after the accident itself, it

5 was not the lack of people in the control, it is the

6 f act that there were too many people in the control

7 room.

8 In fact, they took steps to eliminate people

9 from the control room by having authority and specific

10 responsibilities designated , and setting up.tvo other

11 facilities, the emergency operating f acility and the

12 support facility, off and away from the control room.

| 13 There are some other short-term items that we

() 14 should take a look at. If you require a person to get a

15 reactor operator's license, you are basically telling to

16 take an examination and pass it. I as not sure that the

! 17 examinations at the current time truly represent what a

18 aan needs to know to become an operator.

| 19 We have had that problem on our training staff

20 in trying to provide qualified operators and at the time

21 have them pass an examination. If the concern is to get

i 22 a license, then the sole effort is to seek a license and

23 not quality operation.

24 Another involved in that idea is the fact that
)

25 if you cram information in someone's, it is a fairly

|

O
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|
,r- 1 common educational theory that if you cram for an
V)

2 examination, you may pass the examination, but what you

3 retain is probably nothing or very little. You would i

4 have gotten more retention if you had a longer period of

5 time to slowly absorb, and completely engrain it into

6 your way of operation.

7 So in the short term those two last items tend

8 to cause reactions which may not be favorable for

9 ssfety, as well ss the other things we have discussed.

10 In summary, the items that we are concerned
,

11 with, we find that there is no justification that has

12 been shown for this rule. There are studies in place

13 which could show this, if we waited long enough to see

() 14 them.

15 Secondly, there has been a distinct lack of

16 coordination in all the different areas associated with

17 thi problem. We should have a consolidated, unified

18 pla n , such as 82-111, to address these in a coordinated

19 manner.

20 Lastly, we should carefully take a look at the

21 results of trying to impose this kind of requirement in'

I
I 22 such a short period of time.

23 This is the general opinion on this particular

24 rule . I am prepared at this time to discuss the kinds
[

25 of problems that a single utility, my own company, is

()
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1 having in planning and getting ready for the

2 implementation of this kind of a rule.

3 MR. RENICK: I have a question about your last,

()'

4 comment about insufficient time to prepare. How do you

5 address the f act that 0737 had recommended this by July

61, 1982.

7 MR. SHEAN: And it recommended the non-plant

8 specific simulator examination also.

9 MR. REMICK: So you didn't think that 0737 was

10 something that you should address?

11 MR. SHEAN: We have been trying to address
J

12 this problem continuously. Because of these other

13 influences that are coming along, which pull away from,

l () 14 these activities, we have made a good effort to meet|

:

15 ths t . We found in most cases that we have made good

16 progress, but also we have been torn apart.

17 I can quote from my plant. This year alone,

18 we had six experienced shif t supervisors, and we lost

19 three within three weeks, two of them to go to

20 California to start up a new plant six times as big as
|

|
21 o urs .

| 22 MR. REMICKa It is the reason, in the case of

,
23 your own plant, that you were unable to meet the July 1,

24 1982, date, because of loss of people. But you were)
25 trying to gear up to the SR0s.

O
l

,
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1 MR. SHEAN: I don't think there is a plant I

2 am aware of throughout the United States that has not

3 made some modest effort to try to increase the number of

4 operators that they have on shif t because, practically

5 speakino, the operators right now have us where they

6 vant us because there is a supply and demand situation.

7 They are the supplier, and there is no other

8 alternative.

9 As in our case, we had to do some serious
,

10 readjustment. We lost our six-shift rotation when these

11 three individuals, and we had to go down to a five-shift

12. tempora rily because there was no one there.

13 MR. REMICK: Did you give, at your plant, a

() 14 higher priority to six shifts than having two SB0s on

15 one shif t?

16 MR. SHEANa When I am subject to 20 percent of

17 my operators being tested on an annual basis, the six

18 shif ts are essential to me because that will help me

19 more than havino people go off their license. So I have

20 a personal interest in the people have in my plant, I

21 want those people to keep their job and continue to be

22 able to be productive.

23 That is one of the things that we have not

[}
24 really mentioned. There are some human f actors here.

25 We have been bouncing these operators around vigorously
;

O
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1 one way and then the other, telling them that they have

2 to have a college degree, and then that they don't have

3 to have a college degree; they have to go to the

4 simulator and leave their f amily, and then, no, they

5 don't have to go to the simulator and leave their

6 family. We have not treated them personally, and that

7 is why some of those people lef t. Some even left the

8 industry. We had one operator who is now a lobsterman.

9 MR. LEWIS: It is a bad time to go into that

10 business.

11 MR. SHEAN: This is the kind of real problem

12 they f ace. If we had some time, I would like to some of

13 the problems that are particular to my plant, because I
l

! () 14 think they illustrate some of the struggles that other

15 utilities have in good f aith experienced in trying to

16 address these kinds of issues.

17 MR. WARDa We would like to do that, but I

18 think Mr. Schrock has some comment he would like to

19 make.

20 MR. SCHROCK: In the case of Kewaunee, we

21 initially took exception to the second SRO in the fall

22 o f 1979. We did receive a response from the staff on

23 tha t. So in the Spring of 1980, we decided to go ahead

() 24 and try to implement this. We went on a campaign to

25 hire people to put through a training program. By the

,
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1 fall of 1980, we had people. We started the operator

2 training program in the Spring of 1981.

3 Normally, it would take about three-and-a-half

4 years to license a person that we take right off the

5 street. In this case, we are doing it in about 15

8 months. After these people get their Ros, then we place

7 existing R0s to upgrade to SRO, and then we promote the

8 R0s.

9 MR. WARD: Before you go on, I would like to '

10 cla rif y something.

11 At the beginning you said that the specific

12 objections of the utility was the requirement for f our

13 operators on shif t. It has not become clear to me how

() 14 much of a problem is related to the rule requiring the
'

15 four operators, and how much of it is related to the

16 rule requiring a second SRO.

17 HR. SHEANs As a group, we are opposed to the

18 fourth operator. In my own personal Maine Yankee

19 problem, we are not really opposed to a second SRO on

20 shif t. In fact, until just recently, we normally had

21 two SRos and an RO on shift for many reasons. One, we

22 like to have a backups and secondly, the senior reactor
!

23 operator can perform the same functions as our

24 operator. So we thought that it was a good policy and

25 good practice to operate to have this additional

l ()
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1 experience on shift.
)

2 It is only recently, because of the problems

3 that we have encountered, that we had to go from that to

O 4 a one SRO and RO level. In fact, as I said, our

5 management is not opposed and would like to have that as

& a standing operational mode.

7 MR. WARDS That is interesting. But the

8 utility group as a whole hasn't taken that position; is

9 that right?

10 NR. SHEAN: Some do and some don't, so I can't

11 speak for the whole group. Again, I am here only

12 representing myself, and we are part of that group of

13 individual utilities.

() 14 NR. WARDS Why don't you go ahead.

15 MR. SHEANs I think there has been some

16 discussion of what it takes to get to the various levels

17 of operational staf fing. This is a typical example of -

|

18 the career pattern that one of our operators would go

19 through during his career with our company.

| 20 You can see, as a person enters at the top, he

21 has a period of training, and in our case it is anywhere

22 between three and four months of specific classroom

23 training. Then he has a period of on-the-job training,

(} 24 and then ha begins operation as an auxiliary operator.

25 After that they would spend a year as an AO,

O
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1 and then they would go into the control room operator

2 training course. That program would tske anywhere

3 between -- it is averaging right now ten months. Then

4 the licensing process, the testing, the feedback from

5 the license examination. We count on about a year's

6 time for that typically.

7 After that they must spend a minimum of one

8 year, at least, as a reactor operator before they can be

9 considered for a senior reactor operator license. At

10 tha t time, they would go into a senior reactor operator

11 program, and go through the testing, and then come on

12 shif t as a senior reactor operator.

13 So we are looking at a minimum, for a person

() 14 coming off the street -- we are not talking about an

15 average individual. We find that we must have at least

10 a merchant marine background or, better, a Navy-nuclear

17 background.

18 Then they come out about five years later with

19 a reactor operstor, and the five-year timef rame is when
i

l 20 g et his senior reactor operator's license. After that

21 he serves a period of time as a senior reactor operator,

22 and then, only if he shows the appropriate assets and

23 capabilities, he is promoted to shif t supervisor for the

[
24 plant. Again, this is the concept of two SR0s on shift,

25 and one reactor operator.

O
.
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1 The problem we are facing now is very similar

2 to the analogy of a steampipe. You take a steampipe,

3 and it springs leaks, and steam is leaked out throughout

O 4 the plant. You find that if you have the restriction of

5 having to have the steampipe filled with appropriate

6 numbers of people, who are the ones we have to have to

7 fill six shifts and meet the current rule, and the

8 requirement that you can 't get f rom one place to the

9 other unless you start at the beginning of the pipe and

10 go to the end, and limitations on time as indicated for

11 the appropriate training program. If you throw in the

12 requalification or the potential college requirement on

13 the outside of the pipe, then all the way along you are

() 14 having leaks springing out to meet all these additional

15 requirements, and these are the requirements that are

16 being placed on us.

17 The question is, how many people do you put in

18 reasonably to get this constant flow and, hopefully,
f

(
19 provide some experienced people out the bottom here who

20 can augment your management staff, and maybe, for that

21 matter, become vice president of operations some day.

22 This is the kind of problem, and this is the kind of

23 thing that I have had to go to the president of my

24 company and discuss.

25 This slide comes from that presentation, to
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(} 1 try to bring that very question of how many people do

2 you put in, and how do you run this kind of pipe with

3 all these leaks springing out at all times.

O
4 To meet this requirement, a plan that we came

5 up with, and I am intentionally going to show you this

6 slide because it is rather complex and detailed, that is

7 the kind of plan that implements the kind of concept we

8 are talking about. I have a chart over here that I

9 could show you. It is the very same chart that we are

10 showing up there. I

11 In this chart, you see the timeframe

12 associated across the top, and you are seeing various

13 inputs, so that you don't have people bunging up your

( 14 training staff and also not sitting around losing

15 interest because they are not moving ahead at a fairly

16 rapid pa ce, which seems to be the only assumed thing in

17 the industry, just move, move, move, and the interaction

18 that you must have between the various levels.

19 Each time, you have to go through this level

20 to feed the training program at this level. After you

21 go to the training level here, you may be able to come

22 down here and coa tto le down here. Eventually, if you

23 are lucky, yt 3 o ,- !.o other activities.

() 24 This is the kind of plan and the kind of

,25 activity that we have to get involved with to meet a
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1 requirement of an extra man on shift. This is a)
2 proposed plan to meet this very same goal.

3 If six months to a year down the pike someone,

O 4 changes their mind that this is not what the study shows

5 ve nead, what happens to this effort? We ntarted with

6 real people in here, and if now all of a sudden we have

7 got to send them to college, as opposed to this other

8 activity. This is the kind of problems we face with an

9 arbitrary decision as to timeframes and requirements.

10 MR. DEBONS: May I ask a question.

11 MR. SHEAN: Yes, sir.

12 MR. DEBONS: I am firing from the hip on this

13 one , but it doesn't seem that this is a very novel

() 14 issue. The military has faced this problem for years.

15 Have you done any research on this as a backup for your

16 arguments? The problem is there, as I understand it, it

'
17 is just that it doesn't seem to be a novel one.

'

18 MR. SHEAN: I don't claim it to be novel. It

19 seems that we should consider this when we make

20 decisions as we do.

! 21 I am the training director for my company. My

22 president has told me, you have to meet this N

23 requirement , start planning for it. What do I do? This

(]) 24 is my vsy of presenting to him the needs that I have in

25 order to meet his requirement.

O
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1

(} 1 MR. DEBONSs Then I will have to go back to.

2 our own people. Given that this is the particular

3 experience of the utilities, have the NRC people checked

O
4 the research in this to counteract or to sipport this

5 argument?

6 I find it very difficult to completely accept

7 the argument that this is an impossible situation. I

8 understand tha t it is a very complex one, but I wish I

9 had some data to support my suspicion that probably

10 thare is some evidence as to how you counter this

11 cascading problem in personnel management, or personnel

12 training management.
s

13 MR. SHEANs I want to ref rain f rom saying that,

() 14 it is impossible, because I can't go to the president of

15 my company and say that it is impossible. I try to

16 provide a solution, and the solution is complex. We

17 have identified quite correctly that it can be done.

18 Th.9 question is, I don't in our company see how we can

19 do it by January 1, 1983, by any means.
;

20 MR. DEBONS: Is the timing the problem?

I
| 21 MR. SHEAN I can show you this chart here
1

22 which is one line f rom this overall chart. This is the

23 senior reactor operator chart. In this cha rt, in blue,

() 24 you see the actual manning you would expect to have at

25 any particular time. The red is the attrition factor

O
I
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1 which we had to account for in our planning. I have

2 gone back and gotten the historic information from our

3 plant to justify our attrition rate.

O 4 We must also take into account the historic

5 f ailure rates on exams, so we know about how many people

6 will be added to the staf f. We have but so many people

7 going through the training program.

8 -

9
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.}[ 1 We have not, unfortunately, considered the

2 possibility of losing licenses because of

3 requalifications, and as long as we maintain six shif ts

O
4 and continue our training program, we don 't think we

5 will. But that is a possibility that has been imposed

6 upon us and is now being implemented.

7 But anyway, this chart shows the line that we

8 aust attain to meet this requirement, and the time

9 frames based on the input of people in this chart that

10 we could hopef ully attain this level. And you will see,

11 although we may maintain it at a level, say right here,

12 which is say the '83 time frame, July '83, yes, we'll

13 have that number.;

14 But before the next program comes up we will

15 have attrition rates which will drop us from that level

16 and therefore drop us from six shifts and perhaps even

17 drop us below five shif t rotations before the next class
i
i 18 comes along. And th a t cla ss ca n ' t sta rt un til the
!
'

19 reactor operator program is finished, so we have enough

20 people to fill the reactor operator slot to fill the

21 senior reac, tor operator slot.

22 So we have a sawtoothed arrangement here. And

23 admittedly, this is statistical data that is projected

() 24 into the future, but we don't have any other information

25 to go on.

i
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1 MR. REMICK: Are you addressing means of()
2 addressing the attrition rate, or getting a higher

3 peCcentage of people to pass the exam through

O
4 selectivity, or higher salaries or better working

5 conditions, professionalism, esprit de corps, things

6 like this? .

7 MR. SHEAN: Yes. If I can mention the

8 attrition rate, I just want to show you the data I used

9 to project this information. This is our failure rate

10 information. It's in your packet as well.

11 You will find that we as a utility take

12 extensive care to screen our people prior to going up

13 for an examination. You look at the rates we have for

() 14 passing the examinations and you 'll find they're quite

15 good. In fact, we're quite proud of our success on the

16 examinations, because we screen our people effectively.

17 We have in f act consultants -- af ter we have

18 completely finished with them in our tra'ining program,

19 we have consultants who come in and give them a

20 simulated NRC examination. That's one of the last items

21 ve look at before we recommend the man for going up for.

22 examination. In fset, in the RO level you will see we

23 have attained 100 percent in the last few years by doing
|

() 24 this kind of activity.

25 At the same time, we look at the attrition

('

.
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( 1 rates. Notice, in the af termath of TMI there wasn't any

2 sure idea of what was going on so people were hanging

3 on, but after all the requirements started coming.down

O 4 on the heads of our senior reactor operators, then 3 --

5 and those three happened to be the most senior

6 individuals that we lost, unfortunately.

7 MR. CATION: Six figure salaries in

8 California?

9 MR. SHEANs Tremendous hours, overtime, et

10 cetera. I wouldn't want the job. Those are the kinds

11 of things we have to deal with.
.

12 When you talk about studies, I didn't do a

13 complete study of all the industry to find out if this

(O,j 14 was a good way of doing it. We took our best shot at it

15 with the information we had available to us, and we went

16 back and got the research from our own statistics and

17 inf ormation and tried to put together a package for the

18 larger approach. This is just one area that we faced on

19 the list of items we talked about.

20 MR. CATTON4 Groups like your own, you said

21 You represented 18 utilities?

| 22 MR. SHEANa This is the group we' re in right

23 now , yes.

(} 24 MR. CATTON: Are you giving any consideration

25 to a national academy of some kind or other to train

)
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1 your operators? DOE did that.

2 MR. SHEAN : Locally, for example, my

3 particular company is part of a Yankee complex of

O 4 companies. They have interrelation to the common

5 engineering firm, et cetera. We do try to share some

; 6 training experiences and training courses. Health

7 physics is an example. Unfortunately, our plants are so

8 diverse and different that there are always some basic

9 generic topics, such as thermodynamics, heat transfer,

10 this sort of thing, and reactor physics, that can be

11 taught. And those are, relatively speaking, about a

12 third at the most of the overall training requirements.

13 Most of it is the hands-on practical Maine Yankee

() 14 information they must know.

15 In fact, my background is in the mechanical

16 engineering aren and I was brought to my company for

17 that specific reason. My greatest difficulty was trying

18 to relate my knowledge to the plant across the street,

19 not a general plant but the plant across the street

20 which they want to know about.

21 And the operators are extremely intensely

22 interested in what the sciences say about Maine Yankee.

23 They don't care what happens at CE; they don't care what

/~T 24 happens at Wes ting h o use , or anyplace else. They want toV
25 know what happens at Maine Yankee because they are

O
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{}
1 responsible for Maine Yankee. That again is my personal

2 company's situation and it cannot represent any other
j
,

3 company because it's solely been developed for that .() |4 purpose.

l

5 So that is basically the essence of what I

6 vanted to say. Again, I don't feel there's a

7 justification for the rule. It is untimely and the

8 imposition of the timing of this thing is going to cause

9 us a great deal of difficulty, and the complex nature of

10 all the f actors that are being thrown at us at one time

11 should be coordinated into a consolidated unified plan

12 so we can have one common set of marching orders to go

13 to a common goal, which is what we all want.

( 14 Mr. Schrock, did you have anything to add?

15 MR. SCHROCKa No.

16 MR. WARD 4 Thank you, Mr. Shean. That's very

17 helpful.

18 I think that completes the presentations. Mr.

19 Knuth, did anyone else have anything to say?

20 (No response.)

21 MR. WARDa Does the Staff have anything else

22 they would like to say, or comment on what you have just

23 heard?

() 24 MR. CROCKERs I have nothing.

25 MR. THOMPSON: I don't have anything

O
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1 specifically. I think we certainly recognize the{)
2 situa tion they described. It tends to, I think, reflect

3 the utility's planning when they startad serious efforts

O
4 to increase the input level to their training program as

5 to when they expect to be able to meet the increased

6 staffing levels. I would say that at least 50 percent

7 of the utilities are there now, and all of a sudden they

8 f ace the same sort of a loss through attrition, moving

9 on into the utility management.

10 It kinds of varies. We have those who started

11 up immediately and those who have waited until we had a

12 firm requirement bef ore they significantly got their

13 program accelerstad, and there will be different time

() 14 f rames in each of those cases.

15 HR. WARDa I guess Mr. Shean 's point on that

16 was, there may have been utilities who happened to guess

17 right on the particular point, that this was a

18 requirement that was not going to change. On some other

19 issue, where there was a tentative requirement in 0737,

20 do you think it is possible that there would be a

21 different vrackup of requirements, that some would have

22 been convinced that another tentative requirement was

23 going to end up as a real one and started to move on

24 i t ?

25 For example, you gave the example of the

O
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[}
simulator exam, which perhaps some utilities tooled up1

2 to live with and others didn 't in terms of what would be

3 necessary.

O 4 MR. THOMPSON: I'm not sure that that is a

5 true statement. Certainly, for the short run we

6 eliminated tha t on non plan t-specific simulators. I

7 think that issue is still an open one with respect to

8 the question of whether the long-term plant-specific

9 simulators will be required for examination purposes.

10 In any event, simulator training is still a

11 portion of the increased effort that we are supporting

12 for the operators in supporting the TMI action items.

13 MR. WARD: Thank you.

() 14 Let's see. Before -- Tony, did you have a

15 question ?

16 MR. DEB 3NSs I have a question to you, Dave,

17 if I may. This is for my own education. When is this

18 rule supposed to be implemented? Is this rule now

19 current? I'm trying to understand.
i

20 MR. WARD: The Staff has proposed -- the

21 original proposal is that the rule be implemented the

22 1st of January -- -

23 MR. DEBONSs The first of January.

() 24 MR. WARD: with the flexibility of--

25 permitting exceptions to July, the middle of '83. But

O
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I this is just a Staff proposal.

2 MR. DEBONS: I see. Well, I think that the --

3 this is my own problem tha t I a s trying to grapple with

O 4 in terms of providing guidance on this situation. That

5 is, if we take a timing factor involved -- in other

6 words, we are now much more flexible in the application
:

7 of the rule. I would like to know what the implications

8 of that flexibility is.

9 I am not really sure what the flexibility --

10 if I were to recommend, for example, that based upon

11 what I have heard that it is not defensible to have an

12 implementation date, let's say, on January 1st, 1983,

13 but that va would project that for another year, I'm not

() 14 really sure what the implications of that recommendation

15 is.

16 In other words, to be very candid -- at least

17 I am trying to be candid with myself -- intellectually I

18 cannot cope with the tremendous complexity of the issue

19 here that flows from the NRC side in terms of~the sort

20 of things we were discussing before in terms of the

21 nature of the competencies, the evidence to support it,

22 and the operational justification in the field in which

23 they feel that this rule is impeding -- th e tech nical

() 24 complexities are too severe for me to come to a

25 judgment, so I come to a very crude one that says, if we

O
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<} 1 now --

2 MR. WARD: Join the crowd. l

I

3 (Laughter.) '

()
4 MR. DEBONS: Pardon?

5 MR. WARD: I ssid, " join the crowd."

6 (Laughter.)

7 MR. DEBONSa If we delay this a year, then

8 what are the implications of this, if we delay this two
.

9 years? Or if you were to say, hey, Mr. Utility, you are

10 to be sure that you will comply with this rule in 1984,

11 what are the implications for the utility? That is the

1? sort of thing I'm worried about.

13 MR. CATTON: Or will they just wait two years?

() 14 MR. LEWISs And with good reason.

15 MR. WARD 4 Mr. Schrock , could you respond to

16 that?

17 MR. SCHROCKs Yes, I could. We currently have

18 about 15 operators in training with no plant

19 experience. If the rule goes through, we would pro babl y
|

20 pu t all of these people on shift and take out existing

21 RO's to train them as SRO's. So this would mean that

22 actually on the pinels we would have inexperienced

23 people under the supervision of experienced shift

(]) 24 supervisors. If we had more time, we would put these

25 people on shif t as extra people to work with experiencedi

|

O
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1 operators, to provide them some actual operational

2 experience before we put them on the panels.

3 MR. DEBONS: How much more time?
O 4 MR. SCHROCK: We're looking at 1984 as the

5 proposed date, January 1st, 1984.

6 MR. DEBONS: Well, if that is 1984, then I

7 would like to know what the implication of the 1984

8 implementation date is.

9 MR. MERSCH0FF: Ellis Herschoff, NRC Staff.

10 The last handout in my package, which I didn't

11 discuss, may address that to some degree. It's entitled

12 " Status, NUREG-0737, Item 1813." We attempted to go

| 13 through all of the operating nuclear power plants and

() 14 put them into categories.

15 The first category of 38 units currently meet

16 the staffing requirements. The next category state ther

17 need more time. There are 24 units listed there. Some

18 of them have dates behind them. That can give you some

19 feel for the additional ones that can meet it.

20 Ihen we go on further to the 17 percent with

21 13 units under the alternative proposals that I

22 discussed.

23 MR. DEBONS: Could you give me an idea of what

(]) 24 t he implications are f or the sta tement, need more time?

25 One year? Is the implication two years? Three years?

O
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[ What technical implications come from the timing1

2 factor?

3 HR. HERSCH0FF: Well, under "need more time,"

O 4 we put dates next to most of them. We're talking about

5 within six months more time --

6 MR. DEBONS What does that mean in terms of

7 our objective for nuclear safety? What does that mean?

8 Does that mean that we are jeopardizing risks here? How

9 do I judge that? I could say three years. What does

to that mean? If I say three months, what does it mean?

11 MR. THOMPSON: That's a difficult area to

12 quantif y, we will definitely have a 10 percent reduction

13 in risk or a 50 percent reduction in risk. It's a

() 14 judgment factor that eventually the staffing levels of

15 utilities need to be increased, and the Commission

16 looked at this as a recommending f ollowing THI and made

17 a j udgment tha t we could live until July of '82.'
18 When the Commission looked at it again in June

19 of this year, they changed the date to January of '82

20 because they recognized that there were those utilities

21 having difficulty meeting it.

I
! 22 MR. WARDa You mean January of '93?

23 HR. THOMPSON: January of '83.

() 24 As far as I know, there's no black and white,

25 on and off answer. If it's a utility that experiences a
i

O
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1 significant incident, the additional staffing levels may

2 be there to provide that information that would prevent

3 that from degrading into a serious accident. If that

O 4 doesn 't occur, then the engineering expertise on shift

5 and the extra SRO on shift is called for by the TMI

6 action plan, which may be put to use in other ways in

7 increasing the capabilities of the plant to operate

8 safely and increase its own on-line time, increase the

9 capabilities of procedures, and enhance those areas that

10 were identified.

11 These individuals would be doing something.

12 Typically, it's dependent on the utilities to assion the

13 various responsibilities. *

O 44

15

16

17'

18

19

20

21

22

23

O 24

25

O
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[]} 1 MR. CATTON: I think you have to weigh that.

2 If he has to go ahead straightaway, he's got

3 inexperienced people at the control board. I am

4 surprised tha t' you would do that if you feel that puts
.

1

5 your plant at risk. |

6 MR. SCHROCK: I would like to address that.

7 Our operations superintendent has expressed that as

8 being one of his major concerns. At Kaevanni ve just

9 came off of a 305-day run and now we're on our second

to roughly 157 days. The regional inspector said the same

11 thing. The challenge is going to be to take these new

12 and experienced people and maintain that excellence in

13 operation. We won't have any choice, though, if we are

() 14 forced to put these people on shift.

15 NR. CATION: Have you attempted to make some

16 sort of a measure of the increased risk as a result of

17 doing this as an argument f or your position?

18 MR. SCHROCK4 We have already seen an increase

19 in the number of what we call personnel errors at the

20 aux operators level. So far, they haven't resulted in

i 21 any significant incidents, but I would suspect that if
I
|

22 we continue to put lesser experienced people on shift,

23 ve will see an increase in the number of personnel

f]) 24 errors.

25 MR. WARD: Dr. Remick?

C:)
-
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1 MR. REMICKs What is the staff's proposed time
{

2 table for :oming back to the Commission on this proposed I

3 final rule?

O 4 MR. MERSCH0FF Originally, at the July

5 meeting, the Commission requested we put the rule out

6 for 30-day public comment and get it back to the EDO to

7 be issued as a final rule on October 30th. We since

8 requested and received a 30-day extension to that. We
,

9 are scheduled to get it to the EDO to be forwarded to

10 the Commission on Novenber 30th, 1982.

11 MR. REMICKa To the Commission at the end of

12 November?

13 MR. MERSCH0FFs Yes, sir.

() 14 MR. WARDS Okay. Does anyone else have any

15 other questions before we go on to the next item?

16 (No response.)

17 MR. WARD 4 The next, we have two choices. We

18 can finish up this section of the meeting, in which I
i

19 would like to get comments from each of you on what you

20 think about what you have heard, what you think we

21 should be recommending to the full committee. Do you

22 want to do that before or after a break?

23 MR. CATTON: Before.

(]) 24 MR. WARD: I've got one vote for before and

25 one f or af ter.
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1 MR. LEWIS: After.
[}

2 MR. WARD: I think I might vote.

3 MR. LEWIS: In that case, I have to make an

O 4 11:00 o' clock phone call.
,

5 MR. WARD: I would like to get your comments.

6 As I said earlier, we will report to the f ull committee

7 on next Friday morning at 10:30. We will have a

8 one-hour report. Don, are you leaving? I would like to

9 have next Friday for the full committee some sort of
,

10 industry comment on some summary of what we have just

11 heard. Can you organize that?

12 HR. KGUTH: I have to leave, but yes, sir.

13 MR. WARD: That is fine. So let's assume that

() 14 at the full committee meeting we vill hear about a

15 half-hour f rom the staff and 15 minutes from the

16 industry, maybe a little less than that from the staff,

17 f or a discussion.

'
18 Okay, let's go ahead. Jerry, would you like

19 to lead off ? What do you think of what you have heard,

20 and what do you think we ought to be recommending to the;

| 21 full committee?.

22 MR. RAY: I am in sympathy with some of the

23 things the staff is proposing, the increased talent on

(]) 24 shif t and so on, but I must confess I am impressed by

25 the story we have just heard from the Maine Yankee

O
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1 representative. I have to concede that there have been)
2 incidents where the staff has imposed requirements on

3 the industry perhaps with a minimum amount of

.O 4 justification for it.

5 I would like to get a better feeling as to the

6 validity in the opinion of the staff of the claim that

7 there is -- there are efforts under way both under NRC

8 auspices and those of the industry the result of which

9 would provide better justification for this. I think

10 that is an area that might be valid.

11 So, at the moment, really, I am in a quandary

12 as to whether or not I would say we should recommend to

13 the committee to approve the schedule arrangement or

() 14 plan for taking this to the Commission for

15 implementation. There is no question in my mind but

16 tha t concessions should be made to the industry as

17' necessary as to an implementation date, but there is no

18 question at all about the need for that.

19 Obviously, if you stampede these people into
|

20 meeting it in the strict sense of a head count, you are

21 going to degrade the quality of opprations and their

22 capability to handle an emergenc;'. This makes me very

23 apprehensive .

() 24 So, at the moment, subject to some validation

25 of the near range availability, if I can put it that

O
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{} way, of better justification, I am inclined to. vote for1,

2 deferring action until a future date. I don't know how

3 long that should be, but I think too frequently this

4 kind of indictment about staff action has proved to be

5 true, and I am not sure this isn't another incidence of

6 tha t, and at the price of degradation of quality of

7 operations, I do not think we should risk it.

8 MR. WARD: Okay. Are you saying that the

9 implementation date should be relaxed?

10 MR. BAY: There is no question about that.

11 Yes.

12 MR. WARD: Or that the requirements should be

: 13 f urther justified before ever being promulgated?

() 14 MR. RAY Well, taking a more logical approach

15 to presenting my thoughts, as you suggest, one, I think

16 a deferment of the requirement.for better justification

17 is justified. Two, if a deferment of the requirement

18 cannot be implemented for whatever reason, maybe a

19 Commission to go ahead regardless, then a justification

20 of the date for qualification is very definitely

21 req ui re d , in my opinion, and I would vote for that. '

22 MR. WARD: Thank you, Jerry.

23 Forrest?

() 24 MR. REMICK: Well, first of all, the

25 Commission approved the issuance of NUREG-0737. Now,

)
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1 0737 is one of those nebulous documents. It is not a

2 requirement, so I will call it guidance. In that

3 document, guidance was given that the Commission

O 4 intended that licensees complT with this by July 1,

5 1982. This committee had an opportunity to make

6 comments on 737, the underlying documents. The one that

7 I scanned through this morning here during our meeting,

8 I don 't think the committee directly addressed this,

9 although there was reference by Mr. Herschoff, I

10 believe, on one committee statement.

11 The Commission found itself in a position, I

12 believe, that the thought was that two SRO's should be

13 on shif t. Whether or not there was adequate research to

() 14 back that up, I'm not sure, but that was the

15 Commission's intent. They found theirselves in the

16 position where some utilities were complying, others

17 vere not. The Commission was in a position of, what do

18 you do about that? Do you reward those who are not

19 complying aven if it is because they are second-guessing

20 whether the Commission is going to place this as a

21 requirement ?

22 So, I feel the Commission has basically made

23 the decision that they are going to make the two SRO's

() 24 as a requirement and has ordered the staff to draft a

25 proposed rule, which has been out for, public comment. I

|

| ()
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{} 1 think based on public comment, the Commission would

2 certainly seriously consider or reconsider if there was

3 adequate justification, but I think the staff has taken

O
4 a little bit of the rap here for what the Commission has

5 almost already decided.

6 So, from my perspective, let me just

7 summarize. I think that the two SRO's, I can buy that

8 ss a requirement. The question of implementation is one

9 that I am inclined to agree with Jerry, it worries me

10 very much that it might be imposed and ultimately result

11 perhaps in a plant being shut down when we have no

12 adequate backup to say that that plant was going to be

| 13 so much less safe without two SRO's.
t

() 14 So, I think my advice would be that the

15 Commission consider implementation very carefully, using

16 staff advice f oC those cases where they think the

17 utilities really are trying to meet an implementation

18 date, but perhaps have extenuating circumstances.

19 So, I say on the two SRO's, I have no problem

20 with tha t being a requirement. As for implementation,

| 21 prudence on implementation. Do I make myself clear?
|

22, MR. WARD: Yes.

23 Hal, wa vill come back to you.

(~) 24 MR. LEWISs I have the advantage of not having

25 heard what everyone else said.

O
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[}
1 (General laughter.)

2 MR. LEWIS: I have no objection to the two SRO

3 requirement, just as I would have no objection to two

O 4 captains in the cock pit, which the airlines often do.

5 It is a nice thing to have. What troubles me is that

6 although it is not a zero sum game, it is true that

7 given anything you do does detract from other things

8 that you do, the objective is to upgrade the quality of

9 the plant staff to cope with an accident. It has simply

10 not been demonstrated to me, and maybe that is in my

11 ignorance, that this is a carefully thought out thing in

12 the context of what is the likelihood of the accidents,

13 what do the operators have to do in likely accidents,

() 14 what does experience show in terms of the number of

15 operators on duty versus the ability to cope with

18 accidents.

17 None of those things have really been

18 demonstra ted . Ihe separation of the requirement for

l 19 four operators versus the requirement for two SRO's I

20 don 't particularly want to deal with. It is clear that,

i

21 this is causing some distress to the industry, but I

22 wouldn't care at all about that if it were really

23 clearly a contribution to plant safety, and I just have
i

()l

24 not seen tha t.

25 Now, nobody -- you know, it is true that all

O
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1 of these, the plants that are dealing with this do have

2 long-time scales sssociated with them. You have to

3 begin, you have to commit yourself aarly. You have to

O 4 get a thing in action. It is true that there are human

5 factors, and there are career plans and opportunities

6 and that sort of thing to become involved in them.

7 But on the other hand, I hate to see us

8 continue on a track just because we are on the track

9 without thinking through whether, for example, you know,

10 just to pick a completely whimsical suggestion, which I

11 don't believe, whether instead one should have fewer
.

12 operators but have them all have Ph.D.'s. Now, that I

13 don 't believe is the right way to go, but I don't think

() 14 tha t those comparative analyses of staff or crew

15 performance in the f ace of an emergency have been done,

16 or if they have, they have been well hidden from me.

17 So, I am nervous about pursuing a track just '

18 because we are on it.

19 MR. WARD 4 Ivan?

20 ER. CATTON: I think I sort of agree with what

21 is being said. In my view, the new rule just adds one

22 staff person. I sat in on a lot of meetings that had to

23 do with TMI 2, and I was there, and I sort of came to

() 24 the conclusion that adding somebody else that knew what
;

1
25 they were doing was a good thing. So, I think the |

I

O
I
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1 staffing requirement is a very reasonable one. I like

2 the idea of combining the TA with one of the SRO's, the

3 STA, I think, being one of the other persons. I think

4 it's an excellent idea.

5 I became very concerned at Ginna when they

6 said their STA was a new hire. In fact, they said the

7 only thing he could do was keep records well of what

8 they had done. That is an interesting circumstance.

9 The implementation schedule is something

10 else . I really think in part the utilities are at f ault

11 because they sit back and wait. On the other hand, to

12 force them now into meeting this requirement, I don't

13 think it would be a big gain to do that. I think the

() 14 utilities are justified, and the implementation schedule

15 should be relaxed.

16 I also think the utilities should take a good

17 look at their overall supply in the pipeline, and maybe

18 get INPO to start figuring out what they can do about

19 i t .

20 MR. LEWIS: Could I add one extra comment to

21 what I said, Dave?

22 MR. WARD 4 Sure.

23 MB. LEWIS: If I tried to put together in my

() 24 head what we have learned from the experience of THI,

! 25 where everyone agreed that the operators needed

O
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1 upgrading, and whit we have lea rned from the other less{}
2 vell publicized accidents which have happened since THI,

3 and which have been less well criticized because the
O

4 crews actually handled them pretty well, but there have

5 been a number of those things, the things that come out

6 as most important is just what you said, have somebody

7 around who really knows what's going on. It doesn't

8 have to be seven people who really know what's going on,

9 but at least one person who understands the plant

to behavior of f normal well enough to do the necessary

11 diagnosis and prescrip tion writing for coping with

12 emergency.

13 I think that it was that vague feeling that

() 14 led to the STA requirement, and as you recall, people

15 thought about whether the STA should have a degree in

16 nuclear engineering, or a Ph.D., whatever. The real

17 need was for somebody to be well trained. That makes

18 sense, because the experience you get from functioning

19 as an operator if you understand the plant is better

20 than the experience you get if you don't.

21 But I wonder whether a track that leads toward

22 an upgrading in quality of one individual rather than

23 quantity of individuals meeting a certain minimum

() 24 standard isn ' t better directed towards assuring the

25 saf ety of the plant, and that leads to all these other

O
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1 questions of whether the SB0 can't go pee -- forgive me,

2 to satisfy human needs, which apparently has been

3 rejected offhand in a discussion of these requirements.
A
k/ 4 I am sorry, I spoke too much.

5 MR. WARD: Tony?

6, MR. DEBONS. When I was listening to Jeremiah

7 Ray speaking, I was saying, that is exactly what I would

8 vant to say, exactly how he said it. I think I probably

9 can reflect my position by saying there is insufficient

10 data to support positions of either one of these two

11 situations, and there are so many questions that are

12 literally staggering in order to resolve some of these

13 questions, such as competency, to justify revision of

() 14 examinations, and the role of two people versus one

15 person in a kind of situation like this.

16 For example, I will take one instance, this

17 two SRO's versus one. What is the data overload in the

18 situation? Do I know that? Do I know what the data

19 overload is for a half an hour's sequence, an nour's

20 sequence, an hour and a half's sequence that would then

21 in fact enable me to plot the risk's dimens!ons if you

22 have one person to deal with the data overload, two

23 persons to deal with the data overload. Maybe you need

{} 24 three people to deal with the data overload.

25 Ihe other question would be, given these data,

O
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1 can I then increase or improve the data processing ;

2 capabilities through a computer so that you don't need a

3 second SBO? I mean, there are all sorts of these

O 4 tremendous things.

5 So, I come to the conclusion that most of my

6 colleagues come to right now, that I do not think we are

7 in a defensible position to recommend a rule for

8 implementation at this time, but I certainly would go

9 along with the recommendation that we stipulate a

10 particular time f rame, providing we can in the interim

11 come up with defensible data to support it.

12 The other impression I have is that I have sat

13 through three or four of these ACRS meetings, and I have

() 14 t ?ard the research people talk about their research

15 program, and no where did I get in that kind of

16 discussion the kind of problems I have heard this

17 morning , and it occurs to me, why was that the case? i

18 If we are going to develop a cohesive position

19 about this nuclear safety, it seems to me that when we

20 are talking about research, the kind of questions that

21 surfaced today should also be at the forefront of the

22 rosearch program. Maybe I was asleep a t the time. If

23 so, I submit my apologies. But I did not hear them.

24 I would recommend that a clear statement be
(}

|
25 generated f rom the discussions today which clearly

|
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1 identify some research questions that have to be probed'

2 and have to be studied as soon as possible. That is

3 what I would recommend.

4 MR. WARDa Bob?

5 MR. OVERBY Chuck Overby from the Human

6 Fs: tors Branch, Office of Research.

7 It wasn't mentioned explicitly today, but it

8 was referred to implicitly with regard to discussing the

9 task analysis. As a matter of fact, I believe the INPO

10 task analysis was referred to as well as the research

11 task analysis. Both of these programs are ongoing.

12 They have not yet been fi..tished. But they are directed

13 towards developing very technical data we were

() 14 discussing with respect to operator qualifications and

15 control room crew data needs and display and control

16 relationships.

17 The point I want to make is, there is this

18 ongoing ac ti vi ty , and we believe it will provide a

19 substantial technical base for these kinds of

20 decisions.

21 MR. RAYa Questions?

22 MR. WABDs So this might lead to a change. If

23 the rule is promulgated this year, we might get a change

() 24 in that rule five years from now on the basis of this

25 research.

O
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1 MR. RAYS Or two years from now. When do you

'

2 expect results?
i

3 MR. OVERBYs The research task snalysis that

() 4 is presently ongoing, we are already collecting data

5 from two powet pisnts. We expect to have a final report

6 and deliver the results of the task analysis June of

7 1983. INPO has completed their survey of PWR plants,

8 and in December I believe we are going to start the BWR

9 plants, and next fall they would expect to have

10 completed their analysis.

. 11 NR. LEWIS: Go ahead.
1
i

12 MR. RAYS By the fall of '83, both efforts

13 would have been consummated into a report of some form?

() 14 MR. OVERBY Yes, sir, that's correct.

15 Assuming INPO can take the schedule.

16 MR. RAYS It would be interesting to have

17 someone tell us how long thereaf ter the NRC staff would

j 18 have digested these and come to the conclusion that they

19 might impose this rule or some other version, or they

20 might drop the whole thing. What kind of time lag do'

{

21 they have there?

| 22 MR. THOMPSON: Hugh Thompson, NRC staff.
|

23 Right now we have a proposal for the program
|

(} 24 before the Commission, which would have a July, '84,

25 time frame for a proposed rule on staffing and

O
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1 qualifications.

2 MR. WARDa A new rule?

3 MR. THOMPSON: It still would be the same

4 thing if you got the details completed on that.

5 MR. RAY: So roughly speaking, that would be

6 '84, you say?

7 MR. TH01PSON: Bight, for a proposed rule.

8 MR. RAYS Yo u a re two years swsy, really, from

9 the position, let's say, an updated justification, if I

10 can be kind to everybody, for what you are trying to do

11 now.

12 MR. THOMPSON The technical basis, yes.

13 MR. GOWER: Clark Gower from the Office of

() 14 Resea rch.

15 I would like to offer a few comments here. I

16 am a little concerned about the way the conversation has

17 trended . I would be very surprised if this research

18 caused any major changes in the direction of this rule.

19 I am also s little disturbed by some of the comments

20 being made about two SRO's in the control room and an

21 overabundance of people in the control room. I think we

22 have lost sight of how we got to where we are.

23 The intent was to assure that there~be a

() 24 senior res: tor operator in the control room at all

25 times. You never know when something vill break. At

O
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1 the same time, it is also recognized that the
{}

2 intelligence and special expertise of the senior reactor

3 operator is of ten required elsewhere in the plant. That

O 4 is how you result with this new rule of requiring the

5 presence of two senior reactor operators in the plant.

*

6 The intent is simply to assure that there is

7 one in the control room, which is th'e main place you

8 need one when problems develop, at all times.

9 MR. WARDS Thank you. Hal?

10 MR. 1EWIS: Just two comments, one in response

11 to this comment. Many people have said you need one in

12 the control room at all times, but that doesn 't make it
,

13 any more true. Surely if we were to hsogle, we would

( 14 agree that having one absent from the control room 1

15 percent of the time does not add very much to the

16 probability of a major reactor accident. If you quarrel

17 with 1 percent, I could go to a tenth of a percent.

i 18 There is certainly nothing magic about being there at

19 all times.

20 In the comparable airline case, the captain is

21 allowed to leave the cockpit. He is not allowed to

22 leave the airplane, but he is allowed to leave the

23 cockpit for a good reason, and there are extra

() 24 precautions that are taken in the cockpit to mitigate

25 the loss of security of the airplane when the captain is

O
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1 out of the cockpit.

2 So, those things are not hard and fast. The

3 ststement "at all times" really does not carry any

4 saf ety implica tion with it. The safety implication is

5 what percentage of the time he should be out of the

6 control room. That is one point. That is a comment.

7 Now a question. The task analyses that are

8 being done, whose results I look forward to with great

9 interest, presumably include both normal operation and

10 of f-normal opera tion of the plant. In selecting the

11 off-normal sequences, one looks for crew requirements,

12 talents, and necessary knowledge. Are the choices of

13 these taken from the W ASH 1400 list, from updated lists,

() 14 from other probabilistic analyses on the plant? Where

15 f rom ?

16 MR. OVERBYs I can't identify the exact

17 scenarios, but there are about 23 or 24 scenarios that

18 are being tested on simulators at each of the nuclear

19 plants.

20 MR. LEWIS: On a plant-specific basis?

21 MR.,0VERBYa Yes, they are.

22 MR. LEWIS: By whom?

23 MR. OVERBYa We inquire of the plant

() 24 themselves what their procedures for the various

' 25 scenarios we have identified are, and then the
|

O
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I contractor, which is General Physics on this, aces in
)

2 and advances the actual task analysis data collection

3 and assures tha t the proced ures that we develop are

O 4 consistent with the plant procedures for each of the

5 scenarios.

6 MR. LEWIS 4 I am not so much concerned about

7 the procedures as the mechanism for selecting which

8 projected accidents, because that is what we are talking

9 about, which projected accidents you think are most

10 likely and theref ore most relevant to the operator

11 qualifications.

12 MR. OVERBY These have been selected as a

13 representative sample of what we think are the most

() 14 relevant for safety considerations. It includes small

15 break LOCA and ststion blackout. '

16 ,MR. LEWIS: The ones that have been most

17 talked about.

j 18 MR. OVERBYa That is not a bad way to go, but
!

| 19 that is not exactly probabilistic risk analysis.

20 MR. GOWER: But you see, the reason that I

|
21 don't think the results of this research are going to

.

22 aff ect the decision f acing us is that what one wants
|

23 here is the special expertise and intelligence of that
i

(} 24 senior reactor operator in the control room in the event

25 of difficulties, unforeseen circumstances.
l

O
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1 These task analyses are not going to shed any

2 light on how much that could have done or not done

3 depending on his presence there. It has already been

4 decided tha t there is a desirability of having the

5 expertise from a reactor operator and a senior reactor
|

6 operator. This rule we are talking about would go one '

7 step further and require that that higher level of

8 expertise, the senior reactor operator, be in the

9 control room at all times.

10 MR. LEWISs I understand what you are saying,

11 and let me only reply that if you know what the results

12 of research will or will not show, we should or should

13 not be doing research.

() 14 HR. GOWERS This research will provide a great
;

15 deal of other information. I think it just will not be

16 particularly specific to this question before us. It

17 v on 't give a clear answer to the question we are

18 gra ppling with this morning. I think it will give a

19 great deal of other information.

20 MR. LEWIS: I hate to vaste time, but if you

21 say this research will not shed light on this question,

22 presumably it is not directed towards shedding light on

23 this question, in which case I have to come back, what

(} 24 research is directed towards shedding light on this

25 question ?

()
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1 MR, OVERBYa I think the task analysis will

2 shed light on this question to this extent. Because of

3 the nature of some of the off-normal events that we're

O 4 testing and the fact that we are collecting a time

5 response, you may find out that if there was not in the

6 control room a senior reactor operstor, just one, at

7 tha t time, that that has an effect on the performance.

8 I think again we are talking about

9 capabilities with two, but in the absence of that

10 ca pability, we worry about the station.

11 MR. DEBONSs But performance has to be -- you

12 know, we are a t a point where generalities really do not

13 help very much. It seems to me that we have been

() 14 talking about generalities. When we talk about

15 performance, what performance are we talking about?

16 That one individual is unable to cope with a cascading

17 d3ta flow, and consequently their support person? Is it

18 a question that they are necessary as

19 cross-communication in this kind of situation where if

20 one makes a decision it will be a higher risk? Wha t are

21 we talking about in terms of performance?

22 MR. WARDa I think maybe you missed wha t Mr.

23 Gower has been saying. The intent of the rule is not

[}
24 tha t we have two people in the control room. It is to

|

| 25 ensure that a large fraction of the time there was one

|
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1 SRO in the control room who was qualified to deal with

2 data flow.

3 ER. LEWISs They said all the time.

4 MR. RAYS They said all the time.

5 ER. LEWIS: They make a big to-do about all

6 the time and most of the time.

7 HR. CATTON One or 2 percent.

8 MR. WARDS We are not talking about 1 or 2

9 percent, though. In fact, in most plants where there is

10 an SRO who is the shif t supervisor, he may be out of the

11 control room a major fraction of the shift.

12 MR. RAYS Eut he is in the plant. He is not

13 on call some place back home. He is in the plant. So,

() 14 within a raasonable period of time, a matter of minutes,

15 he should be able to be in the control room.

16 MR. CATTONa Jerry, there are also

17 circumstances like THI where the SRO was the one who had
,

i

18 to ge t tha t pump running again, so there was no SRO in

19 the control room.

20 MR. RAY 4 Maybe we should examine what they

21 did about getting him into the control room.

22 HR. LEWISs That is right.

23 HR. RAY: So the modus operandi is perhaps

(} 24 more important thsn the number of people.

25 MR. CATTON: That could be.

O
1
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4

1 MR. WARDa Bob, do you still have someO1

2 questions?

3 MR. MERTNEYa I use complicated models to

O 4 study these things, but I won't bore you with that. It

5 res11y comes down to, I think, out in the field, we have

6a bunch of people out there, shift supervisors, SRO's,

! 7 whatever label you want to put on them. We want control

8 knobs, and we want to analyze, and we want to compare

9 with the operational intent and standards, and we want

10 them to take proper action.

11 In that sense, I think we are probably a

12 little more premature, if we are talking about a final

i 13 rule that will stand forever, in trying to set up a hard

() 14 rule either on staffing or training, and I don't base

15 that on my own judgment. I base it on the fact that

16 this research is going on that we've been talking about,

17 this job and task analysis.
f

18 In terms of the roles of these people in
|

| 19 making decisions and doing the work, I think there's a

20 lot to be done. Now, we may not change the hierarchy,

21 but we may change the training and the job descriptions

22 a great deal as a result if the job and task analysis,

23 but I do think we probabi. are a little premature in

() 24 terms of role definition and the relevance to the cycle

25 thst I just talked about. So, we may be a little

O
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|

1 premature there.

2 The way I've been looking at this thing is an

3 interim hardening of the rules, really, to try to get

4 some definition into the staffing problem. I think my

5 impression is that there is the good side, which

6 primarily augments the technical judgment, and I think

7 in terms of what the NRC people said, they are right on

8 target in terms of augmenting technical judgment, with

9 no more than we know about the role definitions. In

10 other words, we've got to do a lot of technical backup.

11 On the other side, I think these people are

12 absolutely right in terms of the problems that are

13 resulting from the economics of the thing and the talent

() 14 pool, and I guess I am sharing what some other people

15 have said, that that kind of a cost benefit trade is

16 just too complicated to make in terms of the time I've

17 had to look at it and in terms of the information that

| 18 has been presented here.

19 So, I guess what I would say in view of the

20 f act that the goods are, I think, prima facie good even

,

21 without the technical basis, and the impact here seems
|

| 22 to be a very, very real impact, I think my

23 recommendation would be for this group, at least, to

24 def er to some compromise between the staff and the
[

25 utilities on that time schedule. Ihat's the thing I

()
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1 feel. Then, once that is done, then we may , in terms of

2 the way the research is maturing over here, it may give

3 us a completely different answer on inserting an interim

4 hardening of the rule. If those things start moving

5 together, it might be a good idea to just skip the

6 interim rule step and just go to the task analysis.

7 Certainly we will begin to get preliminary

8 results back, and I think we would be better off to

9 solidify the interim rule down the line. Does that make

10 sense, gang?

11 NR. WARD: I guess I would like to make a

12 couple of comments. It seems to me that the existing

13 rule is so f ar behind present practice and what is

() 14 universally agreet to be desirsble practice that I

15 certainly sympathize with the staff and the Commission
'

16 that I think they need a new rule now.

17 On the basis of that, it does not seem to"me

18 tha t the research that is going on realistically can be

19 counted on to impact the rule. That doesn't mean the

20 resea rch should not be going on, and there may be a

21 th rea t that when the research is finished, the rule may

22 be changed again, but I think at the present time the

23 rule has to be based on best knowledge, which could be

/}
24 based on the research.

25 I think that is true in many things other than

rm

U
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1 this rule.

2 I am persuaded by the industry's problems with

3 the implementation dates as being real, even though

4 perhaps in some esses they could have started earlier,

5 but it seems to me there is a real complex and human

6 problem there. So it seems to me that the dates for

7 implementation should be relaxed.

8 I was struck by the possibility that if the

9 dates are relaxed -- we are probably talking about a

10 year or more -- that there might be some intermediate

11 position of requiring two SRO's and an RO in the control

12 room as some intermediate goal for the utilities that

13 cannot reach the two and two rule because of the

() 14 practical problems with training -- obtaining people and

15 training them.

16 I do not know how this will fit in, but I am

17 certainly also persuaded that having the STA

18 requirements contained in at least one SRO is the way to

19 90.

20 Do we have any other comments on this area

21 before we take a break?

22 (No response.)

23 MR. WARD: Okay. Thank you all f or your

24 patienca . Let's come back at about 12:15.")
25 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

O
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1 MR. WARDa We will reconvene the meeting.)
2 We have a new subject, and this is review of

3 the new draft of the staff's integrated human factors

O 4 program. Now, each of you received the draft, which the

5 staff tells me should be regarded as the October 6th

6 draft. There is a new one coming to you right now,

7 which is the October 15th draft, and I don't necessarily

8 expect you to react to tha t righ t now. It might be

9 suitable at the end of hearing comments from consultants

10 and the staff to hear what is different from the October

11 6th draft.

12 What I'd like to do now at this part of the

13 m eeting, which is going to be rather unstructured,.

() 14 perhaps, but if you remember our review of the plan in

15 September, it resulted in a number of criticisms of the

16 plan, particularly the written plan, which we expressed

17 to the staff. They have taken those and, as I said

18 ea rlier, other inputs which they received with the

19 benefit of time, and redrafted the plan.

20 I th ough t it was rather markedly improved,

21 syself. What I would like to do now is -- but I'm not

22 sure whether it thoroughly or appropriately has
|

23 responded to all of the comments that were made by the

() 24 subcommittee. So, what I would like to do now is to go

25 around the table, starting with Bob Nertney, and ask for
.

O
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1 your comments on the new plan, new draft, the October

2 6th draf t, keeping in mind the general problems that the -

3 subcommittee had with the earlier draft, and then in

4 particular telling us whether you think the problems

5 that you yourself recognized in the plan are

6 appropriately addressed in the new draf t.

7 From all of this input, I hope to have some

8 sort of a consensus and a report for a report to the

9 full committee. As I said, there will be a report to

10 the full committee. In fact, two hours' wo rth, a t 8:30

11 next Friday morning, November 5 th. We will want to have

12 about a one-hour summary. The staff has not presented

13 anything to the f ull committee on the program plan, so

.( ) 14 we will want to have about a one-hour summary of the

15 plan at that time. That will allow some time for a

16 subcommittee report and general subcommittee

17 discussion. All that may result in a letter from the

18 committee to the Commission .

19 Okay, let's go ahead. Bob, if you'll tell us

20 what you think about the new draft.

21 MR. NERTNEY: Okay. I won't repeat the

22 comments that appeared in the literature that was

23 distributed to us. I think I agree with most of those.

24 I think it's a good plan, myself. In terms of its{)
25 stated purpose, that is, to determine the purpose of the

,
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I human factors program plan, to determine the appropriate

2 NRC role in assuring proper conciderations, et cetera,

3 really, given this and the additional material in the

()
4 program, I really think the proof is going to be in the

5 way the staff really conducts their affairs, that we

6 really and truly keep these things coorlinsted. -

7 I still have a little concern because of

8 divisions of responsibility over here that somebody

9 begins to work up a human factor related plan in the

10 mechanical area, and someone else is working in the

11 training area, and it doesn 't nesh. It is going to be a

12 devilishly hard coordination' job, but I think the issues

13 that are defined are proper, and I am comfortable with

() 14 the method of approach, recognizing that we are still

15 new enough in this game that there will have to be a lot

16 o f re vision s .

17 Really, I see the main problem now as a

18 coordination problem , two coordination problems. One is

19 keeping the human factors work coordinated, and the

20 other is the problem that we are running into this

21 morning, wh e re we have got regulatory material flowing,

22 and the technical support backup coming out two years

23 later, and of course there is no way we could avoid that

(} 24 in the past, but in the future, I think that is going to

i 25 be an important thing.

()
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1 So, my reaction is favorable.

2 ER. WARDS Okay. The particular points that

3 you addressed in your report you think are pretty

4 adequately addressed, Bob?

5 HR. NERTNEYa I think so. Now, the one thing

6 that I tend to hang on is models, little stick man

7 models or something that says this is what we are doing

8 with the operators. I am assuming that you really can't

9 coordina te unless you do something like that.

10 I guess if I would look for a sof t spot, the

11 sof t spot in the general area, I think I saw back in

12 research, where this person we're looking at that's

13 actually doing the hands on work with the technical

() 14 people backing him up, the model that describes the way

15 tha t he is manipulated by the system, and I don't really
.

16 see a model like that.

17 I have not seen a model like that. And the

18 coordinating material here, of course, is really on test

19 coordination, not so much technical content

20 coordination . But I guess I did not see anybody that
,

21 was really working at this idea of tying it all

22 together, so that we get consistent regulatory material

23 related to procedures, to staffing, to training, so that

24 it all fits together all the way through.
(}

25 MR. WARDS Okay. Ton y ?

!
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1 HR. DEBONS: If you recall in my comments I

2 didn't have very such of a strong objection to the

3 original document. I know that there were some

4 editorial problems with it, some organizational problems

5 with the initial draft, but initially my reaction wasn't

6 that unfavorable.

7 I think -- you see, I see the problem in

8 perhaps a slightly different way. I see the human

9 factors problem as being a problem which is subordinate

to to the information system problem, which is a different

11 problem and has a greater priority in my mind than the

12 human f actors problem. Let me see if I can explain

13 tha t.

() 14 It is the information system that drives the<

15 environment. That means that -- What do I mean by the

16 information system ? Well, if I could just go into a

17 mini statement here, a mini lecture, an information

18 system includes the classification of events, the

19 categorization of events, the sensing systems that pick
(

20 u p these events, the transmission components that

21 transmit this to the processing element, which could be

| 22 human or a computer. It could be the decision elements
i

23 of the decision-maker who is f aced with data that he or

[}
24 she in f act has to respond to the events, and the way

25 that these particular decisions are communicated among

O
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1 the various elements.

2 That is the overall systems problem. I have

3 had one student at my university plot the entire data

4 flow throughout the system. It is not complete yet, but

5 it is being done by him, given the nine official

6 documents that we have had here. I have asked the

7 student to actually plot the nature of the

8 classification of events, the language used in the

9 events, the sensing system that picks up these events,

10 and so on.

11 Based on tha t analysis, it seems to me I could

12 then understand the human f actors problem. So, I see no

13 problem with the human f actors element as I see it here,

() 14 but I need preliminary data concerning the information

15 problem before I can make judgments on this. That is

16 where I stand.

17 Number One, I didn't have much objection to

18 it. Number Two, I think the information system problem

19 precedes it. And Number Three, based upon the

20 information systems, I could then make the appropriate

21 assessment about the human factors problem.
,

22 I made the statement that there probably is

23 not enough emphasis and priority given to a very

24 critical assessment of the Rasmussen model and the{)
25 cognitive processes that are involved, which I feel are

O
1
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1 very, very crucial to this situation.
|O l

2 MR. WARD: Let me ask you, Tony, the 1

3 information systems problem, you are expressing that as

4 a probles you have got. You want to get a better

5 understanding of the information flow so that you can *

6 understand the human factors problem. But it seems to

7 se that must be a problem. Is the staff, is the

8 industry dealing appropriately with the information

9 systems? Should it be?

10 MR. DEB 3NSs It should be, but it has not, in

11 ay view. In other words, they have precluded the

12 information systems analysis and have paid attention to

13 the human f actors problem. I am saying , before you can

(]) 14 actually understand the human factors problem, you have

15 to in fact understand the information problem, the CQ

16 problem . It is one of these concepts that does not come

17 to most people readily, but the whole nuclear plant

18 actually, the thing that runs the whole nuclear plant is
'

19 the inf ormation system, of which the human factor aspect

20 is only engineering to ensure the facilitation of the

21 inf o rma tion system, and not conversely.

22 In other words, what we are looking at is

23 fixing up the kitchen before we can understand what the

24 kitchen is f or or what happens in the kitchen. That[}
25 might be a task analysis, but what I'm saying is, the

(i

1
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I task analysis should not be focusing on the sink or the

2 stove, and so forth and so on, and what does the wife do

3 if there is a slight fire in the kitchen, and so forth.

4 What I am saying is, those problems are

5 secondary to the issue as to what events are likely to

6 happen in that kitchen, how do we talk about them, how

7 can we pick them up, how can we process them, all of

8 that. That's the information systen problem, and that's

9 a crucial problem, and we've been addressing the human

to f actors problem, but when I see the human factors

11 addressed, yes, they are complex, but I think in m view

12 they are relatively manageable, but we may in fact be

13 amiss if we don't understand the information system
.

I O i4 orob1em.
|

15 That's the reason why I was asking before what

16 happens when you have an overload of data when you have

17 this persod. Who is going to process this? What sort

18 of decisions are going to be likely to be made if it's

19 one person, two persons? Is the second person going to

20 s ugment the data processing? Why not have a computer
,

l
| 21 that could do that?

| 22 You see, you cannot answer the human factors

23 problems until you get a firm grasp on the information

() 24 problem. And mind you, I have been stressing all along

25 there is a big difference between data and information.

bud
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1 MR. RAYa Could I add something?

2 MR. NERTNEY: We may have a definition

3 problem, because in my view, it does incluce the total

4 inf orma tion system.

5 MR. DEBONS: Only at the utilization level,

6 not at the other levels.

7 MR. RAYS I think I can understand your point,

8 but it depends on the answer to this question. Are you

9 saying we haven't paid enough attention to the menu that

to is going to be served from the kitchen ?
.

11 MR. DEBONS: That is part of the problem. The

12 menus have to be related to --

13 MR. RAYS What is needed.

() 14 MR. DEBONS: The menu has to be related to how

15 we label the dishes. You know, the plates. And wha t

16 happens.

17 MR. RAY: So you can recognize what's being

18 served.

19 MR. DEBONSs That's it. It is an infinitely

20 more complex problem, but the human factors is

21 predicated on it. When the human factors people talk

22 about information processing as such, they are talking

23 lbout it at the utilization level, and they are not

(} 24 talking about it from a whole systems point of view.

25 It is the CO problem all the way down the

O
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1 line. This is a beautiful environment for understanding'

2 CO righ t here. And CO is not only human factors.

3 MR. CATTON: What is it? Command control?

4 MR. DEBONS: Command control communications.

5 Communications involves the kind of signals that are

6 received through radar, the way you label these signals

7 on radar, what kind of cables you use to transmit, the

8 satellites tha t might transmit this. It is an

9 infinitely more complex problem than simply providing

to menus for decisions. That's what I've been stressing

11 all along.

12 MR. WARDS I am having trouble coming to grips

13 with what you are saying.
l

() 14 MR. DEBONS: For example, you could provide

15 the President of the United States with a very, very

16 beautiful telephone system. You could provide him with

17 an excellent resolution TV in his room. You can provide

18 him with Talenet snd everything else. But that is only

19 one component. Where is he getting the signals from?

20 How are the signals being classified? By classify, I

21 don ' t mean intelligence. How are they being actually

22 ca tegorized? How are they being identified? Is the

23 language a limitation in the classification and

(}
24 categorization of those signals?

25 If you have, for example, a faulty valve, how

O
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I should you talk about a faulty valve in order to be

2 correspondingly effective in terms of its being

3 represented at the utilization level?

O 4 It is an extremely complex sort of thing. The

5 first thing you have to do is say, here are the events.

6 Who is going to pick up the events? Are humans going to

7 pick up the event, or is the sensor going to pick up the

8 event? Well, there are differences in sensors picking

9 up an event and humans picking up an event. Ehat are

10 the limitations of sensors and humans, and so forth and

11 so on, all down the line.

12 Then, once you have determined the limitations

13 of the various components, then you can ask yourself the

() 14 question, how can we optimize the function of these

15 particular elements in the overall objective of the

16 system, and that is in this case to prevent a nuclear

17 accident. It is a much more complicated problem than is

18 reprecented by dollars and figures and what have you.
l
| 19 The control aspect is only one small element of it.
i
'

20 MR. WARD: I think maybe we need a seminar.

21 It might be interesting when your student completes his

22 data flow analysis.
l

i 23 MR. DEBONS: He is doing his dissertation on

[}
24 t h a t, as a matter of f a:t.

25 ER. WARD: So you will share that with us?

| C^)
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1 MR. DEBONSa Oh, sure.

2 MR. CATTON. Maybe he could come in here and

3 give us a seminar.

4 HR. DEBONSa He would be delighted to.

5 MR. RAYS I think we could very well use

6 perspective on that.

7 NB. DEBONS This student, incidentally, has

8 worked at Bell Labs, and came to us as a graduate

9 student for his doctorate. He is doing this analysis.

10 MR. WARDa What sort of schedule are you on?

11 MR. DEB 3NS: Oh, about six to twelve months.

12 NR. WARDa So you don't think it will impact

13 the staffing rule?

() 14 HR. DEBONSa No, I don't think it will inpact,

15 the staf fing rule.

16 (General laughter.)

17 MR. WARDS Thanks, Tony.

l
18 Ivan?

19 MR. CATTON: I have several comments. I think

20 first the integration with organizations outside of NRC,

21 in many cases they were mentioned, but it really didn't

22 indicate how they were going to integrate.

23 to give an example, in the thermal hydraulics

24 a rea, there are lots of joint programs, EPRI/NRC{)
25 NRC/EPRI, and some other small companies. This has been

|

|
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1 very effective in transmitting information back and

2 forth. I would have felt better if they had said what

3 they were going to do in that respect. Now that I knov

4 what JTA means, I can take a question mark out of the

5 middle of my notes.

6 MR. RAY: What does it mean?

7 MR. CATTON: I wrote it down. Job task

8 assessment. .You didn't know either?

9 (General laughter.)

10 MR. RAYS I thought you were referring to the

11 analyses that the research was directed towards.

12 MR. CATTON: In reading through, I noticed the

13 NRC has plans to develop a training program forf

() 14 prospective plant managers. If NRC thinks it is going

15 to do that, I think it is deluded. I really have

16 nothing more to say about that.

17 There was discussion of a human factors review
18 group. I think the makeup of the human factors review

19 group is very important, and it should include people

20 from industry as well as academia and NBC. Reading

21 through it, it looked to me like it was only NRC

22 people. It should broaden itself, and it should try to

23 get people who are somewhat negative about what they are

24 trying to do. I think it is very effective when you[
25 have somebody reviewing your work who really starts out

O
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1 as a disbeliever, and maybe somebody from Cntario Hydro

2 would make a good contribution, or Duke Power. I think

3 they both have pretty good programs.
/~T
\/ 4 This could become an arena for the overall

5 integration of the programs within NRC and industry. I,

6 was very pleased to see that the maintenance area is now

7 called out clearly in the report. I think that's a very

8 important element.

9 I have to ada'it, I probably didn't read this

10 version as well as I read the previous version, but I

11 still think that one thing that would be very helpful

12 would be if the day to day people within NRC had an

13 appreciation for human factors, so that when the ICE

() 14 inspector is walking though and there's a valve on the,

15 back side of something, he will comment on it so that

16 maybe it could get changed. I don't see any way that

17 thing is going to happen as a result of what I read in-

18 this report.

19 Another thing I noticed that was very lacking,

20 or was lacking, was any attempt to try to a ttempt what

21 the operator really ought to know. Let me try to

22 distinguish what I'm thinking about from what is called

23 j ob task assessment. EPRI ran studies where they used a

24 simulator. They ran groups through it, and they found

25 some did better than others. When they tried to get a

OV
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1 feeling for why some did better than others, they found

2 that those who had s perception of their system that was

3 closer to what it really was did better in controlling

4 different incidents. .

5 This gets down to, gee, do you just train a

6 person, or do you try to train him in a way that ne

7 understands some of the things that underly what makes

8 his system work? I don't see that interest anywhere

9 within the document. I may have just missed it.

10 MR. WARD: I guess I woulisinvite all of you

11 to comment on each other's comments as we go along.

12 MR. CATION: You mean, I'm going to comment on

13 your comments?

14 (General laughter.) j

15 MR. THOMPSON: If you are going to open it up,

16 I will provide 1 omment or two.

17 First, on the human factors review group, I

18 think you' should notice that the Advisory Committee Act

19 does give some restraints to that, but I think it's a

20 comment which we could certainly evaluate. We set up a

21 peer panel, and we had individuals from the FAA and

22 other organizations who clearly had a disinterest in the

23 program, to review that, to provide comments.

24 With respect to --

25 MR. WARD: I notice that your four months'
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1 reviews were going to include reviews of the industry-

2 programs.

3 MR. THOMPSON: That's correct. We were

4 clearly planning to have input from all those who had

5 active programs ongoing, whethe r it 's INPO, EPRI, DOE,

6 those related individual efforts. We wanted to make

7 sure those were clearly incorporated, and that those

8 individuals were aware of how the program was

9 progressing.

10 MR. WARD: Would those reviews be the primary

11 input for your review panel, or are they more apt to

12 b e --

13 MR. THOMPSONs It would be each individual

() 14 branch chief, both in research and NRR keeping up to

15 date more f requently with the third or fourth meetings

16 tha t we talked about.

17 MR. CATION: This has been very effective

18 where the person who has headed up the review group has

19 been from R AS, but he was not necessarily one of the

20 ones that was in the program itself, and he would write

21 u p the results of the review group. I think it has been

22 very effective, somewhat disconcerting to some of the

23 con tractors, but it has been very effective.

(} 24 MR. WARDS So your point was that somebody

25 from another branch of the NRC should be in the review

O
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1 group?

2 MR. CATTON: I should think somebody from

3 INPO, maybe even somebody from Ontario Hydro, because

4 there they have a little different idea about how things

5 should be done. Maybe somebody from Duke Power, EPRI,

6 as well as your own people, and maybe some people from

7 the universities.

8 MR. THOMPSON: Right now, we meet

9 periodically, about every six to eight weeks, and go

10 over programs, and we are obviously doing tha t in a more

11 structured, formal way of doing that. I would have no

12 dif ficulty with ha ving those individuals there to

13 participate and provide comments. I think it is more of

() 14 the actual structure of the organization, whether it

15 gives a hice to the EDO on the programmatic changes, as

16 to whether we have some procedural trappings that we

17 must be careful to avoid, but certainly from the aspect

18 of interfacing and ensuring they are current on what we

19 are doing and they are doing and our programs are
1

20 meshing, that is what we intend.. We had not thought of

21 Ontario Hydro, actually.

22 On the second point, the comment that there

23 seems to be no effort made to determine what the

[}
24 operators really ought to know, I guess maybe the level

25 of detail in the program is not at the level that that

O
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1 specific aspect is called out, but the entire training
)

2 program ef fo rt, as well ss the job task analysis, is

3 sized at hsving an effective training program teaching

4 the operators what they ought to know from an

5 operational viedpoint.

6 MR. CATTON: I think that's what I'm getting

7 st, and agsin, maybe it's just in part I don't

8 understand the language, but when you can train people

9 to do things by rote, or you can teach them the physical

10 processes that underlie, and then teach them a little

11 less than rote, I have a preference, but I don't knov

12 which one is the best one.

13 I don't see anywhere where you are trying to

() 14 figure these things out.

15 MR. THOMPSON: I think that's what the

16 training program element itself is geared to, and the

17 entire effort.

18 MR. CATTON: The only way I can see that you

19 can really do that is to somehow get crews from

20 different places that are run diff erently, and see how

21 vell they perform. I am not sure that's the way to do

22 i t , either.

23 MR. THOMPSON: I think we were going to make

(} 24 an eff ort at establishing a more f unctional evaluation

25 of the crews ' opera tional capabilities rather than

O
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1 saying you have to have 60 hours of training in systems

2 performance. It was having the utility identify what

3 the operators needed to know about the system

4 performance and gear the training program toward that

5 aspect, as opposed to a training program that was geared
i

6 to providing information.

7 MR. CATTONa When you ask the utility, what

8 does a person need to know, I suspect you could get 50

9 or 60 different answers to that question. I really

10 t hink the utilities ' view is pretty much training like a

11 soldier charging up the hill. I'm not sure that's a

12 proper way to train your operators. If you are just

13 going to ask the utilities, you are just going to get

() 14 one view.

15 MR. THOMPSON. I think the approach we're

16 taking is a bit broader than that. It is a combination

17 of taking the job task analysis that INPO is doing,

18 making it plant-specific with respect to a planning

19 approach that emphasizes the functional knowledge as

20 opposed to how many classroom hours we had.

| 21 Maybe we need to discuss this in some other

22 detail with our training folks. Unfortunately, we've

23 got a different group here today.

! 24 MR. CATTON: Maybe I should read your report a

25 little more carefully.

()
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1 MR. DEBONSa Could I comment on Ivan's

2 question?

3 MR. WARDa Certainly.

4 MR. DEBONS: We are going to deal with

5 information needs specifically. It is not sufficient if

6 we ask Ivan 's question about which is better for doing a

7 particular function, rote, memory, or whatever. The

8 critical issue is not the k.nowledge requirement, that

9 is, what do I need to know about how many people are in

10 the street right now, but rather, what sm I going to do

11 with that bit of knowledge? That is the crucial

12 question.

13 If, for example, the individual has to

() 14 understand the relationship about how many people are in,

15 the street in relationship to a fire situation, he has

16 to understand that, so the information need is not that

17 there are people or there are fires. The thing is, what

18 is he going to do in relationship to the people and the

19 fires? In other words, are you really addressing the

20 whole issue of cognitive requirements, whi=h are the

| 21 crucial dimensions of the task performance, not the

22 awareness.,

1

23 The issue is not that there is a breakdown in

24 a valve , bu t what does the breakdown in the valve mean{}
25 in relationship to the total situa tion that is

O
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1 occurring. That is the cognitive requirement. Now,O ,

2 where in the constella tion of your thinking is that
.

3 particular issue being addressed?
O
\/ 4 MR. THOMPSON It is being addressed, I think,

5 in a couple of areas. One is in the procedures and

6 training -- in the procedures upgrade and testing. * hat

7 is, once the inf orms tion is presented to the operators,

8 what are the procedures he uses to keep the plant in a

9 safe condition? What actions does he need to take? How

10 is that information presented to him? Is it an event

11 basis? Is it a system functional base? As well as how

12 that information interfaces with the managing of the

13 control room. How is that information displayed to

() 14 him? Is it there where he can recognize it? Is thereI

15 information overload that looks at the alarm functions?
i

16 And then, as that kind of ties back into training, those

17 are the procedures he is going to use, this is the

18 inf ormation where it is going to be present ed . How has

19 he been trained?
|

20 MR. DEBONS: Is there a clear recognition that

21 trying to understand a bit of data is different from

22 analyzing data?

i 23 HR. THOMPSON: I want to say yes, but there

24 must be something more to the question.

25 MR. DEBONS You see, comprehension and

O
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1 analysis are two different funtions. If the requirement

2 on the control situation is analysis, and the only way

3 we are looking at the human factors problem is that the

4 individual has to understand it, then obviously the

5 requirement will not be satisfied. They are different

6 intellectual activities that are required. We need to

7 understand that given a particular task, the

8 intellectual requirements are different to this extent,

9 and consequently we are going to train the individual or

10 we are going to engineer the environment so that that

11 intellectual function is satisfied.

12 Do you follow what I as trying to say?

13 MR. THOMPSON: I f ollow that, but I think part

() 14 of this ef f ort, you tend to look at kind of a future

15 looking aspact, where we are looking at the advanced

16 control rooms as opposed to f acing reality that we do

17 with a number of these control rooms. You may come out

18 with an entirely different animal when you start with a

19 clean slate of paper than what we are now working with.

20 MR. CATTONs You know, now frequently one of

21 the biggest problems is the recognition. He has pieces
,

22 of information. He has to sort it, see what he's got,

23 and then decide what he is going to do.

24 MR. DEBONSa Yes. The awareness need is
(

25 obviously sa tisfied by human f actors, but I'm not sure

O
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I the analysis need is satisfied.

2 NR. CATION: The way the present plants are

3 built, he has to understand what he sees on the board

4 before he knows what to do.

5 HR. DEBONS: Right.

6 MR. CATTON: That's the thing I's. driving at.

7 What do you do with this person so that he can best

8 understand that? And I am not sure the present training

9 programs do it.

10 MR. DEB 0"Sa Exactly.

11 MR. B00HER: This came f rom the NRC. As far

12 as the training program, from what I understand, we are

13 looking very closely at the ISE approach that considers

() 14 task analysis, job analysis as your basic data from
'

15 which there is a systematic employee look at the type of

16 media, the type of presentations that would be used,

17 depending on the information needs, et cetera, et

10 cetera, or whether or not you had a simulator, how many
1
' 19 times you need to practice in it.

,

20 This approach is what is attempted to be

21 reflected in the program plan. We are currently

22 developing a detailed implementation plan to back this

23 u p , but I would hope that we are addressing your

| 24 concerns in this area.

25 HR. CATTON: Maybe I don't understand really

()
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I what you're telling me. Maybe if I give you an example,

2 you can tell me yes or no. Are you familiar with the

3 EPRI program that was run at SNUPPS?

4 HR. B30HERs No. Not presently.

5 MB. CATTONs Gee, I would think you would be.

6 HR. WARDa Give him a chance. He just got

7 it .

8 MR. CATTON This is an industrial program.

9 The reports have been out for a long time. It was done

10 b y Alex Long. Do you know him?

11 MR. B00HERa No.

12 ER. CATTON: He ran a series of crews through

13 the simulator. They put up several different kinds of

() 14 events that they went through. They tried to figure

15 out, gee, this group did better than that group, why,

16 and they came to some conclusions.

17 One of the conclusions that they came to --

18 and by the way, Alex Long started out by wanting to do
.

19 disturbance analysis in the control room, . and was very

20 upset by the f act that it's an impossible task. The

21 operators couldn't handle it. One of the conclusions

22 they came to was, if they understood what a heat balance

23 was -- by that I mean steam generators, vessels, where

[}
24 things were going they could find a path from where--

25 they were at to ending the event much better than the

O
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1 person who just knew that there were pumps and steam
'

2 generators and vessels, even though they were both

3 equally well trained.

4 To me, there is a message there. I would like

5 to see that message pursued. Maybe I am missing

6 something in that sometimes I don't understand the

7 language to describe what you want to do. Maybe I

8 missed the point.

9

10~

11

12

13

O a'

15

16
,

17

18

19

20,

l
21

22

23

24

25

O
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1 MR. WARDS Ivan, can I comment on that? I've

2 heard a little bit about that, too. It sounds great and

3 you can really get a massive data base built on that

4 sort of experimentation, which would probably be very

5 valuable.

6 But I got the impression that even the people

7 involved with it question the practicality of it. It's

8 a very expensive way to get data. Let me ask you, for

9 example, how do you decide which operator, in making

10 this correlation, has an understanding of the thermal

11 process? His grade on an exam? They all had some

12 understanding of it, so he must have separated them.

13 MR. CATTON I'm not really sure how he was

() 14 able to get to that conclusion. But Alex is pretty

15 strong about it. As a matter of fact, when he was here

16 I asked him the same question so you guys would hear the

17 ansver.

18 MR. WARD: What question?

19 MR. CATTON About how do you want to think

20 about your system. You can think about it in terms of

21 pumps connected to pipes, that are connected to vessels,

22 and so forth, or you can think about it in terms of a

23 mass balance, heat balance system that you somehow have

24 to keep working. It's a different kind of thinking.

25 HR. DEBONS: Absolutely, absolutely.

O
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1 MR. WARD: I agree with that. It sounds very

2 rational and e ve ry thing.

3 MR. CATIONS It may be nonsense when you try

4 to implement it.

5 MR. WARD: When you're doing an experiment

6 with two dif f erent crews on the simulator, how do you

7 decide which crew is looking at things this way and

8 which crew is looking at things in a less analytical

9 way?

10 HR. CATTON: I suspect they had some kind of a

11 test, or even talked to them about what they thought was

12 happening . Some of the crews never did figure out the

13 situation that was put in front of them. There was a

() 14 tremendous variation. I think there is something to

15 wha t they are doing at the front end when they get this

16 guy ready.

17 HR. RAY: Would knowledge of what went into

18 their training program respectively help you

19 characterize what Dave is concerned with?

20 MR. CATTON: I would think so. Somebody is

21 surely going to have to do it, and it's not going to be

22 cheap. But is it going to be more expensive than not

23 doing it and winding up sorry?

(} 24 MR. RAY: Would the billion dollar debit go on

25 your hands?

)

.
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1 MR. WARDS Forrest, do you have any comments

2 you'd like to make?

3 MR. REMICK Just a very few. I did not

4 participate in the earlier review and, knowing that as a

5 result of that there would be a revision, I didn't even

6 read the first version. I concentrated on reading the

7 comments that the Committee and the consultants made to
8 the Staf f, and then read the October 6th version.

9 It seemed to me that the Staff was quite

10 responsive , as best I could tell, to many of those

11 comments. I found that it was readable and

12 understandable. It seems to se this has to be a living

13 document that will change at least yearly. I agree with

() 14 Bob Nertney that coordination of all the effort is going

15 to be extremely important. Of course, that's a problem

16 the Staff faces with different offices and doing a

17 multidisciplinary type program. They face that all the

l 18 tim e.

19 But I think it's certainly extremely important

20 in this case, being on top as research comes in. Tieing

21 it together and so forth is going to be a tough job for

22 the Sta f f. There is one aspect of it. As I read it and

23 saw all the research that is being done and needs to be

[}
24 done, a question came to my mind Who is going to be

25 doing this research?

O
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1 I would hope that the Staff would break away

2 from the general sold of, because it is easier to

3 contract with national laboratories -- it seems like

4 some of these things, when we get into validation of

5 exams and exam contents and processes, there is other

6 expertise. I don't say this because I come from a
|

| 7 university, but at least the universities and other

8 places. I would hope the Staff would tap the best

9 possible expertise in some of these areas, instead of

10 going the usual route, instead of going to national

11 laboratories.

12 That 's the word I would ha ve. I think it's

13 important. to get people extremely knowledgeable in this

() 14 area, and I think it's a good opportunity to do that and

15 I hope the Staff will take advantage of the opportunity,

16 because then you have the same people doing the same

17 things. We need new thinking.

18 NR. WARDS I think that is an important
1
'

19 comment . I don't think you were here when we had some

20 comment from Gabe Salvende on that. He had sort of an
|

| 21 interesting -- I thought it was an interesting comment.

22 He said one reason that perhaps research in this area is

23 not being placed at the universities is it's really kind

/~3 24 of applied research. It is not of a very f undamental
V

25 nature and really the sort of thing that universities

O
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1 are interested in doing. So the Staff migh t have ag-)
\./

2 problem placing that.

3 MR. REMICK4 I'm not sure that is a very

4 unrealistic timetable.

5 MR. WARDS He says he thinks that 's a real

6 problem, because here is not enough interest in this

7 general area, in the application of human factors or

8 human f actors research related to the operation of

9 nuclear power plants, so that the universities are not

10 going to be turning out the type of people,

11 professionals, that the industry is going to need.

12 So I guess that is just two different

. 13 problems. It perhaps is another reason why there should

| () 14 be an effort to place more research at the

15 universities.

16 MR. BEMICK: I think there would be some

17 interest. I think some universities could at least

18 contribute to pieces of this in a knowledgeable way

19 where they could couple perhaps some operational

20 knowledge with people knowledgeable in testing. But I

21 do not know how these are handled, or if the

22 universities are even aware of this plan. I don't want
!

23 to restrict it to universities.

24 MR. CATTON: One of the problems with a

25 university desling with NRC, there are two routes. You
|

|

O
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1 can apply for a grant. I think the rule is one percent

2 of the RES budget goes to g rants. Or you can respond to

3 an RFP, and professors just don 't do that. Responding

4 to an RFP, you've got 30 days, you've got to write all

l
5 this stuff down, you've got to get it back in, and it's ;

'6 a new ballgame for them.

7 NR. REMICKa In some institutions, that's

8 true.

9 MR. CATTON4 The other problem with this is

10 the NBC Staff cannot ask for a grant. If they ask for a

11 grant, it's got to go RFP. So they're kind of caught

12 between a rock and a hard place. All you can do is kind

13 of tell your friends to provide a grant for the NRC.

() 14 MR. REMICKs Does the Staff foresee these

15 things going out on an RFP.

16 MR. THOMPSON: I'll speak for NRR and let Carl

17 Gower speak for the Research effort.

j 18 At lesst in one major effort, which is the

19 long-term examination development, we are going to go '

20 out with a competitive RFP. We started the initial

21 effort in accordance with an effort to get back to the

22 Commission with items of upgraded programs. But it
!

23 takes you about six months to a year to do it all and to

24 make those evaluations.

25 I would anticipate that -- we were looking, at

.
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1 least, at those efforts where we could do that. I think

2 ve looked at one time to going to Educational Testing

3 Center and I think they wanted like a five-year program

4 and $10 million to give us a new exam. And there's no

5 question that would have been a really fine exam and we

6 may include them in our overall efforts.

7 But it is one in which we are looking at the

8 national labs immediately, but they in turn are looking

9 at other organizations to provide their input and have

10 some private contractors associated with them.

11 I'll let Carl answer Research.

12 MR. GOWER: I think it has really all been

13 said already. Forrest, I think your comment is a very

(]) 14 good one. It's perhaps a good thing for someone to

15 remind us of periodically and make us try a little

16 harder.

17 We like to place contracts RFP. I personally

18 think we get a lot more bang for our buck. We do it

19 when it's at all possible. The biggest single contract

20 we have in human f actors, the task analysis work, was

21 placed with an RFP.

22 However, I think you can overemphasize the

23 problems associated with going that way versus going

24 with a national laboratory. Some of these have already

25 been brought out. It usually takes about one year to go

O
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1 with the RFP. I would go on the high side of that. I

2 know it soands ridiculous until you get down with the

3 details, but to place an RFP contract in less than one

4 yea r is a real accomplishment, whereas a contract with a

5 national laboratory can be pisced in a matter of a few

6 months.

7 There are other factors that come into play,

8 other things that push you towards the national

9 laboratory, particularly in this stage of budget cuts,

10 politi=si pressures to keep national laboratories

11 afloat. Again, I say we're sensitive to what you say

12 and we are certainly going to try to place the work
|

13 where we think we'll get the best answer, and we will

() 14 try a little harder.

15 MR. DEBONS I wonder if I can comment. I

16 wonder if it is possible to initiate a project in which

17 there is a solid attempt to correlate research that is

18 being done now sponsored by universities and other

19 things which correlates directly with your issues. I
,

20 brought one of these to Mr. Fisher 's attention this
r

21 morning, the National Conference on Artificial

22 In telligence , which was done by the EGEG company, which
|

| 23 addresses a problem here of an excellent system for
i
!

24 treatment of nuclear reactor accidents.
1 J

25 I went to a meeting last week in Columbus,

O
|
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1 Ohio, and there were two papers, one by Dr. Underwood

2 and another by Dr. Jackowitz, which discussed diagnostic

3 treatment in nuclear plants. Now, I'm sure that the

4 space agency, the Departmen t of Defense and many other

5 sources are in fset sddressing problems that we have in

6 fact addressed around the table here.

7 Can we get a correlation of these efforts, so

8 that they could be funneled into the general effort?

9 MR. GOWER: I think the general answer to that

10 comment is, our effort te accomplish that is generally

11 done by way of literature searches that are almost

12 always the initial part of any contract. Generally,

13 there is a specific requirement for the contractor to

() 14 perform a literature search to try to determine what has

15 been done in that area or related areas out front.

| 16 I think we 've got a comment, Mr. Overby here,

|
' 17 about the specific example you gave. We do have that

18 one included in our plan.

19 MR. OVERBY One of the authors of that paper

20 is Bill Nelson. I think the gentleman sitting to your

21 immediate left will vouch for me that that work was

22 performed. It was a funded effort by the NRC Research

23 Group.

24 And I think that should be interpreted that,

25 yes, we are pushing out in those areas, and this goes

O
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i

|

[ back to some of the additional work we're doing in1

2 cognitive modeling that we are planning now. We don't

3 have the results in that area yet, but I think it is

O 4 quite consistent with your prods to us. I think we are

5 beginning to develop in this area.

6 MR. WARDS Jerry, I quess we are around to
i

| 7 you.

8 MR. RAYa I am in a position now tha t I can

9 benefit by the remarks made ahead. So I will give the

10 caveat that I feel in complete agreement with many of

11 the things that have been said.

12 I would like to say to the Staff that I think

13 this is a vastly improved document over the first. You

() 14 have really done some work on it. There is now a

15 structure to implemen t the program.

16 There is one thing, though, that is lacking in

' 17 the implementation that I feel might be considered

18 significant . There is the overall responsibility, as

19 indicated, which one might expect, and then there is an

20 indication of assistance from a Human Factors Review

, 21 Group, which is a very good concept, to have such a

22 g ro up. And it is chaired by the Director of the

23 Division of Human Factors Safety, where he is going to

(} 24 have a perspective that is limited to his, so they bring

25 in the directors of several other divisions to

O
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I complement his.

2 But throughout it all, there is no indication

3 of a centralization on a timely basis. Now, Bob

4 mentioned the need for careful coordination and

5 correlation and interrelations, and so did Tony and Ivan

6 and Forrest. The significant thing to me is that that

7 interrelation, that coordin'ation, must be timely.

8 You cannot wait for a four-month review.

9 There are three reviews, spaced four months apart, that

to will be implemented. You can't wait for that kind of

i 11 time on a project as widespread, as important to the

12 safety and welfare of the public, as this f undamentally

13 is.

() 14 It seems to me that this program, this whole

15 project, needs a program director, someone who is going

16 to, with the necessary assistance assigned to him,

'
17 someone who is going to keep the timeliness of the

18 reviews in mind, who is going to look f rom day to day,i

19 week to week, who is doing what, is he meeting his

20 objectives or is he not meeting his objectives.

21 In that sense, it is not unlik,e a construction

22 pro ject. It is almost as complex an effort in its

23 overall scope, the widespread nature of it, as many

{} 24 construction projects. The way to implement those on a

25 timely basis is to have someone who is charged with the

O
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1 responsibility that he will make his report at periodic

2 meetings with the EDO and the review group as to what

3 his experience has been, whether or not progress is

4 proper or so on, to complement the reports by the brach

5 heads and things of this nature.

6 In this sense, the implementation is

7 fragmented. There are responsibilities assigne' to the

8 functional organizations of the various disciplines

9 involved. It seems to me there is a need, in order to

to keep it on course and to maintain schedules and the

11 progress that is conceived as being necessary for this,

12 to have the results in proper tune with the various

13 components, that there must be someone who is assigned

! () 14 the responsibility for implementation, not from the

15 viewpoint of the responsibility of the EDO, but to get

16 the job done.

17 That's the only comment I could offer that

18 would complement what we have already heard.

19 MR. WARD: Thank you, Jerry.

. 20 MR. HELMS: Helms from DOE.
|

| 21 It seems to me that your point is well taken,

22 but that this ares has both a big "R" and a big "D".

23 That is, you are tied to the immediate needs of the

24 regulatory process to promulgate regulations, and at the{}
25 same time the data base, that is the background or "R",

I
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1 if you will, is not clearly in place, or if it is it

2 isn 't corralated, if you could use that term.

3 I believe I can take a page from INPO ideas,
.

- 4 which was to take, for instance, the human factors data

5 and say, okay, we will take some data, we'll put it in a

6 book , and we'll use it and find out how many times we

7 have misoperated this valve.

8 Their view is that that is the beginning of a

9 process. We have identified a need and therefore you

10 can train to that need and you can correct that thing.

11 You shouldn't take this original nut, if you will, if

12 rou had it, and treat it too sacrosanct. Ihat is, there

13 should be a basis for re-examination, for design, for

() 14 training, for any other motivation that you migh t use,

15 f or assisting the operator for whatever it is.

16 My own view, of course, is this: that I

17 believe in the human performance area that the

18 performance is cyclic, that is, similarly trained people

19 from day to day, from time to time perform irregularly.

20 I believe that can be demonstrated in air flight safety,

21 aircraf t flight safety and other things, which I draw

22 f rom basically as a background.

23 You have accidents, you get more careful, you

24 don 't have accidents, you relax on maintenance and

25 whatever it is that makes the accident. So that it is

O
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1 our view that we are dealing here with a problem whereO -8
2 we need performance in the 10 kind of level. That's

3 what we like to think of, whereas human performance is

4 more nearly like the bank teller, who makes one error of

5 entry per about 3500 entries. It doesn't have the same

6 consequence if somebody corrects it right away, but they

7 don't leave until it balances to the penny that day.

8 But you don't have that day in this case. That's about
-4

9 10 .

~4
10 So somewhere between the 10 normal human

11 performance of fairly competent people to the
-8 -10

12 requirement that we face, which is a 10 or or

13 whatever the number you 're going to think about, we have

() 14 got to structure things which get from A to B. And of

15 course, this is part of it.

16 But as I say, you could take a simplistic view

17 that you collect all of this data, whatever format you

18 think you need it in. That's just the beginning point
i

19 of beginning to address the problem.|

20 I think that, for instance, on page 41, tha

21 discussion there of the data could recognize the bryolth

22 of that problem, the last paragraph on page 41. I think

23 it needs to recognize the INPO input, but that should be

24 the beginning point of training, at least from their
[

! 25 point of view, and there are other points of view about

|
|
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1 it.

O
2 We had also made some comments, which were

3 that it is desirable to have recognition of the ongoing

4 efforts at industry and other places, and I perceive

5 that this is pretty well incorporated in the plan. I

6 guess I would remind us that there are different points

7 of view. That-is, the same research done by, for

8 instance, say a utility consortium, may have slightly

9 different objectives and methods and level of detail and

10 ths t sort of thing than, say, a big RCD from NBC.

11 So we see some need for what you might call

12 apparent duplication, in that there is some work going

13 on someplace that does not necessarily fulfil the NRC

() 14 requirement. We perceive that the plan and the work is

15 strongly driven by the need for regulation input. That

16 is, you want to have certain specific items, the big

17 "D", if you will, of the regulation business, out at

18 such and such a time.;

19 One does not normally schedule big "R" that

20 w a y . You know, big "D" gets done right away.

21 But anyway, those are some comments I would

22 like to make here.

23 MR. WARD: Thank you, Mr. Helms.

r3 24 Okay. Well, I appreciate all the comments on
\J

25 the plan.
.

O
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1 Let me ask Mr. Thompson for two things. Could

2 you just tell us what your schedule on the plan is? And

3 secondly, maybe you can outline very briefly what the

\-- 4 difference is between the October 15th and October 6th
S drift, what should we look for or not bother to look for

6 anything.

7 HR. THOMPSON 4 Briefly, the schedule. The

8 plan was submitted to the EDO on October 15th. The EDO

9 has reviewed it and is waiting for the ACRS comments

10 before he transmits it down to the Commission. So I

11 would obviously be looking for a letter Saturday or

12 Sunday morning or --

13 HR. WARD: It'll be Friday.

() 14 HR. THOMPSON. And then I guess the EDO will

15 evaluate the comments and whether he wants to make any

16 corrections to the program plan. He is right now

17 scheduled to submit it to the Commission on November the

18 12t h . If there are no problems, he probably will

19 continue on that schedule.

20 If there are major items that he wants to

21 correct, then he will probably wait. There really were

22 not any significant differences between the current

23 version and the October 6th version. There are clearly

[ 24 a few other editorial changes that we would like to make

25 based on comments received f rom those who have reviewed

O
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1 this version.

2 In essence, probably the most significant

3 shift was the table, I believe, which was the

4 introduction on the TMI action plan items to the present

5 Appendix A. That table is an attempt to reflect the

6 overall prioritization of these items in conjunction

7 with the prioritization of other generic issues with

8 respect to their relative payoff, and to be consistent

9 with the efforts that the Division of Safety Technology

10 has under way right now with NUREG-0933.

11 MR. WARD: It's an attempt to prioritize

12 within the human f actors area?

13 NR. THOMPSON: Integrate it with all generic

({) 14 issues, the hardware -- and we obviously have some

15 difficulty with the details of the prioritization on a

16 cost-benefit basis, with risk reduction. And we are not

17 sure that the modeling that the Division of Safety

18 Technology used is necessarily appropria te, but I don't

19 think we have any significant problems with their

20 overall evaluation and priority ranking that they have

21 been assigned.

22 MR. WARD 4 All right, very good.
|
I 23 Well, if anyone has any comments, has an

24 opportunity to review and get any comments to us on the

25 October 16th draft before the end of next week, we will

O
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1 use them and we will appreciate it.
O

2 I guess I might -- let's see. The ACES Staff

3 prepared a couple of documents reviewing the October 6th

4 plan which, Mr. Thompson, may be of use to you. One is

5 a memo'from -- prepared by Preston, and I haven't read
,

6 it yet. But we might want to make that available. We

7 will make that available to you.

8 The other is Mr..Fischer's status report for

9 this meeting. He made some detailed comments on the
,

10 plan, and you might find that usef ul. So we will

11 provide you with that.

12 I guess, Dave, I would ask you to provide in

13 the meeting book, to include both of those for the
l

(]) 14 members. And I suppose we ought to give them the 10/15

15 draf t as well of the plan. It's probably not practical

16 to mail it out to them in advance.

. 17 MR. FISCHER: That's prcbably true.
|

18 HR. WARD 4 Okay. Well, we 're down to the last

19 item on the agenda, which is just talking about the '

20 future meetings. Let's see. I guess there is one

21 future meeting. Dave Fischer has asked if the

22 consultants could furnish him with kind of a long-range

23 availability, you know, maybe over the next few months.

24 The members routinely -- we have a process of

|
25 doing that. But if it's obvious that certain blocks of

|
'
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1 time -- we ran into certain problems when we scheduled a i

(E) l
2 Human Factors Subcommittee meeting on the same day when j

i

3 there's a human factors convention on the other side of
4 the country, and we would want to avoid that. So if you

5 could furnish that ahead.

6 One of the things I would like to touch

7 briefly on, what ve have listed here as "Sheehy

8 concern". We have had a number -- I have had and some

9 of the ACRS Staff has, and certainly the NRC Staff, has

10 had a number of discussions with Mr. Sheehy, who is

11 concerned about the program that the NRC and the

12 industry has for abnormal occurrence procedures.

13 Now, you might say that there is what everyone

() 14 seems to think is a good and very important program3

< 15 going on in the NRC and the industry for providing

,16 operating plants with better emergency operating

17 proced ures. This is the program where the vendors are

18 furnishing to their customers symptom-based guidelines

| 19 for dealing with true emergency acciden t sequences.

20 Then the operators, utilities, are developing specific

21. plant procedures f rom those. Everybody thinks that's a

| 22 very valuable and important program.

23 Er. Sheehy has expressed concern and continues

24 to express concern that there is another level of

25 incident which is not being appropriately covered yet.
!

()
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1 This is what some people call an abnormal occurrence.
O

2 This where there really hasn't been a serious plant

3 accident, but there's been some degradation of the plant

( 4 performance. A key piece of equipment has faileds a

5 fire, a minor fire, let's say, in the control room, is

8 one thing tha t's pointed out.

7 His concern is that because the industry does

8 not yet have what he believes are an adequate set of

9 procedures, adequate training in that area, that there

to is a potential for an abnormal occurrence cascading into

11 a more serious event. And I have had a little trouble

12 figuring out exactly -- the NRC program I think is

13 add ressing this general area, perhaps not as

() 14 specifically as this particular individual would like to

15 see it addressed.

I 16 In particular, I think he believes there
|

17 should be some sort of a, rather soon, a detailed. task

18 analysis made of certain abnormal occurrence sequences.

19 Now, I guess what I am looking for is -- my opinion I

20 think is that this is a concern. It is not nearly as
i

1

21 important as the emergency operating procedures which

22 are being developed, and I am not sure that the NRC and

23 the industry can do everything it wants.

24 I think it 's appropriate to -- the schedule

25 that the NRC has outlined is appropriate. I guess what
,

|

O
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1 I would like to find out from the Committee membes is
) )

I2 whether you have any inclination to look into this

3 further. Maybe it's impossible to have any opinion

4 based on the sketchy outline I have given you.

5 Perhaps what we could do is give you some of

6 the documentation and ask you to look at it. And if you

7 think this is something that ought to be pursued by our

8 Subcommittee, let me know.

9 MR. RAYS A question, Dave?

10 MR. WARDS Sure.

11 MR. RAYS What is the nature of his

12 f undamental concern ? Is it that the abnormal

13 occurrences are not being properly classified, that

() 14 there's no follow-up of them, or that the information on '

15 them is lacking siequate dissemination throughout the

16 industry?

17 MR. CATTONa Or the operators don 't know hov

| 18 to handle them?
'

MR. WABDa He's concerned that at individual19

20 plants an abnormal occurrence might not be dealt with

21 crisply enough , rapidly enough.

22 MR. RAYS Response.

23 MR. WARD: Yes, the response might not be

.

24 adequate and it could then cascade into a more serious

25 event or series of events.

|
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1 MR. CATION: I guess we all share that concern

2 a little bit, don't we?

3 MR. RAYS Yes.

4 MR. WARDS So really, it's a matter of

5 priority. You can 't have everythine on the top of the

6 list.

7 MR..CATTON: He doesn't like his concern being

8 at the bottom.

9 MR. WARDS That's right.

10 MR. RAYS Really, this is part of the overall

11 picture, that the response o.f the industry to the LER's

12 has been lacking. What he is saying is the more serious

13 of the LER's should get more attention.

O 44 88. Wrao. Ie - r taiak m rde ** t oa r
15 to look at it.

16 Okay. So Dave, you have passed out something

17 here? What did you pass cut?

18 MR. FISCHERs I passed out the correspondences

19 between -- Sheehy to the Staff and the Staff back to

20 Sheehy.

21 MR. WARDS There's slso something from Jan,

,

22 Preston on October 26th, a memo describing discussions

23 at a meeting with Mr. Sheehy, between Mr. Sheehy and the

r 24 Staff. Perhaps you could get that.

25 MR. FISCHER: They all have a copy of that.

O
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1 MR. WARD: Okay. Well, if you would read

2 those things and let me know whether you think this is

3 something that we ought to look into, I would appreciate

4 it.

5 MR. REMICKs Dave, just an initial reaction.

6 I have read it. I noted that a letter case in from the

7 Chairman of the Commission. He chose to give that to

8 the Staff, which is his prerogative. Apparently he has,

9 not asked the ACRS to look into this issue. I would

10 hesitate to step into that if we have not been asked for

11 our advice. This has been given to the Staff. The

12 Commission is aware of it.

13 MR. WARD: Well, yes, he has written a couple

Q 14 of letters.

15 MR. REMICK: That's just a personal

16 perspective, I guess.

17 MR. WARD: I guess I don't feel that

18 constrained.

19 MR. REMICKa No, I don't feel constrained.

20 MR. RAYS I think history will show that the

( 21 ACRS has not waited on ceremony --

,

{ 22 MR. WARDS History will slso prove maybe it<

23 should have.
e

24 MR. RAYS to act and expect reactions.--

25 MR. THOMPSON: Since I did spend about two and
,

l

O
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- 1 a half hours with Mr. Sheehy, I could maybe add one bit

2 of enlightenment, as you read the documenta tion tha t's

3 before you. If I were to characterize his concerns, it

( 4 is that the overall program with respect to 82-111,

5 which is the detailed control room review, that the task

6 analysis that is called for focuses on emergency

! 7 opera ting procedures, and he believes that there is a

8 subset of the abnormal procedures that should be

9 included in the task analysis and would identify human

10 engineering deficiencies that will be overlooked by the

11 present approach.

12 Therefore, he believes that the Commission's

13 guidance as embodied in SECY-82-111 should be modified

(]) 14 to require some subcet of the abnormal procedures to be

15 included as part of the task analysis.

16 I do not believe that he is concerned that the

17 1.C.9 normal and off-normal procedure upgrade efforts

18 are sufficient. In fact, I think his comments are that

19 goes beyond even what he feels is necessary to address

20 his concerns. So to the extent that you can put his

21 concerns into a context, it is the context that he

22 believes the control room modifications would likely

23 need to be identified and that the present approach in
,

24 82-111 will not identify them.

25 MR. DEBONSa May I take advantage of that

O
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1 sta tement? That is essentially what I was talking about
O

2 before a bout the information system. That's exactly it

3 right down the line, that if you have an understanding

4 of the event and the nature of the event you can go from

5 there and develop the entire information flow. And what,

6 Sheehy is saying, you have not accounted for the entire

7 whole broad range of events.

8 I thought I would take my opportunity to

9 defend my previous statement.

10 MR. THOMPSON: I hope I wasn't attacking your

11 previous sta tement. But to the extent of the Staff's

12 present evaluation, it is our belief that we are in fact

13 covering that information that is necessary as part of

O 14 tha .2-,,, appro,=h.

15 The Staff is still corresponding with Br.

16 Sheehy and we will do our utmost to keep the

17 Subcommittae fully and currently informed of all of our

18 activities in this area.

19 MR. WARDS Thank you.

20 Well, I would like to thank you all for your

21 help.
,

22 (Whereupon, at 1:35 p.m., the Subcommittee

23 meeting was adjourned.)

{ * * *24

i 25
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|
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MINIMUM STAFFING

(|)
LEVELS PER

SHIFT

NUREG-0737 (AS AMENDED BY 81-10)

ONE UNIT TWO UNITS TWO UNITS THREE UNITS
ONE CONTROL TWO CONTROL TWO CONTROL

ROOM ROOMS ROOMS

ODERATING STAFF (I,A,1,3)

SS (SRO) 1 1 1 1

SR0 1* 1 2* 2*

R0 2 '3 4 5

A0 2 3 4 5 |||
STA l' 1* 1* 1*

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS STACF (III,A,1,2)

COMMUNICATOR l'

HP TECH 1*

RAD, CHEM, TECH, l'

ASSUMES ALL llNITS OPERATING gg
* INCREASED FROM PRE-TMI LEVELS

f

.
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i O O O
SHIFT STAFFING COMPARIS0N (SINGE llNIT)

.

El POSITION TITLE CANADA

1
-

SHIFT SUPERVISOR o SHIFT SUPERVISOR 1

1 SRO IN CONTROL ROOM o AUTH. 1sT OPERATOR (CR) 1
,

-- NO US EQUIVAENT o AUTH. 1sT OPERATOR (FIELD) 1

2 -- REACTOR OPERATOR o NO CANADIAN EQUIVAENT --

2 AUXILIARY OPERATOR o SECOND OPERATOR = 2
'

NO US EQUlVAENT o ASSISTANT OPERATOR 2--

-- 18C/ ELECT. MAINT. o CONTROL f1AINTENANCE TECH. 2
'

-- MAINTENMICE TECH. o MECilANICAL PAINTAINER --- 2

1 HP TECH o NOT REQUIRED -- --

'

1 RAD /CHEli TECll. o NOT REQUIRED --

1 COMMUNICATOR o NOT REQUIRED --t

1 - STA o NOT RE0UIRED -
'

--

10 TOTAL ll

:
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Assocate

-

fSeptember 27, 1982
,

- am -
Mr. Sanuel J. Chilk PROFDSED RULE _~ Id~

- -

Secretary of the ccmnission
Nuclear Pegulatory Ccmnission [~M, .8 .ff
Washington, D.C. 20555 '- - -

.

Dear Mr. Chilk:
'

On Monday, August 30, 1982, the NPC published a proposed rule in the
Federal Pegister, entitled " Licensed Operator Staffing at Nuclear Power
Units" (47FR38135) and requested ccmmnts by Septerber 27, 1982. DC,
Inc, and the nineteen utilities who form the Qualifications of Peactor
Operators (QEO) Utility Group are pleased to offer their coments for

(~N ' the ccmnission's consideration. The numbers of the utility group are
|

V listed in enclosure 1.

MC, as the sponsor of other utility groups, has consistently brought to
the ccmnission's attention the staff's apparent lack of coordination in

| inposing new requirements listed in NUEEG-0737 upon the nuclear
industry. 'Ihis proposed rule indicates that there is still a lack of

l coordination in the human factors area. A similar situation existed in (

the area of emergency response planning until the approval of
SECY-82-lli, which recognized that there are trade-offs anong various
requirements. For exanple, an excellent SPDS negates the need for
extensive control roan design changes. STY-82-lll pulled together the
various emergency response requirements into a coordinated grouping.

a: Similar coordination is needed for plant staffing. Presently NRR, RES
$ and NMSS are develcping an Integrated Human Factors Plan. It rakesra

$ little sense to proceed with the proposed rule until the applicable
- g, portion of the Integrated Huxan Factors Plan is ccnpleted so, there is an

n. understood, technically justified reason for the shift ranning required.
n
o~ a3

gg 'Ihe justification listed for the preposed regulation is extrmely weak;
. . c: u. in fact, it is virtually non-existent. The background discussion of the

a.Q rule refers to several investigations conducted in the aftermath of the
g 21I accident and states that they " concluded that, anung other things,

cac.o current shift staffing requirements should be upgraded." LTon review of

Acknowledged by cahj..

,

KMC. Inc. 1747 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE. N W WASHINGTON. D.C 20006 - 202/223-3'63
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the dor uments listed, one finds, contrary to the FR notice, that there
is no mention of staff manning requirements in the study conducted by
the President's Ccmnission on 'Ihree Mile Island. Furthernere, the
conclusions. reached in the other documents (the NaC Special Inquiry
Group, the Iassons Iearned Task Force and the Bulletins and Orders Task
Force) are not conclusions but rather bold requirements with no.

discussion or substantiation.O
In NUPM/CR 1250, (page 612) the Special Inquiry Group, reccmnends: "8. i

Analysis and research should be performed to determine operator
,

'

responsibilities and actions during nonnal and abnormal copditions. 'Ibe
results of this analysis should be used as a basis for determining
operator selection and training criterion, manning levels, and
procedural format and content. 9. Until reccmmendation 8 can be
inplemented, the NBC should require that,,a4 hot operations shifts be
manned by a mininun of one SRO, two CRO's and one additional
individua1with denenstrated and tested capabilities in abnormal system
diagnosis. 'IWo of these individuals should be required in the plant
control roca at all tirnes." 'Ihus the conclusion of the SIG was not for
two SPO's on shift and one always in the control room, but rather that.
there be at least 2 individuals in the control room, that an individual
(such as the SM) be available on an interim basis and that analysis be
conducted to determine manning levels. We see no justification to
require an SBO to remain in the control room at all times. If he is

', * touring the plant, or should his office be directly outside the control
rocm with conmunications available, he is i=aMately available. On p..

| 854 of[ the SIG report, another reccmnendation states: '

O '
-

s .

| * - On the same priority basis, onshift manning
j levels should be increased, if necessary, to

conform with levels determined to be needed by
the results of accident response task analyses -

conducted to define the tasks that may need to
be performed in the event of serious accidents,. .

including those that might involve significant
core melting.

*

It is our understanding that both INPO and NBC have such task analyses'
underway. It is clear. that the SIG does not support the proposed rule. i

'Ihus the requirements of NUREG 0660, 0737 and the p w sed rule for
increared nurrbers of SBO's on shift, and the requirement that there
always te an SPO in the control roca are ncubere substantiated. In
fact, the, supplemental information fails to cite a single Abnormal

'

Occurrence Peporti, LER, cperating report, ABOD paper 6r IE investigaticn
that even speculates that the addressed event would have, or oculd have,
been prevented by the presence of an additional SRO on shift.

O vera v= the "ac'= iateatioa i= to 9rovia eattioa t becxue ia
emergencies to the shift supervisor by requiring a second SPD. If this
is the reason, there appears to be little or no justification for the

.

e

, 'u- '4 gr
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current STA or the proposed shift engineer. Se utilities believe that
the shift supervisor would be far better served during unusual events by
the presence of an experienced second Sm than by a degreed, relatively
inexperienced engineer. Se statement of proposed action states that
"this change would assure that supervising and technical expertise is
continuously available in the control rocm to respond to accident
situations." If this is true, there appears to be no further need for a

O ahife eneineer-

ne QEO Utility Group requests that the Ccmnission reconsider the
justification for this proposed regulation. Unless it knows the purpose
of the proposed requirements, the Ccmnission is merely stating "nore is
better." If two S m's are required on shift to provide assistance in
abnormal situations, then the need for a third individual (the STA or
shift engineer) is in question. If the, shift engineer is needed, what
is the purpose of the second Sm? Without any analysis of how many
individuals with what knowledge are required, how can the Ctzmission
proceed to rulemaking? Se utility group would support the concept of
the second Sm as the technical backup to the shift supervisor, thereby
obviating the need for the shift engineer.

As stated in the supplementary information published with the proposed
rule, the NBC has been considering means to upgrade current shift
staffing requirements and in fact issued scme interim criteria in NURE
0737. Despite its concern over the direction in which the NPC was
proceeding, the utility industry has been moving toward meeting these ,
enhanced staffing requirements at the same time that the' demand for,

' Q' licensed operators has been rapidly expanding due to the many nuclear.
.

;

units nearing ccmpletion, the need- for operators to provide the insight
of operating experience in technical organizations such as INPO, and the
eymniing training p%uuus of utilities. At the same time, utilities
are attenpting to reduce overtime work and increase the nunber of
operating shifts, all in accordance with NBC direction. S e position'of
SBO is one which requires not only the ability to pass an examination,
but also several years of experience, and most ispw.iantly, the maturity '

i
' and judgment which will convince utility management to entrust the

individual with a vital role. @is experience cannot be gained quickly,
nor can the inposition of a rule engender the necessary maturity
required. Nhile it is clear that all utilities are noving toward .

meeting these new manning requirements which were outlined in NUREG
0737, the severe manpower demand facing the nuclear industry may result
in utilities falling short of the January 1,1983 deadline proposed in
the rule. mis should be no surprise to the Ocmnission,. in that it hasi

| not been successful in adequately manning its Operating Licensing Branch
which requires simikly skilled individuals, despite* extensive

i recruitment efforts. We suggest to the Ocmnission that should this rule
be adopted contrary to our conments, the inplementation date be nodified
to January,1984 and licensees be required to present an inplementation

Q plan by January, 1983. In any case, extensions.for " good cause" should
be liberally granted based on the denenstrated shortage of cperators,'

and the enhanced training, examination, and qualification requirements

I

_
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which now exist, so that utilities are not forced to increase overtime,
reduce the ntrber of cperating shifts, or lower their own standards for

.reccmmnding operators to the NBC for licenses.

%is position is consistent with our letter to Q1 airman Palladino of
July 13,1982 (a copy of which is enclosed) . We . feel that individual

P utilities should'be allowed to establish the organizational arrangement
which best meets their mix of talents while maintaining that set of
functional criteria justified by the NRC. % ese should be worked out
between the utility and the NBC, sim41m to the actions required in STY
82-111, rather than through a specific rulemaking.

In conclusion, we request that the Ommission reconsider the need to
require two SPO's on shift and the need for an SPO to always be in the
control roan until it discovers a ratibnale for the requirement. Should
the Ccmnission reach the conclusion that the second SBO is the technical
backup for the shift supervisor, we would recomend the " shift engineer"
concept be dropped. The task analysis underway should.be used to-

address this issue. Finally, we request that should this rule be
issued, the inplementation date be delayed for one year.

Sincerely,

16.c,

% was C. Hough
IOC, Inc.
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Enc hsure 1
, .

NPICATICNS OF REACIOR OPEPA'IORS
GROUP FE SERS

Baltinere Gas & Electric Capany
| Q Cincinnati Gas & Electric Capany
i

Consumers Power Ccnpany
Florida Power Corporation
Florida Power & Light Capany
Gulf States Utilities Ompany

! Maine Yankee Atatic Power Capany
Mebraska Public Power District|

| tbrtheast Utilities" service Cor:pany
Norttern States Power Ccupany
Omha Public Power District
Pacific Gas & Electric Ca pany
Pennsylvania Power & Light capany
Public Service Electric & Gas Capany
Bcxtester Gas & Electric Corporation
Sacramento M1nicipal Utility District ,

'1bledo Edison Capany
' Wisconsin Public Service Corporation

Yankee Atcmic Electric Capany s
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July 13, 1982

~
" *Chairran Palladino

Office of the Ccrtmissioners
U.S. Nuclear Pegulatory Ccmnission
Washington, D.C. 20555-

'

Dear Chairman Palladina:

nc, Inc. has been working very closely with a ntaber of utilities and
the NRC staff in the develcpnent of personral requirements' for operators
of nuclear power plants. The Qualifications of Reactor Operators (QPO)
Utility Group, whose nineteen members are listed in enclosure A, has
previously provided both written and oral ccmnents on issues such as*

Q training and exparience requirenents for operators, need for shift
b Technical Mvisors, staffing needs for emergency' situations, NUBEG/CR-

1750, and SErY-81-84.

DC and the Inerber utilities of the QPO, having read .the peer advisory
par.el's report and attended the Ccmnission briefings on it, felt it
appropriate at this time to provide you with our ccrments on
establishing new staffing requirements and associated qnn14ficatica .

.needs to safely operate nuclear power plants.
,

'Ihe irpression Ric has cbtained frcm attending these ce=4 asion
- briefings is that certain camiasioners and NBC Staff nerbers believe ,

that the utility industry has a closed mind on staffing and ,

qualification needs and has ccmaissioned INPO and others to justify its
views through scrae sort of cccplicated cceputer based hocus pocus. This
misconceptien was particularly evident in tra discussion during the
briefings by AIF and LGO on June 10, 1982, and the follow-up briefings
en June 11, 1982. This is an errencous view, since bcf3 NBC's Division
of Human Factors Safety and industry have prcgrams to establish exactly
what the operators nust kncw and what previous training they need to
function effectively. In fact, the Division of Human Factors Safety has

]' plans to sponsor research on what the function of the " Shift Engineer"
should be and what alternatives there are. to that position. 'Ihe peer
panel made it clear that they could not discern a palpable need for a
degreed engineer en shift. 'Ihey acquiesced to tra ccncept of a shift
engineer because of specific NBC lebbying and a ~ genuine doubt about
technical backup in emergencies based on lack of ,kncwledge of emergency

'h T ~
ir47 p{nnsytvania Ave n w.
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action requirements already in tec policy (30 minute on site goal for
technical support) and current utility procedures which ensure that the
qualified experts are called, consulted or brought in as necessary.

In this letter we wish to delineate the functional cbjectives of
staffing, and in the attachments we describe several organizational
concepts that can meet the objectives. The utilities are firmly

Q convinced that the functional needs to counter emergency situations can
be met by nere than one single organizaticnal concept which is mandated
by the NBC. One of the these might be attractive to a large utility
having multiple units in operation and others under construction,
whereas others might be nere suitable for a utility having a single
nuclear unit in operation and no current plans to build another. There
are many other organizational variations which could also provide tra
functicnal requirements.

,_

' -

The first issue to be addressed is the mininum staffing requirement for
safe operation of'a nuclear pcuer plant. In the past, the number of
persons and their. required qualifications were based upon previous
experience and utility judgment. A note rigorous technique, that of
conducting Jcb and Task Analysis, is in progress at INPO and the EEC, '

and should provide a nere oarprehensive basis to establish tra numbers
of required operations personnel and the training needs. Trase generic
Job and Task Analyses'can be used by each utility in develcping or ,

,

refining their staffing levels and training programs. We are p1 W
that the Ccmnission intends to withhold final rulemaking action until'
this information is available. For routira operation and responses to

O' design basis accidents, published reports such as NUBB3/CR-1750 and the
report of tra the peer panel which you appointed, hold that the -

cperating staff reed not be college graduates.

In responding to events which have conflicting or questionable
indications or where plant responses are different than expected, it
beccrres nore difficult to establish tha required mix of. talents to cope
with the event. Since the Three Mile Island accident there have been
inprovecents in system designs and operating procedures, and the
capability of cperators to deal with abnormal situations ard
emergencies. For exanple, synptczn oriented' emergency prMres which-

eliminate the necessity to innlediately identify the initiating event or .
equipment malfunction aie one exanple of inprovements which are
undersay; these procedures are designed to trigger responses based upon
preserving margins to safety parameters (such,as pressure), rather than
withholding proper actions until the root cause of the event has been

- diagnosed. Another exanple is ,the SPDS. Yet another is the required
upgrading in the ability for utilities to augment the. operatirq
organi:.ntion in a short time frame in the eventsof an incident. One
vexing question is what, if any, additional capability should be
available to the control roczn? bbre specifically, should a degreed

O engineer be available to the cont::ol rocm, and if so what is expected of
him? It would be unfortunate if the Ccmuission, in addressing these
questions, mandated an organizational structure which for all but the
largest utilities would be extremely difficult to neet. Degreed,
engineers do not want to spend their careers on shift work. They will
put up with.it for short periods of time if tra pay is right and tha

. . .
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future holds greater prcnise. For a few utilities, with large nuclear
plant comnitztents, this future may be raaM1y available, but in a
smaller utility, the nobility is just not there. For exartple, in a
smaller utility requiring a degreed person on shift could result in high
personnel turnover of college graduates who see minimal advancement
opportunities. As a result, the shift engineer would never attain the

experience essential to providing meaningful advice during an incident,
Q nor would he gain the respect and confidence of the shift crew.

Having posed the difficult questicas in the preceding paragraph, we
shall now provide answers by defining the functional requirements to aid
the control rocm and develop a few organizational strategies to meet
those functional requirements altbough we recognize there will be
additional acceptable methods. In answering the question, what ,

capability needs to be available to the control room, we believe that in
an incident one knowledgeable individuar harving ccuparable

| qualifications of a senior operator (as upgraded through SIA type
training) should be available to assess the situation without the
requirement to execute procedures in response to the incident. 'Ihe,

designated individual or " technical advisor" should be free to review|
' the entire response to the incident. hhen items do not seem under

control or unexpected indications or events occur, the " technical
advisor" should, as appropriate: advise the shift supervisor, consult
with other off site individuals, call in response personnel, and if
needed begin to activate tba Technical Support Center..

D e second question to be addressed is should the " technical advisor" be

O-
a degreed engineer, and if so what engineering expertise is expected bf

7 n the role which we believe proper for the " technical advisor,"him? I

it is not expected that the individual should perform aralyses or
engineering calmtations, rather he should be experienced and trained to --

ocxuprehend indications being received and recognize if the situation is
,

under control or more assistance is'needed. We do not see any

partim1w advantage to having the person degreed. The concept of being
,

free of direct cperational pressures and having knowledge of plant
cperating details are more irtportant than possession of engineering .

analysis abilities. If, for example, the " technical advisor" were a
- ::echanical engir.ar and a paztimlar incident were electrical in nature,

~ the educational cackground would be of little use and the " technical
advisor" would lean on his experience and training to cope with the
situation. Mille we obviously woula not preclude using degreed talent,
it is the experience and training which should be utilized in providing
advice. That experience and training should be of the caliber expected

I of a senior reactor operator. Finally, it seems evident that the shift
operations personnel, in a highly unusual situation, would most likely
turn' to the rtest highly qualified individual in the plant organization
rather than to a junior engineer.

Having now Aefined the type of talent which is desired, how can this beO .

acccr:plished? We believe it can and should be met a number of ways.
We reason we say this is that different plants have different operating
nodes, different control room arrangements and Itost inpedant, different
mixes of talent in terms of experience, training and education. In

enclosure B we have defined a nurtber of organizational treans of'

n..~>- . _
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providing the functional capabilities. Scma would be preferred by a; %'
m, particular utility, but all methods would satisfy the functional

requirements we have discussed.

In surrary, we are convinced that if the tGC should issue regulations or
guidance, we believe it should specify tba functional requi.rements and
not dictate any one means of meeting the requirements. We have enclosed

Q as Enclosure C language which would be suitable to state the
requirement. Tra utilities who are charged with the responsibility to
safely operate their power plants should be permitted to develop and
propose means of meeting the regulatory requirements in a ranner
consistent with their site needs. Further pursuing this theme of
utility responsibility, we fully recognize the desire for future utility .

managers and upger ranagement to have front line nuclear plant
experience. There are many ways to achieve this, including time spent
on shift. But, we are sure you realife-that this is not the only way.
For exanple, tours of duty spent on the plant engiraering staff and
cocaining SRO licenses or certification provides engineering as well as
operational experience which is desireable to upper management in
decision making. 'Ihis is an area in which the NBC should clearly all::w
each private utility the leeway to conduct its own ranagement training
programs. We would appreciate the opportunity to discuss our views with
the Carmission and would be happy to answer any questions on.this
matter.

Sincerely,
a- .

pd ' r.. .v.e r ,.g.

DonaldF.KnubI ' -
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D rrosURE A

QUALIFICATIONS OF REACIOR OPEEWIOPS GPOUP

Baltimore Gas & Electric Ccupany

Cincinnati Gas & Electric Ca pany -

O Consumers Power Capany'

.

Florida Power Corporation

Florida Power & Light Ccrpany

Gulf States Utilities. 9 g
1

-

! Maine Yankee Atenic Power capany

I Nebraska Public Power District
i

| Northeast Utilities Service Capany
|

Northern States Power Ccupany-

.

Oraha Public Power District-

Pacific Gas & Electric Ccapany
,

.
t

Pennsylvania Power & Light Capariy '

'

Public Service' Electric & Gas Ccapany

Fochester Gas & Electric Corporation.

|
Sacramento Municipal Utility District -

'

|

Toledo Edison Capany
.

Wisconsin Public Service Corporation*
, ,

.

|

| Yankee Atcmic Electric Capany -

1
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. EBKIDSURE B

OPGANIZATIOtE CONCEPT 10 PPOVIDE TDQNICAL ADVISOR

O
~

1. DUrY "TEGNICAL ADVISOR"

One means of teeting the requirenent would be as depicted on
following scheratic. In this instance, a concept simO n to the
Navy's engineering duty officer or military standby alert systen
would be used. Staff engineers from the plant staff, the
Independent Safety Engineering Grotfp (ISEG) or other conpany
positions would be assigned to a rotating duty cycle and would
remain on call to the control rocxn as an advisor for a period of
say 24 hours. Rese individuals would be capletely knowledgeable
about the details of the plant based on their regular job at the
plant and the qualification progra:n and would be current on plant '
status and evolutions as part of their duty turnover. This
arrangement might be well suited for utilities having only a single
or few nuclear units, where well qualified ergineers could be
attracted to ' periodically stand periods of " technical advisor"
duty, but who would not be required to accept perranent' shift duty.

O '

tDPPAL OR ABNOPMAL-OPEBATION .

SHIFr SUPERVISOR (SRO) - - - ~- - on duty
" technical

advisor"

SRO level
trained

Y
l a

PO RO

2. UPGBADED SRO CCtN: .

This cencept uses two SRO's and two PO's to control the plant under
both normal and abnormal situations. We junior SPO raintains
direct supervision of the panel operators, providing backup to
their actions. The senior SPO, who has received additional
training similar to that outlined for STA's and has extensive plant
experience, is free to observe the panel cperators and the junior
SPO and to devote his attention to evaluating the overall response
of the facility. .

'
.
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NORMAL AND ABNOR9L OPERAT' IONS

SHIET SUPERVISOR
(SBO w/STA training)

.

SBO

I
. .
RO BO

3. SHIET DEINEIR OCtCEPr:
.=- -

In this concept the shift supervis6r iis in charge of the shift
cmplement and holds an SRO. A shift engineer who is a degreed
individual is assigned as the normal control rocm supervisor and
another SPD is assigned patrol outside of the control rocm as well
as performing duties in the control room. In the event of an
abnormal event, the shift engineer su: mons the shift supervisor to
the control room, assumes the role of " technical advisor", and does
not have procedural responsibilities. A sche.matic depicting this
organization's arrangement is shown below.

'

s
*

NOR9L OPEBATION
'

- i .

,

SHIET SUPfRVISOR (SPO)

3 i
SHIET ENGINEER SBO

'
(SPO, degreed) (Patrol & control

roca duties)
. .

.

4

ABNOPSRL OPERATICN

SHIETSHIIT -------

SUPERVISOR DGINEER

I _

- -

t I I
RO . RO SPO-

O .

.

O

< < c. . ,.

8*
,
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4. 'IVO COtfrPOL RCDS

In a two unit plant with two control rocms one concept for
providing a technical advisor would be to utilize one of the
trained SPO's as an advisor to the unit experiencing the incident.
In concept the arrangement would be as follows:

O
NOPMAL OPERATICN

SHIET
SUPERVISOR (SBO)

t
i 4

'"
CONTROL SUPERVISOR r i CJNIBOL SUPERVISOR

SFO (STA Trained) .SRO

. . . .
PO PO

'

RO BO
<

ABNOPMAL OPERATION

Unit experiencing problem operating unit
,

'
,

00sfBOL SUPERVISORSHIET,

Technical Advisor SPOSUPERVISOR -----

Sp0 1

I IiG 14 0
l

. .
PO RO -

-

.
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ENCICSURE C

ETjNCTICIU\L STATDE7f FOR "TEChWICAL ADVISOR"

The following paragraph, which might be suitable for incorporation
O in 10 GR 55, describes the required attributes of the 'Dechnical

advisor function.

"A capability to evaluate the overall response of the facility
shall be available during non-routine conditions. This
capability shall be vested in an individual who has the
training and experience necessary to recognize and evaluate
the transient response of the facility and wto is independent
of responsibilities for routine d'Lrection of operating Staff
personnel during a transient."

.
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SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY olSTRICT O 6201 S Street, Box 15830, Sacramento, California 95813; (916) 452 3211
..

E2 $ 23 ggQ
September 17, 1982 Ciricz y
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-
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SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION.
U S NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON D C 20555 E MMB R 4

y? FR3f/3dATTENTION 00CKETING AND SERVICE BRANCH

DOCKET 50-312
RANCHO SECO NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION
UNIT NO 1
PROPOSED CHANGE TO 10CFR50.54 *

The Sacramento Municipal Utility District proposes that the comments in the
following discussion be seriously considered prior to the NRC acting on the,

l

(] proposed change to 10CFR50.54 as published in the Federal Register, Volume
v 47, No.168 of August 30, 1982. .

-

All operating nu'elear power plants are required to operate and staff within
the requirements of the Technical Specifications issued uniquely for each
plant. The Technical Specifications provide flexibility for the NRC to ' con-
sider unique features at each facility when establishing minimum conditions
for operation. Historically, the Technical Specifications have established
the minimum staffing requirements for a particular unit and the requirements
have frequently been more restrictive than the law required. There is abso-
lutely no need to become prescriptive within the law to the working location
of personnel ( (proposed 10CFR50.54 (m)(2)(ii) and 10CFR50.54 (m)(2)(iii) )
nor the deadline for establishing staffing levels ( (proposed 10CFR50.54 (m)
(2)(i)). To do so, removes the flexibility to consider other alternatives
and may penalize a utility which has made good faith efforts to comply with

$$$ the wide range of uncoordinated guidance recently issued by the Commission.
,

This guidance includes staffing levels, experience requirements prior to"
.ogy licensing and overtime limits.

,

m o
@% The Darrell G. Eisenhut letter of July 31, 1980, discussed Interim Criteria
gu for Shift Staffing. The District's response to that letter dated November 3,
g 1980, established two realistic schedules for meeting the criteria.- One

schedule optimistically assumed no attrition and py.ojantta compliance dateThe' other schedule provided Tor a more reali_jttiL30'' g-yo
;9 of November, 1983.y

o 9 attrition and provided for a compliance date of ne, 1983. ' e NRC made no
"y response to the schedules and the District procee cco ngly with staffing

| actions. On January 15, 1982, the NRC letter from John F. Stolz, again
requested the District's schedule for meeting the Interim Criteria for* Shiftl

Staffing. The District reiterated the same schedule by letter dated

YO fl kb .'~ N|. bur $ Eb A.If
*
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SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION .

February ll,1982. The proposed rule change completely disregards the
District's previous responses and fails to recognize that operating personnel

'

cannot be licensed " overnight".

Q Historically, the District's Operator Licensing Program'has been deliberate
and extensive. Normally, a qualified candidate spends a minimum of eighteen i

to twenty-four months as an unlicensed operator in the plant prior to beginning ,

'reactor operator training. The license training program then takes approxi-
mately sixteen months to complete. In addition, the NRC has imposed a one year
experience requirement as a licensed reactor operator. prior to taking the Senior

'

Operator Examination, and the District's upgrade training program for Senior
Operator requires approximately seven months. Candidates put up for licensing
by the District have been 100% successful ifpassing the NRC examination on
the first attempt under the post-TMI 80%-70% criteria. This is in stark con-
trast to the experience of m'any other utilitfes. We finnly believe that any |

attempt to speed up the District program can only lead to adverse safety impli-
cations for the General Public.

IE Circular No. 80-02, of February 1,1980, established overtime guidance to
assure'that operating personnel are physically prepared to stand a competent
duty. The District, as a result of this guidance, has committed to establish
a six-shift rotation to minimize overtime and in particular, to eliminate the ,

requirement to conduct training on an overtime basis. As a result of industry's
commitment to INPO, the required oprator requalification program has expanded

O making the nonovertime training goal even more important. .This commitment to
six shift' was enhanced by INP0 comments resulting froin the 1981 audit and mores
recently by an outside consultant review conducted as.a commitment given to the
NRC Regional Director during an enforcement conference. This six-shift rotation '
commitment would have to be' delayed for many months if a requirement is made to ,

increase the. licensed operator staffing per shift in 1983. ' '

Discussions with other utilities indicate that many other plants would have to'

,

meet the increased shift staffing by scheduled overtime'and by less than six
i shift rotations. In light of industry experie.nce and IE Circular No. 80-02,

.this action seems contrary to the best interest of safety. It would seem that
.

" if 'i.n fact utilities do take these steps because of the proposed rule change,.t

~the NRC'is. guilty of enfo'rcing one requirement without thoroughly evaluating its-
resulting impact on other guidance the industry is trying t'o meet. Here.is an
excellent example of how a rule change' removes flexibility which the Technical
Specifications allow..r

Amendment No. 31 to the Rancho Seco Operating License prescr,1 bed in the Technical
Specifications that a Shift Technical Advisor (STA) be available to shift crew
personnel. The District has embarked on a training program to license Shift
Technical Advisors currently on the staff. This program, voluntary in nature, is

O being pursued'as a means of strengthening the overall capability of the operating -

crew and support staff. Two of the District's STA's are . currently licensed as
Reactor Operators and four others are in training with an anticipated licensing
date of March 1, 1983.

A final comment that should be onsidered deals with a serious situation which
the NRC guidance ha's caused. The proposed rule and earl'ier guidance is
promoting personnel piracy within che. industry.

,_
,

~, ,.,m. m a
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Enclosed is a letter that has been sent directly to the homes of numerous
District employees. This is typical of several such piracy attempts which
are known to District management. In additien, the local media in areas
where experienced nulcear personnel are concentrated as well as industry

O publications are commonly used to advertise opportunities. The direct home
. mailing generally comes about from concentrated programs aimed at particular
individuals. In the case of the example we have enclosed, we feel that it
represents recognition that the District has acquired and trained excellent
operating personnel. However, it also illustrates the extent to which some
hiring finns will go to meet their employers requests. These requests are
undoubtedly a direct result of the NRC's mandated staffing requirements and .

2

the proposed deadline dates which we fear are to become law without benefit
of seriously looking at each facility's uniqu~e rituations. What is particu-
larly distressing about this solicitation.is that the salary offers from the
the~ investor owned utility sponsoring the recruiter exceed the District's

<

salary structure by 15%-325, and the license bonus by 43% or more. Since
the District is municipally owned, it has many of the same type of fiscal
restraints and public responsibilities with respect to salary and benefits -

with which U.S. Federal organizations are faced. ;

;

It should also be pointed out in this context, that piracy of licensed personnel
actually decreases the supply of licensed operators at U.S. Nuclear power
stations. Not only do many of these individuals leave the utility industry,s-

many that join other utilities do so in nonshift operations capacities. Even

o those licensed personnel who join a new utility to remain in shift operationsare removed from licensed duty for one to two years while they train and.-'

license on the new facility.

If due consideration is given the above comments, the District-is confident-'

that the Commission will see the merits in dealing with power station staffing
levels and deadlines for.those levels on a case by case basis and rescind the
proposed change to 10CFR50.54. The Technical Specification conditions for oper-

i ation certainly provide for establishing Comission requirements and at the same
time provide for much more flexibility than does the proposed rule change.

'

..

Sincerely,

l

bc: J. J. Mattimoe
3 D. G. Raasch

i ( R. J. Rodriguez,

R. A. DieterichR. J. odriguez
Manager, Nuclear Operations. J. V. McColligan

R. W. Colombo
L.G.Schwieger(2).

O SupervisorsAttachment ,

Tom Baxter
4th Floor Files
3rd Floor Filescc: Richard DeYoung (NRC)

John F. Stolz (NRC) ,Harvey Cantor
.
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September 27; 1982-

- s
B1057% 00CHETED

Adr. samueli chtse USNRC

secretary
U 3. Nuclee Regulatory Commission _; - -

82 SEP 29 A7:46Washington, D, C. 20555 "~

y\
Haddam Neck Plant 0FFICE OF SECRETAN

00CKETING & SERVitrMillstone Nuclear Power $tation, Unit Nos.1, 2, & j BRANCH
Proposed Rule Governing; Licensed

Operator Staffing at Nucsear Power
Plants (47 Fed. Ret,38135 (1982))

Dear Mr. Dhl&T

Ori August .30,1982 the Commission published for comment a sw4pcded rule
governing Ilcensed operator staffing at nuclear power plants (47 Federal _Remister135 (1982)). C-.c, ticut

eclear Ener Yankee Atomic Power Company de Northeast
Pr* Posed rule.y Cornpany are pleased to submit the following comments on the

prden tl%
t, CYAPCO & NNECO wish to emphadw that they have beenl

Working to upgrade shift staffing so that, consistent with the proposed rule,
~

there will be on Asty at each operating unit two licensed Senlar ReactorOperators, two licensed Reactor Operators, and a minimum of two unlicensedmaillary operators. These activities have been under wa
hugh they were not required by rule, regulatlan or order. y since 1930,is, weeven

In spite of th
bet 11 eve that the proposed rule includes an unreaftstic compliance deadline which
should be modified. We further recommend- that certain tecludcal chan
made in the pivycd rule. These comments are set forth In detail below. ges be

L The January 1.'1933 DeadIfne
and the Exemption Process

,

As currently proposed, the shift staffing rule would have to be satisfied full;r by
January 1,1983, unless a licensee can show good cause why it shou!( be

ted from achieving compliance by that date. We submit that such aI

i is completely unrealistic because it falls to account for the very rest
ficulties already being encountered by licensees attempting to completa shift

,

fing upgrades in a timely manner. These difficulties meludes,

&OQO230agogg,
38!,32 _ PDRT % '

resently operate Miltstone Units 1 and 2 and the
Haddam Neck nuclear facilities. Additionalty. M111stan. Irni, t t. .a- *::. . = a -

_
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(1) increased training aruf other requireme' tsn
imposed on current operating staff which

,

lengthens tralning timer -

| ($ unexpected attrition in current operating
staffsg

($' elevated standards for obtaining operator
licenses; --

.- .

(O delays in NRC administering reactor
operator tests; and

(S the need to distribute operating staff with
commercial experience among not only
currently operating pcwtr reactors but also
among faclittles which will soon begin
functional testing, fuel loading, start-up
testing and power ascension.-

p 1s apparent to CYAPCO and NNECO that the NRC ls sensitive to the
dficulties in obtaining enough qualified personnel to meet staffing. requirements.
given the Commissions difficulties in fully staffing its own Operator Licensing
Branch despite extensive recruitment elforts. .

Dwing the past year, CYAPCO & NNECO have endeavored to bring these
matters to the attention of the NRC 5taff, apparently with little or no success.
On October 22, 1980 we stated in a letter to Darrell C. ElserAut that we weis
committed to certain upgrades in shift staffing by July 1,1982. However, we
also advised NRC that the July 1,1952 date was contingent upon a number of
frctors such as minimum turnover of personnel out of the Operations .

Department and continued success at licensing new Reactor Operators and
Senior Reactor Operators.2

On September 28,1981 CYAPCO & NNECO again wrote to the NRC conceming
shift staffing levels. We advised the Staff that we would be unable to achieve
the increased staffing levels as early as crip,inally anticipated and that it would
require until July t,1983 to have a second licensed Reactor Operatcr on duty in,

the control room rather than July 1,1982, as. originalty planned. The letter set
forth a number of reasorn for this chnngd, including the need to staff Millstone

i O -

.
.

I October 22, 1980 letter from W. C. Counsl3 to Darrell G. Eisenhut,
Director, of Operating Reactors. OIfice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
U.S. Nucleer Regulatory Commission.

. . ,
.
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Unit No. 3 with the rnaxiscurn number of experlenced Reactor Operators, and
increased regulatory requiremmes governing overtime and training.3 Following
d meeting with NRC in December,1981 and at the Staff's request, CYAPCO &
NNEco p and submitted on March 1,1982 a detailed plan (including its
justificati to assure that required shift coverage would be available by Jufy 1,
1983.4

Lastly, on August 31, 1982, CYAPCO edvised "Ou[NRC with respect to Haddam
Neck that it was unable to place two individuals with Senior Reactor Operators
(SRos) on each shtit as recommended in Staff guidance documents. This situation
was due to unexpected attrition, ef foets to provide college level tralning to SR,0s
and delay in processing NRC examination results.3

At present, It is clear that CYAPCO and NNECO will be unahte to meet the
upgraded staffing levels by Janoary 1,1983 without reducing the number of
shifts and violatin g the overtime guidell ws of Generic Letter 82-12. However,
at stated in the Narch I,1982 letter *, CYAPCO and NNECO intend to achieve
full compliance with these stafIIr g guidelines by July I,1983. Also, as stated in
our March 1,1982, letter, as additenal !! censed operators become available,

O ther -iii be piaced on shift so as to meet the starftns recommendations on-as
many shifts as possible. Thus, some shifts could actualty be staffed In
cecordance with the NRCs guidance as early as January I,1983. However, It

- will require until July 1,1983 to provide this level of staffing on all shif ts., ,

'

CYAISCd and NNECO find it extremely disturbing that not only has the NRC
failed to respond to the merits oteur previous submittals regardin5 shif t staffing

|
upgrades, but that it is now proposing to. require that sucft upgrades be completed
within approximately two mcmthr. If regulations are to include reasonable'

compilance deadlines, they muse take into account the practical difficulties
licensees w118 face In achieving cornpMance. There is no indication that the
proposed rule does sa. Accordir:g!y, the January 1,1983 compliance date set
forth in the prepowd rule should be. extended at least six months, and, more
realistically, should be exterided cne year to January 1,1989.

We further suggest that it ts mhlaading to state (as does the Federal Remister.

notice) that the January 1, 1983 deaciIne is reasonable because "the' utility
Industry has been attempting to meet the increased staffing levels called for In

| NUREG-0737 for approxuna'ely two years." (47FR38136). In fact, as the

O
-

.

.

September 28, 1981 letter from W. G, Counsli to Darrell G. Eisenhut.J

~C , March 1,1982 letter from W. G Counsti to Darrell G. Eisephut.

- _ _ -
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Commission itself knows, NUREG-07V was and still is a staff muldance i

document to the extent that it applies to currently operating plants,6 and as such '

does not impose any legal requirements on current operating license holders.7 We
i

,,

bellee that to estab11sb a bmdIng deadHne for meeting a requirement based on
the premise that Licensees had ample notice of it by virtue of an earlier Staff
gundance document reteoscttyety transforms that r>>nbinding document to a

;formal requirement.

the legal questions raised hyy relying on a guidanceMoreover, aside from
document to justify a compilance deadline, we believe that the reference to
NUREC-0737 indicated a failure of NRC to clarify the priority it has placed and
now places on shif t staffing upgrades. One effect of not imposing such upgrades
as a requirement Initially was to send a signal to both licensees and the puhuc ~

that,, while NRC believed that s51f t staffing should be given attention, it was of
o lower pelocity than other facility modifications (including procedural or
organizational changes) which were required by law. Consequently, in those
cases where both required modifications and recommended actions could not be
completed simultaneously, licensees gave higher priority to completing required

|
activltles. The NRC should not now impose a short-term deadline based on its,

|
belief that licensees hao a oeriod of time precedtog imposition of the.

j requirement b t!n period i. hen the " requirement" was set forth In Staff
. guidance documents) during whlds to achleve compilance, Rather, a compliance

date should be established which takes into account fully the priority the NRC
in fact placed on shif t staf fing upgrades:

.

Lastly, we do not a6rce with the assumption Implicit in the proposed rule that
O cven if the January 1.1983 dea:lline cannot be met, the exemption' process willprovide a mechanism through which relief from that deadline may be provided on

o case-by-case basis. We have already requested relief from those aspects.of the
5taff "guldance documents" which would be codt!!ed in the pW regulation. .~

Moreover, we have submitted detailed justification in support of such reflef on
September 28,19R1, and March 1,1932. We have also met with the Staff to
discuss the matter on December 1,1981. As yet, no action has been taken on the
request. And, the fact that the NRC.has proposed a shif t staffing upgrade rule
without addressing the potential obstacles to meeting the January 1,1983

1 deadline already brought to its attention in those semittals does not provide a,

basis for concluding that they vill be considered by the Staff later on In the
exemption process.

.

* Transcript of June 11, 1982 Public Commission Meeting, " Discussion of
Status of Shift Manning Requirement" at P. 26-78.,

'

See,g _Magr of Fire Protection for _Operatinn Nuclear P,.tantg ct.LJts- ,.7 -

_

NT13 NttC 778,782 n. 2 U94D.-
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past experience with the exemption process edifirms this view. For
te, when it became apparent that licensees wodid be unable to meet the

July 1,1981 deadline for insta!Iation of a prornpt pubile notification system
originally required by 10CFRJ0.47 and Appendix E, the Commission
changing the date to February 1,1982. See 46 Federal Realster 46587 (1981

In our comments on he proposed regulation, we , advised the Commission that
despite its best efforts, through no fault of our.own we would be unable to meet
the proposed deadune. Consequently, CYAPCO & NNECO recommended that a
later date be selected.4 Bee:me this recommendation was not accepted, we filed

i

a request for a limited exemption from the February 1,1982 deadtIne.9 Therequest was denied for the foilswing reasons.
t ,

!
.

When the Commission chose the February I,
1982 deadline they were aware that some
licensees were, estimatin5 that they might not
be able to complete installation of their
systems by that date. Even with tt:Is
knowledge, the Commission decided that the *

February t,1.982. de.,dline was reasonable, and
O that all licensees should have been able to

-

meet this deadline by having applied ulficientfresourtars to the task without delay.N

Important}y, the denial did not address er factual justifications for thecxemption request. Rather, it asserted simply that the February 1,1982deadline was reasonable. The current rulemaking on shift staffing upgrades
appears to be following this same unfortunate pattens The NRC has pro
that IIcensees satisfy a new requirement in an unreasonably short time. posed .

The
difficulties In doing sa have been brought to the attention of NRC, yet se far
these difficulties have apparently been ignored by the NRC. Accordingly,
CYAPCO & NNECO urge that the January.I,1983 deadline set forth in the
proposed regulation be extended from six months to one year.,

.

a October 20, 1951 letter from W. G. Counsli to Mr. Samuel 3. Chilk,
Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ,

January 13, 1982 letter from W. G. Counstt to Mr. William J. Dircks,
Executive Dirm tor for Operations, tJ. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

30
February 3,1982 letter from Mr. Darrell G. Eisenhut to W. G. Counsil.

._-. - __. - . - .
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Another experlenen witich has s!gnificantly contributed to our current perception
cf the workability oli tte exemption process concerns the fire protection or ,
Appendix R issue. Despite the explicit guidance provided to the NRC 5taff In
the United States, Court of Appeals decision issued on March 16,198211, it is not
yet clear how the commission InteMs to ensure that. exemption requests are in

hection Dt.G.2 of Appervils R. fact being elevated to a level cornparable to the three' alternatives specified InThe extensive resourch that have been invested
In documenting and pursuing the exemption alternatives could have been reduced!

'

slgnificantly if the regulation had initially been founded on more sound technical
ka %

U. .%hstantive Modifications-

. .

| CYAPCO & NNECO have two. specific comments.on substantive aspects of the
| proposed regulatlen. First, the preposed reptlation sho:dd be modified to

account expressly for personnel absences of hmited duration. We therefore
recommend that the following footnote (footnote four) be added to the tabla set
forth in pig,c,5ed Section 30.WmX2XD: '

The aboYe Shift Crew COmpoSitiori may be lessi
,

1 than the minimum requirements for a period
'

of time not to exceed two hours in order to'

accommodate unexpected absences, provided,

expeditious setlons are taken to fill the
, , . required posTLthwis.

.

$This provistad would inewporate language' similar to that already found In
,31ection 4 of the Standard l'echnical Specifications, and in our existing Technical

; fpecifications Iseued by the NRC.
! 0

dn addition, ive recommend that the transition points with respect to staffing|

requirements be identified In terms of . operational modes now set forth in
Standard Teclutical Specifications. Specifically, operating nuclear power units
would be defined as units in hot shutdown, hot standby, startty and poweroperation. Urdts in ccM s%tdown or in refue!Ing would be defined as not
operating. See Section I,"Detbdtions", of 5tandard Technical Specifications.

( at, value-impact Statement -

We believe: that the vatte-!m, Tact statement supporting the proposed rule is
Inadequate. When the Commissloo issued its existing value-impact guidelines, it

,

.

| contemplated that those gtddelines would be a useful device in analyzing the
need for and effectiveness of proposed administrative actions. It is ditficult to
understand how this Commission goal can be achieved in view of the Inadequate
manner in which the Staff hn applied the guidelines.

O'. ~

11 Opinion of the U. S. Court of Appeals for the Distric of Columbia Cin:uit,
No. 31-1050, The Connecticut Light and Power Company, Et AI., w

| Nuclear Regulatory Commissien, March 16,1982.

.

m ., . ? ' ~

.
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For example, the value-irrpact statement included with the proposed rule states:

"The impact e the ine!ustry would be the cost of training and maintaining
Q the required number of licensed operators on shift?

ande \ !
3

"The value of t!w. prrposed at: tion to the pubtle would be safer and more
reliable opetation of nuclear power facilities."

Yet, no attempt != rnado to qtwitify either thefimpact or the value. In fact, no
;

information is provided to substantiate the statement that nuclear plant
operation will be safer :md nere reliable with the increased staffing levels.
Therefore, tve }udge the 'talue-impact statement to be extremely shallow since
there is no benchrrsark to judge relative costs and benefits.

.'
We trust that ou, recommendations will be considered by the NRC prior to
promulgating the proposet rule, paticularly with respect to the January 1, !?S3
comp 11anco date s?t forth therein, If that date is not modified, we would have
no other alternative but to request an exemption from it.This administrative
cxercise of estabitshing an imreasonable deadline then taking enforcement
actions against 11<:ensees that cannot comply will not result in any measurableincr

O cv^ ease in the pubile baalth arvd safety, especially since the resources of botheco, Nueco ad t** "ac c eid 6 a ** < e #* a aivias aih r i -

The NRC is urged to evaluate and resporti to the merits of our justification at:

thls stage, rathee t!wn pmmulgating the ride as proposed and obilgating us to
cmbark tpon another administrative exe cise.:

in response to Commissirmer Asselstine's request for comments on the feasibi!Ity
ci complying with the 3anuary 1,1983 date, we are providing a copy of this
letter to his office directly.

If you have any c;uestion:s on these comment % *e would be pleased to Aar,-
them with you. -

,

Very truly yourg -

*
1

CONNECTICLTT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY
NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

O AYMfAr
counsci - '

Senior Vice President
ces Commissioner AswisOne

..

-p,,.-.. - - - . . ,, -. - ---r_...- - - . . - -
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@ ORIGINAL TELECOPIED ON 9/27/82 AND'
CONFIRMED AS RECEIVED BY PR. BYRON BROWN

O ResusarrrEO On 9/30/82 stC&usetNac onty neceivEo ist
September 2'7, 1982 #
W -82-184 \ JHG-82-173

.
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'

AWSecretary of the Commission
. cFHcE O m..M.;yg .

United States Nuclear Regulatory Comnrission.. ; -

.cccKEig~-- |0-t

Washington, D. C. 20555
00cET f:Uf/.BER 50Attention: Docketing and Service Branch py.:,pos a autE_l !

ff /E .30! Raforences: (a) License No, OOR-36 (Docket 50-309)
/

(b) MYAPCo Letter to USNRC dated July 21,1982, Pet 62-142,

| " Request for Extension of Shift Manning Requirements"
. (c) USNRC Letter to MYAPCo dated September 1, 1982

Subject: Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company coments on Proposed Rule: '

Licensed Operator Staffing at Nuclear Power Units, 'FR38135, et seg,
O ^"a"*' ' , 1982

Dear Sir:

Maine Yankee is pleared to prnvide comments on the subject proposed rule.
Our coments endese the concept of a second $RO on duty for operating units,
express reservations about the requirement for a fourth licensed individual on
shift, erepress reservations about the reasonableness and workebility of the

, proposed implementation schedule and suggest a revision to the definition of
" operating" contained in a footnote to the proposed rula's staffing table.i

Maine Yankee is a single unit pMnt and is required by license to have at
locot one SRO and two ROs on each shift crew during power operation.

I We agree that there is a benerit associated with the proposed requirement
for two SR0s on each crew and have always attempted to meet that standard.,

However, attrition and the need for more operators to meet expanded training;

requirments has sometimes made it necessary to resort to meeting only the
license requirements.- Despite our past difficulties, we believe that the
proposed two SRO requirement would improve the quality of operations.

.

We believe that the requiremmt ror a fourth, license on each shift is
scessary, will not result in any ccrepenr.ating improvernents in operational' i

wality and may, in ract, be detrimentui.

The addition of a second 580 and the increased SRO training requirements,
alua the requirement for a qualified Shift Technical Advisor already increase
substantially the technical competence of each shift crew. A second RO only
idds yet another " pair of hands * which does not appear to be a " lessen
'estned" from THI. _ , . . , .

|

. - - . _. - - . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ - - _ _ _ _ _ . __ _ __
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MAINE Y Ardit:CE ATOPHC POWER COMPANY*

.

!

retary to the Commissit.m September 27, 1982 '
Mted States Nuclear Reguletory Comission Page two

,

The additional training requiramants imposed since THI have prompted many
utilities to go from five to six chif ts and expand their training staffs. The
added experiencs requirements for operators has ruade rapid staff expansion
dif ficult if not isnpassible in same casas. The required fourth license will
further strain the already prenst:d trsining- resources of licensees requiring
yst more instructors cosopctriding the need for' mote licensed operators.

| The requirement will force soms licansees to back down from six to five .

! and perhaps even to four shifts, increasing the work load on the operators,
porhaps raising str.rition which would compound the problem. ,

,

Furthennare, dropping back the eveber of shifts would reduce the time
cvailable for training, more overtime work would be necessary and training
quality may su,ffer. In si.meery, incretsing the quantity of licenses may'

decrease the quality of licensees. -

We believs the schedule in the proposed rule is unrealistic. We have
cted a comprehensive study to determine when we could meet ~it using all

cvoilable resources. Because nf tne tise necessary to give new operators at
each job level the required experienca and training, our best estimate for
meeting the requirements is mid-1984. Any early schedule imposed would force
us to reduce the nt.aber pf shifts with the possible adverse consequences
described earliec.

Meine Yankee has previously (R?farence (b)) indicated the time frames
required to add a fourth (5RO) licensed individual to operating crews. Starf
consideration of this matter was deferred (Reference (c)). .

For your infometion, Attactisent A outlines the steps we believe must be
tccoroplished to pluce a fourth (SR]) licensed individual on shift.

We do not believe the definitions of "cperating" in the proposed rule's
. steffing table are aporopriate, We would suggest a revision which would hew

moro closely to the lines present in standard technical specifications. For'

example, the second SRO raquirenent mignt De applied to startup and power
oporating modes and relaxed in. shutdown modes. Tnis would promote consistency

h familiar mode definitions and checkpoints. There seens to be no rational'

making th.ts reauirement applicable at or above 200*F for PWRs - any other
'emperature would serva equally -eell.

-
.

,

- - , - . - - - - - ,w, - - - - , , _ - _ . - . . , , , _ _ _ , __ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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MAINa YANKEE ATQMIC PCWER COMf*kNY

,

lecrotary to the Corsnission September 27, 1982 .inited States Nuclear Regulatory Comission Page threa
~

,.

Maine Yarkee believes that the requirement for a second SRO is worthwhile;
:hmt the requirement for a fourth license is unnecessary and may be
ktrimental; that the proposed schedule should be delayed at least one year to
irovide the time to meet it without an undue sacrifice in quality; and that

, tio darinition of " operating" should be revised for consistency.

Yours very trialy,
. MAINE YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COPPANY

,

O Mbd'

.

John H. Garrity, Senior Director
Nuclear Engineer [ing & Licensing

.
. .

HGapjp - ~

trectment - 1 Page

et Mr. Paul A. Swetland
Mr.' Ronald C. Haynes

:Mr. Robert A. Clark . ,

.

e

O ~

.
.
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MAINE YAHKEE ATOMIC PowsM COMPANY

-

Q' ATTACHND4T At ST & S FOR ADDITION OF A FOURTH
..

LICENSED (SRG) INDIVIOUAL ON SHIFT
.

0
R_elief of unileensed equipment operators by qualified replacirtents so

'

"

the equipment operators can go into training for NRC RO iicensingexaminations.
o

Training and NRC ermitration and licensing of RC candidatas for .
-

assigment as reliefs for RGs on duty.
.

O
Relief of on-duty RQs by new ROs so. the relieved Rua can go intotraining as SR0s.

O
Training and Nr0 e.saminetton and licensing of SRO candidates. (Note:NRC experience requitar, ants must be met by SRO candidates).

.

*
Addition of the new $ROS CD the operating Crew.

.-m -ee

.
.

e
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experience level of the operating staff, as well as creating the possibility of a
flawed training and hiring program. If'a utility is forced to license a certain
number of operators by an arbitrary date, the temptation exists for th& license *
candidate to study to " pass the exam", and not necessarily to operate the plant.
Additionally, if the candidate is not allowed an adequate amount of time to absorb
the information he is learning, his retention of that material may be decreased. i

O Both of these possibilities have obvious safety consequences. WPSC has tried to
i minimize these concerns by establishing a rational'achedule which allows an adequate

amount of time to train license candidates.
'

The dilution of the overall experience level is of great concern to us. Prior to
this requirement, WPSC's operational staff consisted of five shifts, with one SRO
(the shift supervisor) and two RO's per shift. (WPSC also maintains an STA on site
when the unit is above cold shutdown.) The~dxperience level of these personnel was
excellent, due to the extremely low rate of attrition which we have been able to

maintain. For example, in March of 1979, every shift supervisor and licensed operator.
' on shift had pre-operational experience at the Kewaunee Plant, even though we had

been operating for five years at that time. The value of this experience cannot be
over-emphasized. The control room operators are, in part, the first to respond
to alarms and abnormal conditions in the control room. The insight into the workings
of the plant that these personnel have gained from pre-operational experience is

,

extremely valuable.'

.

However, as a result of the proposed requirement for a second SRO, WPSC has been
| forced to take steps which will virtually eliminate all pre-operational experience

()"throughoutthelifeoftheplant,however,undernormalconditionstheturnoverof
on the panels". WPSC acknowledges that this experience cannot be maintained

,

,

personnel would be much slower, allowing for a timely and more complete transfer of
information.and experience among the operators.

WPSC also acknowledges that this experience will not be totally lost, since present
operators that will be upgraded to SRO's will be acting supervisors in the control

Keep in mind, however, that the actual manipulation of controls rests withroom.
the control room operators (RO's), and these operators will be the first to respond
to abnormal conditions.

| Aaother negative aspect of the proposed effective-date~is the potential it creates
for " pirating" of operators in the industry. An arbitrary shift manning requirement,'

with an arbitrary effec.tive date, will increase the temptation for utilities to
recruit qualified operators from operating power plants, causing a further reduction
in overall experience levels.

"

| Finally, with respect to an arbitrary completion date, WPSC would like you to realize
the potential it would create for a contradiction with another one of your guidelines.

I Generic Letter 82-12 (June 15, 1982) informed all utilities of your guidelines
concerning working hours for nuclear plant operating staffs. These guidelines limit

O- the amount of overtime and consecutive days that operators should be allowed to
work. The imposition of an arbitrary date when an increased staff size would be

;
' required could result in a forced overtime situation which in turn would result in 1

the violation of your working-hour guidelines at those facilities which have
traditionally operated successfully with small operating staffs. This would
unreasonably place the utility in a "no-win" situation.

'

- - .
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Tochnical Justification for Increased Staff Size
*

1

As justification for the increase in operating staff size which would be required by
the proposed 10CFR50.54 (m)(2), the NRC has stated that ". . . . studies and investigations
hcve recommended changes in the numbers, qualifications, and organization of nuclear
pcwer plant personnel. .... These studies concluded that, among other things, current
chift staffing requirements should be upgraded." Here, once again WPSC finds history(~e}rspeatingitself. The NRC has not given any justification for the requirement withs-

this statement, but has referred the reader to a set of other documents. This is
exactly the practice for which the NRC was admonished by the Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia in their decision on the Fire Protection Requirements (Docket
81-1050, March 16, 1982).

WPSC feels that this continuing disregard for,the requirements of the Administrative
Procedure Act only serves to undermine NRC licensee s and the public's confidence ind

the rulemaking process.

WPSC has reviewed several of the reports and documents referenced in the proposed rule.
Unlike the Commission, WPSC does not feel that these reports recommend an increase
in the staff size of operating plants, as discussed below. '

,

Kameny Report

The report of the President's Commission on Three Mile Island (The Kemeny Report)
includes recommendations for improvements in several areas, ranging from the NRC itself
to Emergency Planning and Response. In reviewing these recommendations, WPSC has not
ks.en able to identify any that specifically recommend an increase in the on-shift

Ostaffatnuclearpowerplants. Perhaps the recommendations of the President's
Commission that come the closest to this proposed requirement are those regarding.

training. However, these recommendations do not require an increase in the number
cf operators, but an upgrade in the training of operators. In WPSC's opinion, this

,

, proposed rule runs exactly counter to these recommendations by imposing an arbitrary
'

dste of implementation, thus undermining the objective of improved training (as

discussed'above). ,

WPSC's conclusion that the Kemeny Report does not recommend an increase in operating
staff size is supported by Volume 2 of NUREG 0660, NRC Action Plan Developed as a
Rasult of the TMI-2 Accident. Pages 3 through 26 of volume 2 provide a. cross reference
of the President's Commission's recommendations to the Action Plan items. Item 1.A.l.3,
Shift Manning, does not appear on this cross reference.

l Bulletins and Orders Task Force

The report of the Bulletins and Orders Task Force is also referenced in the proposed
rule as justificat4cn for increased staffing. Again, WPSC's review of this report
has been unsuccessful in pro'viding technical justification for this proposed rule.
In fact, footnote (1) of the proposed rule suggests that NUREG 0660 be used to glean
further technical information on this requirement. WPSC has found that the Bulletin

Oand Orders Task Force report is not even referenced in Volume 2 of NUREG 0660 (see
above).

NRC Special Inquiry Group (SIG)

WPSC's review of the report of the Special Inquiry Group (Rogovin Report) provided
a repeat of our other reviews. Again, the report recommends an " upgraded set of
requirements" concerning shift staffing, but falls short of suggesting an increase,

,

l in the number of licensed. senior reactor operators on site until appropriate analyses

. -_---- - - - . _. . -. - - __ - , __
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cre completed. The Rogovin report suggests that the qualifications of the utility's
staff be certified to insure the management and technical qualifications of utility
parsonnel. (pp 106-107 of the Rogovin Report) , ,

In reviewing the recommendations of the SIG a's summarized in NUREG 0660 WPSC could
caly' identify a weak link between the SIG's recommendations and the actual requirement
to increase the staff size. For example, recommendation 9 (page 75, volume 2 NUREG

()0660)suggeststhat: .

.

Until recommendation 8 can be implemented, the NRC should require that all
hot operations shifts be manned by a minimum of one SRO, two CRO's and one
additional individual with demonstrated and tested capabilities in abnormal

system diagnosis. Two of these individuals should be required in the plant

control room at all times (C.2.a C.3.a).

Recommendation 8 suggests that research be p rformed'to determine what an appropriate
staff size should be. WPS has met the requirements of recommendation 9. It is our

i understanding that task analyses are being performed by INPO, among others; while
this work is continuing our shif t staff is made up of one SRO (Shif t Supervisor), two

,

RO's, one Shift Technical Advisor, one equipment operator and one auxiliary operator.-

Similarly, recommendation 2 (page 76, Volume 2. NUREG 0660) suggests that "on-shif t
manning levels be increased to levels determined to be needed by the results of accidene
response task analyses." Again, it is premature to proceed with rulemaking on this
topic until the appropriate research is completed.

.

- Referring finally to NUREG 0737 and the preliminary value impact statement associated
with this proposed rule, WPSC at last discovered an attempt to justify this requirementa
The latter document states that this requirement is necessary (1) to ensure the
presence of a person with a senior operator license in the control room at all times, .

that a nuclear power unit is operating; and (2) to provide a minimum number of licensed
personnel on each shift at all times.

NUREG 0737 states essentially the same purposes for this rule, with the justification
| that it would allow for the movement of key individuals (presumably, the shif t

supervisor) about the plant.

|
While WPSC agrees with the.c'oncept of mobility for the shift' supervisor, we do not.

~

l understand the reasoning that there should always be an SRO in 'the control room.
WPSC's experience has shown that current staffing levels are adequate to provide
for the health and safety of the public. In our off-normal experiences at the
Kewaunee Plant, WPSC has shown that two qualified RO's, under the direction of the
shift supervisor, can adequately handle the plant. Furthermore, since serious

accidents at nuclear power plants are slow developing (e.g.: TMI-2) , the shif t

supervisor can be Allowed to move about the plant with assurance that he can return
to the control room within minutes, if necessary.

()WPSChasnotbeenabletodetermineadequatetechnicaljustificationinthereferenced
documents to require that an SRO be in the control room at all times. This requirement

j

appears to have been assumed by the NRC, thus providing the basis for increasing the'

staff at nuclear power plants. Based on our eight years of operational experience,
it is WPSC's opinion that such a requirement is not necessary.

I
. .. . _

4. m e - . . , ,. . ,
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In fact, WPSC feels that there are potential safety concerns in increasing staff sizes
to a level where individuals become nonproductive. If the staff level is raised to
such a point, the nonproductivity of the personnel will breed inattentiireness, Which
in turn can have serious safety consequences.- WPSC recommends that this proposed
rule be delayed to allow for the completion of appropriate research which will define

O
e need for such a rule.th ..

1 .

InWPSC'sopinion,thesafetyofnuclearpowerplants-isbestservedbyhighlyqualifish
personnel. The number of personnel on shift will add little or nothing to safety if.

those personnel are not adequately prepared for their job responsibilities. WPSC feels
that the NRC should not concentrate on numbers as much as on the proper selection,

qualification and continual requalification of personnel. By imposing arbitrary
completion dates for a rule such as this, the NRC is only undermining the key component
in the safety of a nuclear power plant. ---

, ,

.

Such a generalized statement of purpose, unsupported by specific technical justificatio0
is an' insufficient basis for imposition of a costly, inefficient and potentially
counterproductiire staffing requirement. The method of proposed implementation and ,
lack of expressed justification suggest that the rule is being proposed more for its .
cppearance of increasing safety than for its substance. _

- . , ~ ~

In summary, WPSC recommends tnat the commission not adopt the proposed rule fo'r theN '
~

I

4.'
following reasons:

.- . _.,
,

1. The proposed rule violates the procedures and intent of the Administrative
0

|
' Procedure Act. -,n ,7s

2. The proposed effective date is arbitrary; impositions of.this arbitrary - I
date could have severe safety consequences. - \ '

, _
' s -

. _ . ..
, '

' ,
'

3. The commission has not provided adequate technical justiification for _che
-

rule. _ ~ t

' ' '

[ 4. WPSC's experience at the Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plantshas demonstrated g'

. the acceptability of our existing staff size.
'

'

5. .The rulemaking shotild, at a minimum, be postponed until the appropriate
analyses considering shift manning are completed. Paraphrasing the words '

of the Court of Appeals, the NRC has treated the safeguards of the -

administrative process.too cavalierly, making it impossible for the
public (or a reviewing court) to discern that the agency action has
indeed furthered the public safety. .

,

As always, WPSC wo'uld be happy to discuss these comments with you, and would' appreciate
your reply.

O verv c==17 ve t . .

co ~'
C. W. Giesler
Vice President - Nuclear Power ,, ,

js
~ *

cc - Mr. Robert Nelson,'US NRC
~

'j.

Mr. David Baker, Foley & Lardner .

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ -_ ._ ._ ___ - _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ - - - . _ - - - . _-
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Northem States Power Company
:s

414 Ncoilet Mall
Minneapohs Mennesota 55401

*
Telephone (612) 330 5500 i

1

0{.tober 6,1982 l-~

v

em

Secretary of the Commission
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Section

Northern States Power Company appreciates the opportunity to review and comment
on the proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 50 related to Licensed Operator Staffing
at Nuclear Power Units published in the Federal Register on August 30, 1982.

We have the following comments to offer:

' Requirement for Senior Reac$or Operator (SRO) in Control Room

The proposed rule will require the presence in the control room
at all times of in holding a senior operator license for+~

each unit whicP se cold shutdown.

() Rsour Monticello plant (and several other plants), the Shift
;y*upervisor's offico is not located in the control room. This'

individual'will hold one of the two SRO licenses required during
plant operation. The Shif t Supervisor's office is located

'-immediately adjacent to the control room and transit time between
2\ the' two areas - takes less than ten seconds. Redundant communication

- channels are av311able between the two areas. We believe the rule
dhould recognize sych frrangements as being equivalent to having3

an SRO located in the 'controliroom.i

; ., ,

We. have long recognized the advantages of locating the Shif t
Supervisor's' office outside of the control room (for example, -

- >

reduction in traffic into and cut of the control room resulting
'

in fewer distractions to the control room operators). For smooth
and efficient plant functioning, the Shif t Supervisor must be
easf.?y accessible and spend most of his time in his office. The
second SRO required by the rule should be free to move throughout

,

, the plant for routine inspections and evaluation of off-normalj
; events.

4

Deadline for Meeting Requirements of
Rule Relating to Two SRO's on Shift' i -

r%

'->} The proposed rnie has an implementation date of January 1,1983.
It would allow the'D{ rector of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to
grant requesty for extensions of the deadline to July 1, 1983,
if the requests are timely and demonstrate good cause. In
exceptional cases, further extensions may be granted by the
Commission itself. We believe the January 1,1983 deadline is
unrealistic ap4 the extension policy contained in the proposed
rule is not liberal enough.
, . , ,

\s,
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NORTHERN CTATEQ POWER COMPANY-

,

Secretary of the Commission
October 6,1982
Pago 2

The requirement for two SRO's on shift is an especially |
difficult one for a one-unit plant site to meet. At |- {

O our Monticello plant we initiated steps long ago to
'

increase the number of licensed and senior licensed1

operations personnel in conjunction with implementation
of Item I.A.1.3.2 of NUREG-0737. On February 5, 1982

*

we requested an extension in the implementation schedule
for Item I. A.I.3.2 until February 15, 1983 to train and
license additional senior licensed personnel. In spite

sY of good faith efforts, our goal of two SRO's per shift
has not yet been met and we now bel.ieve an additional
schedule extension request will be neEessary.

We believe the proposed rule underestimates tha ,dif ficulty ,
involved in selecting, training, and licensing personnel.
At a time when licensing requirements are becoming more
rigorous and experienced personnel are in short supply,
more training and preparation are necesaary for license
candidates. The final rule should recognize this fact
and contain a realistic implementation date for the shift
manning requirements. January 1,1984 would be a realistic
implementation date. ,,

I

'

| Picase contact us if you have any questions concerning our comments related'

to the proposed licensed operator staffing rule.
,

W >

,

David Musolf4

ManagerofNucleabiupport Services

DMM/bd

cc: Regional Administrator-III, NRC
NRR Project Managers, NRC
NRC Resident Inspectors c ,

G Charnoff

O

s
. s. _ .,n. :

0, Si _1 v r e f e, ,c.te o , , ,,
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) YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY
-

2.C.2.1
- . . FYC 82-18

b 1671 Worcester Road. Framingham Massachusetts 01701GLA 82-48'

KEli
September 27, 1982 J.E.Tribble*p D.E.Vandenburgh

W.P. JohnsonSecretary of the Commission L.H.HeiderUnited States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
D.W. Edwards /R.E.HelfrichWsshington, D. C. 20555
JAK/JBS/ REG /AL
ACK/LDM/RES/JD

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch
J.G. Robinson B.B.Beckley i

'

Subject: Comments Pertaining to Licensed Operator Staffing; Proposed RuGeS. Thomas
(47FR38135, 30 August 1982) ~ E.E.Pilat D.E. Moody

.

B.C.Slifer J.T.Cady,Jr.
J.H. Moody P. Higgins

Dear Sir:
W.G.McGee R.W.Huston

We welcome this opportunity to exercise our privilege of submitting commFehtrano
Y:nkee Atomic owns and operates a nuclear power plant in Rowe, Massachusetts. The GLA-2
Nuclear Services Division also provides engineering and licensing services for otherLic.Filo
nuclear power plants in the Northeast including Vermont Yankee, Maine Yankee, and
Saabrook 1 and 2. W.F.Conway

R.W. Burke
,

IjiTRODUCTORY REMARKS REGARDING LICENSED OPERATOR STAFFING
J.H.Garrity |

'J.B.Randazza
Yankee Atomic recognizes that some licensees already comply with the proposedq

.htaf fing requirements for licensed operators. Others may achieve compliance before the
proposed deadline of January 1,1983. Still others, and we think the majority of
licensees, will be unable to achieve the proposed levels of staf fing by that deadline. ,

Many in this latter category have already requested extensions beyond that date. Thus, {
the proposed rule abruptly confronts some licensees with the penalties of noncompliance,
but rewards others who have already established their licensed operator staff consistent
with NRC's proposed requirements.

,

The post-TMI literature that NRC cites in the proposed rule provides no explanation f
for NRC's belief that a backup SRO is necessary for reasons of increasing safety during
plant operation. The President's Commission on Three Mile Island does not address
ctaffing levels for licensed operators. The conclusions reached in other documents such ,

ao reports of the NRC's Special Inquiry Group, Lessons Taarned Task Force, or Bulletins (
'

and Orders Task Force are official pronouncements and policy statements, not
administrative rulemakings. They do not reflect the required level of reasoned ,

[dacision-making that must precede NRC's promulgation of a new requirement.
l

In our opinion, the need for this proposed requirement has not been adequately !

established; especially in view of the dif ficult and unsettled task of describing what
is the appropriate relationship between Control Room design, emergency operating
procedures, and human factors. The questions raised by these relationships are

We believe
p culti-f aceted, and cannot easily be resolved by a single-issue rulemaking.V the rule is premature and recommend that NRC delay their decision on licensed operator

staf fing, until the numerous and extensive studies now underway by NRC and Industry are
i

| completed (see Attachment to this letter). These studies ar2 part of NRC's integrated
I

ef fort to establish shif t crew qualifications, which is necessarily related to the
question of licensed operator staf fing. The Attachment summaries these studies, which| C

represent a more holistic and less ad-hoc approach than this isolated proposal. At
least five key activities are underway, representing a very significant commitment of
* .

'

'A * ~ e .s ,

.
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'
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NRC and Industry resources, that would appear to provide the sound basis this proposed
,

a rule lacks. We believe that by proposing this rule in advance of gaining knowledge from
I these programs, the NRC may put the cart before the horse.
'

DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSED RULE

1. A fixed deadline for compliance of January 1,1983, even with the privilege of
requesting extensions, may not be the most fair and reasonable choice.

The proposed rule establishes a deadline of January 1,1983, for meeting itsI

einimum licensed operator staf fing requirements, .b.ut permits the Director, NRR, to grant '

, extensions "for good cause" to July 1, 1983. Many utilities have already requested
! extensions from this date, based upon the NRC's criteria set forth in the Supplementary

Information section. Although the proposed rule further provides for extensions,
granted by the Commissioners to beyond July 1,1983, no criterion are established for j

;
~ what " exceptional cases" would be eligible for such extensions. Despite NUREG-0737's ,

prior requirements, concerning staffing levels for licensed operations, this proposed
rule is the first official opportunity that NRC has provided for submitting comments on
these requirements. Licensees are now faced with a codified deadline concerning
staffing levels, and this proposed rule in which NRC has provided less than thirty daysi ,

for public comments and merely four months until compliance is required.!

| We believe that an " exceptional case" may already exist for any request for
xtension beyond January 1,1983. This date is too soon for many licensees, and does

' not correspond to a future date when results will be available from the extensive
i ongoing activities, listed on the Attachment to this letter. In particular, INPO's ,

Survey of Occupational Employment in Nuclear Power Activities, which is due October.
i

! 1982, could be consulted by NRC for projecting personnel availability and demands for

I,
iteensed operators. There may be reason' to find that January 1,1983 is not the most
fair'and reasonable deadline that could be chosen. Moreover, NRC action in advance of

I the INPO survey will negate the purpose and timeliness of the survey, contrary to the
spirit of Industry cooperation with NRC, which INFO has fostered since its formation.

2. Instead of fixing a deadline that may be unrealistic for many Utilities, NRC should
'permit each licensee to negotiate a more viable commitment date.

. |
1 ,

In the area of NRC requirements for emergency preparedness capability, the',

| Committee to Review Generic Requirements has distilled many isolated, and in some cases
l cd-hoe, requirements into a single document in SECY 82-111. The Commissioners have
| approved a scheme for licensees to negotiate their commitments to SECY 82-111

requirements, together with their NRC Project Managers. The Co mmissioners explicitly'

racognized that a discrete deadline for the diverse SECY 82-111 emergency preparedness
f

j requirements would be unfair to many Utilities, who were continuing with good-faith
'efforts to implement these capabilities in the absence of a concise regulatory

raquirement.

O Similarly, we believe that a negotiable commitment scheme is appropriate for
licensed operator staf fing requirements. Thus, NRC would demonstrate a fair
consideration for a Utility with, among other factors, an active recruitment program,

} suf ficient personnel in training, and an adequate training program.
, A fixed deadline'

can be unnecessarily demoralizing, to a utility whose good-faith efforts in these areas
'to only to be met with a finding of noncompliance, with the premature and arbitrary

deadline of January 1,1983.
'p ; 4

-
,

r,
-

* ' ' ' ~ aS 2 . , m- c ._J ,- , c . . - ,
;
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.

3. Staffing requirements that abruptly increase, at a pre-selected core-average
temperature, are unnecessarily inflexible and may prevent a Shif t Supervisor f rom '

leaving the Control Room even when safety demands his presence elsewhere in the
plant.

.

According to the proposed rule, taking pressurized water reactors for illustration, !

the minimum requirements for Senior Reactor Operators increase by one when core-average
temperature reaches 2000F. A shif t Supervisor supervising a plant heatup to normal ;

operating temperatures would be forbidden from leaving the Control Room, in case he is
needed elsewhere, untti a second Senior Reactor Operator reports to the Control Room for
duty. Thus, the consequence of basing the requirement upon temperature is paradoxical:
either the plant heatup would be delayed until the "second SRO arrives, or the SS aust
disobey a requirement if an emergency arises and he must exit the Control Room before
the SRO arrives. Nothing about 2000F, however, compels this result for all
pressurized water reactors. Plant operations are not suddenly made unsafe at 2000F,
so that two SRos on Shif t are necessary. And nothing is desirable about forcing a plant ' ;

cooldown, merely so the SS can leave the Control Room. A pre-selected temperature *
transition point c,f 2000F for all plants is unrealistic since it does not correspondi

; to any identified risk of plant operation, which would demand another SRO, and may
create a safety hazard if it operates as a disencentive for a SS to go where he is
needed most.

We believe, for example, if this proposed rule is promulgated, that a better way to
edainister the requirement for a backup SRO vould be to key on Operating Modes 1-6,
which are defined for each plant, and to only require the second SRO before a expiration
of the subsequent shif t. Thus, the transition-requirement more naturally corresponds to

-plant-specific definitions of modes, and a reasonable period of flexibility would exist
to permit the SS to rosa freely about the plant without delaying operation, until a*

backup SRO arrived. _ _

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Yankee Atomic believes that this proposed rule should not'be promulgated in advance
i of results .of those NRC and Industry Activities listed as the Attachment to this

letter.s , In addition, it should only be promulgated if NRC establishes that additional
compliance costs to Utilities are justified by avoiding identifiable ~ risks of plant

i

| operation as a consequence of requiring more licensed operators on shift. Otherwise, we
feel the rule is both premature and not properly justified by reasons of significantly'

increasing plant safety.

Very truly yours,

t

YANKEE ATOHIC ELECTRIC COMPANY!

Robert E. Helfrich
Senior Engineer - Generic Licensing

REH/dd
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ATTACRMENT*

f Projected Availability Item

Oc tober, 1982 INPO Survey of Occupational Employment in
Nuclear Power Activities, to determineO employment status and demand for licensed
operators by Utilities.

,

November, 1982 Brookhaven-Pacific Northwest Labs Contractor
Report for the NRC's Division of Humau Factors
Safety, for use in developing guidelines for
shift staffing and qualifications requirement.

December, 1982 NRC Division of *Homan Factors Safety Project,

Preliminary Report, to define the preferred role
of an engineer on shif t, including: functions,
responsibilities, qualifications, organizational
relationship, integration with other operating

'
staff.

June, 1983 NRC Division of Human Factors Safety, |,

Application of Instructional Systems Development
to Evaluation of Nuclear Utility Training,

project to develop guidelines for operator
training programs in the nuclear industry and
for specific positions and plant type.

}
June, 1983 NRC Division Facility Operations, NRC-RES

Job / Task Analysis, project to obtain detailed
information on crew operations during transient
and accident conditions, on human engineering
design on Control Room number and types of
operations, training requirements, etc.

July , 1983 INPO Job / Task Analysis, project to obtain
detailed data and descriptions of skills and .

knowledge requirements of ten operational
positions (e.g. , RO, SRO, AO, SS, STA, etc.). - |

!

i'

* Presentation by Dr. J. Persensky, NRC Licensee Qualification Branch,
September 1,1982 Meeting of AIF Subcommittee on Reactor Operations and
Maintenance

O
.

-
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*
LACK OF JUSTIFICATION

O tea exFERiEnCE_

'

INDUSTRY STUDIES-

INPO TASK ANALYSIS

NRC RESEARCH-

*

OTHER PENDING INITIATIVES

STA-

,

TABLE B-1-

COLLEGE CREDITS-

!
- DEGREED SHIFT SUPERVISOR

SHIFT ENGINEER-

OVERTIME RESTRICTIONS-

NO. OF SHIFTS INCREASED-

- SIMULATOR EXAMINATIONS

i

| O

i

-2-
t
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SQiEDULE AND PLANNING IMPLICATION

O EXPERIEllCE REQUIREMENTS
-

'

EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
-

21

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
-

MORE DIFFICULT EXAM STANDARDS
-

:

-

EXPANDED TRAltlING STAFF AND REQUIREMENTS

REQUALIFICATION EXAMINATIONS
-

EXPANDED NEED FOR LICEllSED PERSONNEL
-

: O
*

SAFETY IFPLICATIONS

DILUTION OF OPERATIllG EXPERIENCE
-

1

-

LESS EXPERIENCE ON SHIFT
1

POSSIBLE INATTEllTIVENESS
-

,

1

O .

,
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MAINE YANKEE
EXAM FAILURE RATE PROPOSAL AS OF /0/62

j .-
1

PROGRAM j
START COMPLETE PASS EXAM .

'
1979 -

SRO - - -

CR0 5 4 4

1980
SRO 3 3 3
CR0 6 4 4

19 81<

SRO 7 6 4:
'

CR0 6 4 4

0 1982'
SRO 6 4 4
SRO I I I

CR0 10 7 7
; SRO 5/3 T 1983 i

CRO 8 1 Completions (
t J

TOTAL
LESS UNFINISHED SRO 18__ 7gx _14--

ggx*TOTAL
12-- ( 67 % )-PROGRAMS CR0 27 19 19 - - ( 70 % )-7,, ,g , _

*2 RESIGNED

!
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1985 1981 1985 lib 6,
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|
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!

| SHFT 4 4 4e a

ENGINEER s 8 I 8

6 4 6 4
SROTC | |

* ' '

CROTC s' 'i a' ' s'
' ''

: 8 s

6 ,

5

' 8 -10 6-7
6-7 | | . |

7-9
6-8 |

,
'A0TC

i 7

'

REQUAL 8
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MAINE YANKEE
Operations Dept. PROPOSAL AS OF 10/82
Attrition Rate

.

YEAR AUXILIARY CONTROL ROOM SENIOR CONTROL TOTAL
OPERATOR OPERATOR ROOM OPERATOR

1977 I 4 2 7

1978 0 4 2 6,

1979 3 1 2 6

1980 2 i O 3

19 81 4 1 5 10 i

h 1982 i O 3 4

TOTALS || || |4 36

l.83 1.83 2.33AVG./YR. .

| PLANNING 2 2 3 7/ year
| RATE /YR.
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